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Editorial 
A world of refugees made visible: in honour of Abdulrazak Gurnah 

The news came as a wonderful surprise and it felt like an unexpectedly bold decision on the 

part of the Swedish Nobel Prize Committee, who awarded Abdulrazak Gurnah the Nobel Prize 

in Literature on 7 October 2021. For all of us who have cultivated a long-standing interest in 

postcolonial writing, and for this journal, ideally positioned in a European South that looks 

closely at Africa and its diasporas, it was a joyful, enthusiastic moment. This Nobel Prize is a 

welcome act of recognition of the work of a great writer, of the places and cultures Gurnah has 

traversed in his lifetime, of the complexities of where he comes from, and of the consequences 

of colonialism for Africa and its migrants, asylum seekers and refugees, seeking shelter and a 

future in Europe and around the globe. 

One of the great questions in postcolonial literatures and critical theory is the dialectics 

between visibility and invisibility at work in the processes of producing knowledge (historical, 

cultural, linguistic, sociological…) in and about colonial and postcolonial contexts. The 

postcolonial has always been concerned with a politics of invisibility, and one of its great 

cultural and political achievements has been to make the invisible visible. In its original 

impulse, postcolonialism was a programmatic effort to represent areas, nations, cultures of the 

world which were notionally acknowledged, technically there, but which were not there in many 

other senses, as Edward Said eloquently put it in his Orientalism (1978). “So the politics of 

invisibility involves not actual invisibility – Robert Young argues – but a refusal of those in 

power to see who or what is there. The task of the postcolonial is to make the invisible, in this 

sense, visible.”
1
 

The motivation of the Nobel Prize committee, praising Gurnah’s “uncompromising and 

compassionate penetration of the effects of colonialism and the fate of the refugee in the gulf 

between cultures and continents,”
2
 acknowledges the core of his literary and academic 

endeavours. His works have indeed mobilized a plurality of stories that span over a century of 

colonial encounters, postcolonial travels and border crossings, and have opened up a vast 

continental and oceanic narrative space for us to traverse: in this way, he has traced and made 

accessible a variety of local African discourses, transcultural contacts and transnational flows, 

which have made Africa and its diasporas visible. The imagination that sustains his writing is 
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far from replicating the certainties of the powerful master narratives of colonialism, patriarchy, 

racism and xenophobia, responsible for centuries of violence and exploitation that persist in 

the present. Gurnah does believe in the power of storytelling to connect people and geopolitical 

scenarios, and to offer forms of accommodation and even hospitality to human beings 

wandering in hostile places; but his stories thrive on provisional representations of characters 

and experiences, which come out of fluctuating imaginaries and claim no certainties: in his ten 

novels and many short stories, impermanence and precarity are strategically functional to 

illuminating the predicaments of people who are displaced, unmoored, endlessly on the move 

and changing. 

Thus Gurnah questions ideas of purity and fixity related to cultures and people’s 

identities. He does so by leading us into the complexity of centuries of intermingling along the 

East African shores of the Indian Ocean, which become paradigmatic examples of the 

heterogeneity and hybridity subtending the experiences of all human beings, of places and 

languages in all times. Interestingly, he focuses on the ocean as a space through which 

relationships, affects, histories and politics are brought into being; and on the Swahili coast of 

the continent as the cradle of overlapping African, Asian and Arab heritages. But in his 

references to this long narrative of continental and transoceanic exchanges there is neither 

idealism nor nostalgia. Firmly ingrained in it are the Eastern African slave trade and indenture 

system, German and British occupation, as well as forms of pervasive socio-economic 

exclusion connected to abject poverty and migration. His characters – powerless outcasts 

often caught in violent situations for which they are not responsible and which they cannot 

control – live in the interstices of societies. Sometimes, as happens to the protagonist of the 

novel Paradise (1994), which was nominated for both the Booker Prize and the Whitbread 

Prize for Fiction, they find respite from the harshness of hostile circumstances thanks to the 

welcoming embrace of other men and other women – an embrace that gestures towards the 

possibility of alternative social imaginaries, if only we cared more for people, kindness, and a 

life in common. 

Such moments of warmth and shared humanity rarely occur in the current hostile 

immigration climate, Gurnah tells us. The asylum seeker, the refugee and the migrant are 

seldom granted the dignity which the recognition of a common humanity would enable, and 

are endlessly condemned to displacement, indifference and racial aggression. In a passage in 

By the Sea, Gurnah’s sixth novel, Saleh Omar, one of the protagonists and narrators, comes 

to this blunt realization: “I am a refugee, an asylum seeker. These are not simple words” (2001, 

4). In this way, he identifies part of the difficulties of an illegal immigrant in 21
st
 century England. 

Forced to clash with the ‘legal’ language that reflects and defines the political borders of the 

nation, Saleh realizes that the labels of refugee or asylum seeker are not just mere words, but 

tools with which the distinctions between those who are citizens and those who are not are 

produced. Saleh embodies a ‘disturbing’ element for the ordering of contemporary western 
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societies: he is truly, as Hannah Arendt suggests, “the man of rights,” the human being who 

should be entitled to rights precisely because of his/her humanity, and who instead is 

considered “bare life” by state organizations who only give rights and grant belonging to their 

citizens.
3
 In his incantatory narratives, Gurnah looks for languages and finds words for 

characters who are non-persons, and whose position of illegality forces them into experiences 

of victimization. His main gift to us is the vision and the voice of an insider, whose writing 

succeeds in making visible – to all those who care to read, listen and finally see – the daily 

growing crowd of refugees who are slowly making a world of borders untenable. 

Thank you Razak, this issue of From the European South is dedicated to you. 

 

      Annalisa Oboe 

October 2021 

Notes 
1
 Robert Young, “Postcolonial Remains,” New Literary History 43, no. 1 (2012): 23. 

2
 See https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/literature/2021/summary/. Accessed October 27, 2021. 

3
 See Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life (Stanford: Stanford University 

Press, 1998), 126. 
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Borders, race, and global mediascapes: deconstructing 
violence in politics and representations 
edited by Gaia Giuliani, Sofia José Santos, and Monish Bhatia 

This special focus aims to critically examine violence in politics and media representations of 

migrants, refugees, and so-called “internal Others” (racialized citizens) in Italy, Portugal, the 

United Kingdom, India, the United States, and Australia, while mapping out their 

interconnections with particular narratives in the field of crime and security. The focus 

addresses how they (re)produce narratives of moral panic and securitization through specific 

constructions of Otherness which articulate representations of gender, race, age, and religion; 

and how these constructions provide the symbolic material for the legitimization of institutional 

as well as epistemic violence against these groups. 

The time span we consider goes from 2001 to the present, which is marked prevalently 

in the areas under scrutiny by the reorganization of international security facing the new phases 

of what was initially called the “War on Terror,” the global restructuring of border regimes that 

depended on the latter and more decidedly on the internal political, social, and environmental 

phenomena and dynamics, the financial crisis with its political and socioeconomic 

consequences across Europe and the West, the Arab Spring, and the so-called ‘migrant crises’ 

across the Mediterranean, which were triggered by increased repression in the Horn of Africa 

(2007-), the Tunisian internal conflict (2011), and the Syrian exodus (2015-2016). This choice 

is based on a resignification of the term crisis, which in Gaia Giuliani’s view “does not 

correspond directly to the material crises [...] that have hit the economic and social space of 

Europe, the West and their global dimensions,” but “to the crises of self-representation that are 

both engendered by and reproduce the material crisis” (Giuliani 2017, 68). As such, “the 

symbolic and the material are conceived not just as interconnected and mutually interacting 

(following Stuart Hall) [… but they] actually produce each other within a complex camp of 

individual and super-individual forces” (Giuliani 2017, 68). 
In the mainstream Western discourse on security, the war against terrorism, as well as 

the financial and migration crises, have been transformed into factors of a condition of 

permanent crisis which determines and is said to be determined by an alleged ‘persistent risk’ 
engendered by old and new migrants (see Bhatia 2018, 2021). As a result, they are read as 

‘risky bodies’, dichotomized as victims (bodies at risk) and/or potential criminals and threats to 
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Western societies (risky bodies) (Aradau 2004; Giuliani 2017, 2018, 2019). This double 

(gendered) iconography is confirmed by securitization studies (see Wæver et al. 1993; Bigo 

2002; Huysmans 2006), which have shown how migration can be turned into a security issue 

and how humanitarian rhetoric can help sustain it as an essential element of governmentality, 

particularly regarding the regulation of human mobility (Bigo 2002; Agier 2008; also see Mehta 

2018). These same discourse and iconography are sustained by ‘figures of race’ (Giuliani 

2017) – that is, figures sedimented across centuries, empires and postcolonial situations 

through which racialized bodies have been constructed – that constitute the lenses through 

which today migrants and refugees are read intersectionally, and that are the core of a study 

that aims to semiotically connect the making and the use of a text and the operation of the 

border. 

The aim of this Special focus is to analyse the making of the risky body media discourse 

and iconography along with the making of migrants and refugees into bio/necro-political 

objects. Starting from shared reflections on the tightening of the EU and Italian political 

directions about migrant and refugee arrivals, and combining anthropological and cultural 

studies approaches, Gaia Giuliani and Barbara Pinelli look at the ways in which Italy’s Southern 

borders filter and control migration, as well as their semiotic implications. Rita Santos and Sofia 

José Santos provide a detailed and nuanced examination of the different gendered and 

racialised tropes present in the Portuguese media coverage of people of African descent and 

its intersections with wider national and international meta-narratives of progress, wealth, and 

security/ization. Through a critical examination of media representations of the Bangladeshi 

and Internal ‘Other’ in the Indian press, in particular images of the three well-publicised cases 

of Felani Khatun, Zohra Bibi and ‘woman in red sari’, Monish Bhatia and Rimple Mehta discuss 

cruelty, ‘madness’ and criminality while reflecting on the complexity of citizenship and 

belonging in the Indian context and the role media plays. Nicholas De Genova analyses the 

lethal effects of the border between the United States and Mexico, as it contributes 

systematically to the production of Mexican and other Latina/o lives as disposable. Drawing on 

Latino Studies scholarship, and research in border and migration studies, in particular, De 

Genova sizes the centrality of anti-Mexican/anti-Latinx racism in the United States 

contemporary immigration debate. Drawing on the findings of the Deathscapes project, 

Suvendrini Perera and Joseph Pugliese reflect on refugee and migrant bodies as they die in 

their myriad ways across the deathscape, from the desert borders of the United States to the 

waters of the Mediterranean and offshore detention sites in Australia. Finally, Angelica Pesarini 

and Carla Panico analyse the media reception in Southern and Northern Europe of the Black 

Lives Matter protests generated by the killing of George Floyd in Minneapolis in May 2020. 

The work presented here finds its origins in, and is a relevant output of, research 

undertaken by the team of the FCT-funded project “(De)Othering: Deconstructing Risk and 

Otherness: hegemonic scripts and counter-narratives on migrants/refugees and ‘internal 
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Others’ in Portuguese and European mediascapes” (2018-2021), where Gaia Giuliani and 

Sofia José Santos figure respectively as principal investigator and researcher, and Monish 

Bhatia as one of its international consultants.1 We decided on a framing of Europe-focused 

research in a broader social, geographical and analytical context also involving India, the 

United States and Australia and their correspondent borderscapes with Latin America and 

Asia. We felt it necessary for both epistemological and methodological reasons: given the 

ocean-crossing interrelation between borderscapes, border regimes, securitization practices, 

and critical approaches to these in the West, we wished to highlight how, in the West, border 

biopolitics and necropolitics are mutually influencing and create at the same time images of 

the West which are racialised and gendered. Secondly, much of the critical literature built on 

by “(De)Othering” is cross-disciplinary and cross-continental in its theoretical framework, 

analytical tools, and results. 

 
Notes 
1 “(De)Othering: Deconstructing Risk and Otherness: hegemonic scripts and counter-narratives on 
migrants/refugees and ‘internal Others’ in Portuguese and European mediascapes” (Reference: POCI-
01-0145- FEDER-029997), was funded by FEDER and POCI. 
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Perfect victims and monstrous invaders: media, borders, 
and intersectionality in Italy 
Barbara Pinelli 

Università Roma Tre 

Gaia Giuliani 

CES–University of Coimbra, Portugal1 

ABSTRACT 

This article explores the reconfiguration of public, political and media discourses on migration to Italy’s 
Southern coasts since the re-making of the Mediterranean border regime, beginning in 2013. 
Combining our respective anthropological and cultural studies approaches, this article looks at how 
borders filter and control, and examines the semiotic implications of borders through shared reflections 
on the tightening of the EU border regime and Italy’s political positions on migrants and refugees. In 
the first section, Pinelli analyses border politics by looking at the shifts in humanitarian and political 
registers constructed on refugee women since 2010. Drawing on her ethnographic research, Pinelli 
demonstrates how these discursive registers legitimise the refusal of other migrants and exclude 
women from recognition as political and historical subjects. In the second section, Giuliani applies 
cultural and critical visual studies approaches to understand how two opposing media discourses on 
incoming migrants converge in construing the moral panic against migrants’ threats and, 
consequently, Italy as in need of protection. In bridging these two sections, our aim is to offer a 
feminist intersectional perspective to understand how sedimented categories of gender, race, sex, and 
class regulate relations between the receiving State and subjects who are the signers of historical 
hierarchies of difference (refugees, migrants, women), and to simultaneously explore the processes 
which construct the receiving ‘imagined community’ as white, innocent and under siege. 

Keywords 
Italy’s Southern borders, humanitarian discourses, intersectionality, victimisation, moral panic against 
the invasion 

Introduction 

In June 2019, the Sea Watch 3 rescued 53 migrants in the Mediterranean. After refusing to 

dock in Tripoli’s port, in accordance with maritime law,2 the ship’s captain decided to head for 

the Lampedusa port, transgressing the Italian government’s political position to prevent the 

docking of humanitarian boats (and migrants’ sea arrivals). The Sea Watch 3 case had 

significant international political and mediatic resonance, showing an oppositional construct 

of the white radical activist as both smuggler and ‘white saviour’ – the pendant of the 

dichotomic representation of migrants as criminals or victims. Nonetheless, to understand the 
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consent built around the politics of “closed ports” and of narratives supporting border 

protection and depicting refugees as invaders, we need to trace the evolution of discourses 

of Europe’s bitter migration and asylum politics. The closure of the EU’s borders in response 

to migrant and refugee flows was inaugurated with Acquis Schengen (1985), further 

strengthened at the beginning of the 1990s, against flows along the Adriatic routes towards 

the Italian south-east costs, and later following the so-called Arab Spring, when flows were 

re-directed toward the Central Mediterranean. Over the course of these years, public and 

political narratives on sea arrivals toward Europe were mainly focused on Lampedusa, 

depicting it as the symbol of irregular migration to the EU. In the autumn of 2013, when over 

400 people died a few hundred meters off Lampedusa’s shore, the political and public 

discourse on migratory Mediterranean routes partially changed. Although the shipwreck of 

October 2013 was not the first, it identified the Central Mediterranean as the world’s 

deadliest border and birthed a ‘new’ European migration policy. From October 2013 to 

November 2014, the Italian government ran a humanitarian and military Search and Rescue 

(SAR) operation in the Mediterranean, the Mare Nostrum Operation. National public 

discourse focused on the costs attributed the operation, as well as claims that Mare Nostrum 

made undocumented border crossing even more attractive to migrants, while the EU warned 

of “Schengen under pressure” because of consequential dispersion of migrants throughout 

its territories. These concerns led to the end of Mare Nostrum and facilitated the European 

project of turning the Mediterranean Sea into a pre-frontier to the EU for migrants and 

refugees (see Garelli et al. 2018). 

This path led to the establishment of the European Agenda on Migration (2015), which 

strengthened the border monitoring systems – mainly through the development of the military 

Frontex agency and reinforcing control technologies, such as the European Border 

Surveillance System (EUROSUR) (Heller and Jones 2014; Gaibazzi et al. 2017). Such a 

securitarian approach has meant that “national governments and EU institutions can bypass 

their rule of law and human rights responsibilities” (Carrera and Cortinovis 2019) and has led 

to a politics of SAR disengagement in the Central Mediterranean. Humanitarian NGOs 

partially filled the void left in saving migrants at sea. However, the conservative turn in EU 

institutions and Member States governments (for instance, the closed ports policy declared 

by the Italian Ministry of Interior in June 2018 or the refusal to let NGO ships conducting SAR 

operations to enter Italian or Maltese ports), nourished by an increasingly racist public 

discourse on migration flows which also led to the criminalization of NGOs and other activist 

organizations that rescue distressed migrants. 

Taking Italy’s Southern borders as a vantage point to observe these dynamics, this 

article explores the reconfiguration of public, political and media discourses on migration in 

relation to Southern European coasts since 2013. Over the years, we have repeatedly 
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shared reflections on the consequences of the tightening of EU and Italy politics on migrant 

and refugee arrivals. Comparing our respective research on EU border regimes – a lengthy 

ethnography on Southern Italy landing zones and a critical discourse analysis of 

iconographies and mainstream visual discourses on sea borders – we have become more 

convinced of the need to look at the borders as political and discursive dispositifs, 

foregrounding a perspective bringing us together – that of feminist intersectional perspective. 

Combining anthropology and cultural studies, this article looks at how borders filter and 

control, resulting in semiotic implications in terms of the outcome of the interplay of 

hegemonic representations of borders in public discourse, laws, policies, as well as 

mainstream media. In addition, a feminist intersectional perspective allows us to understand 

how sedimented categories of gender, race, sex, and class regulate the relations between 

the receiving State and subjects who are “the privileged signers” (Grewal and Kaplan 1994, 

21) of historical hierarchies of difference. Simultaneously, it allows us to explore the 

processes which construct the receiving ‘imagined community’ as white, innocent and under 

siege. 

In the first section, Pinelli analyses border politics by looking at the shifts in the 

humanitarian and political registers constructed on refugee women since 2010 (See: 2019). 

Drawing on her ethnographic research, she seeks to show how these discursive registers 

legitimise the refusal of other migrants and exclude women from recognition as political and 

historical subjects. In the second section, Giuliani uses cultural and critical visual studies 

approaches to understand how two opposing media discourses on incoming migrants 

converge in construing the moral panic against migrants’ threats and, consequently, Italy as 

in need of protection. 

1. The political value of the bodies in the border regimes 

Since 2010, asylum politics in Italy and Europe have undergone considerable change. 

Although both the Mediterranean and the regions of origin and transit of migrants to Europe 

have experienced dramatic evolutions (Bradeloup and Pliez 2011; Ciabarri 2014; Gaibazzi et 

al. 2017), European response has been to strengthen border externalisation policy (mainly 

through cooperation agreements with countries of transit and origin), and patrolling activities 

in the Mediterranean. In this geopolitical context, Italy has played a central role in achieving 

EU aims (such as the establishment of hotspots areas) in managing agreements with Libya, 

and for national political choices which, especially since 2017 (with the renewal of the Italy-

Libya agreement), have been trying to manage migrations through offshore asylum and 

“closed ports” policies. 

Through research which began in 2010 and was carried out mainly in the Sicilian 

coasts’ landing zones and within refugee camps, I could closely observe this political 
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scenario and explore the long-term effects of the EU’s and Italian borders, and humanitarian 

policies on refugees, especially women. One of my main focuses was on the nexus between 

gendered violence and forced migration by collecting refugee women’s testimonies and 

exploring processes of reconstruction of their subjectivities after experiences of 

vulnerabilities and abuses. This outlook allowed for considerations of violence as a condition 

perpetuated and reinforced throughout the entire migration trajectory, in which arrival 

contexts play a key role in producing further social and institutional abuse. Part of this work 

has focused on border policies to explore how they produce enduring suffering and how 

humanitarian/political languages code wounds and wounded subjectivity when subjectivity 

represents the perfect image of the culturalised woman from the Global South to be saved or 

emancipated. These perspectives on the impact of border policies and on imaginaries 

embodied by humanitarian language (and reproduced by care practices) together with the 

empirical knowledge of the asylum contexts (refugee camps, landing zones, legal and 

assistance paths involving refugees) have allowed me to capture the gap between the 

realities of research sites and public and political discourses on sea arrivals. 

Therefore, I analyse public discourses from the point of view of the political and 

humanitarian registers constructed on the refugee women’s landings. Over the last ten years, 

these registers have oscillated between visibility and invisibility regimes. Here, I identify three 

temporal passages: women invisibility; the exposure of female figures as icons of suffering; 

the reduction, if not the cancellation, of the humanitarian imperative ‘women and children 

must be saved’. In their chronology, these registers have always been co-present. 

Nevertheless, they overlapped in ways which make migrant women’s bodies the filters which 

exclude them from recognition as historical subjects and justify the non-admittance of other 

migrants. In this section, I read border policies and the narratives accompanying them 

through the humanitarian and political imaginaries – which simultaneously save and exclude 

– constructed on refugee women. In a European context of severe violations of the right to 

asylum and protection, at best, women are admitted to the national territory in their 

“ahistorical splendour” (Mohanty 1984, 352). 

An innovative approach bridging the intersectional feminist approach to political 

anthropology allows us to understand the political game played on refugee women’s bodies 

to legitimise exclusion regimes and delegitimise the recognition of migrants as social and 

political subjects worthy of rights and protection. Such a theoretical and methodological 

stance allows me to make the racialisation of migration policies visible, and to highlight how 

these policies perpetuate gender, sexual, class, and culture hierarchies, producing protracted 

vulnerability and long-lasting suffering. Feminist and gendered approaches to forced 

migration analyses not only refer to specific gendered experiences but rather consider how 

institutions, policies, or humanitarian practices have sedimented gender, ethnic, racial, and 
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other hierarchies and how these axes are reconfigured (e.g. Stoler 1992) in the present. My 

intention is to show how imaginaries of gender, race and culture regulate the levels of 

recognition of the refugees in terms of historical and political subjectivity (Pinelli 2021). In 

other words, what is considered admissible of that subject, and what is considered 

inadmissible in the sphere of recognition? 

A look back 

In 2010, I began to engage the reconstruction of memories of violence from women arriving 

in Italy through the Central Mediterranean route following a period of time in Libyan detention 

camps. In the context of asylum migration, refugee women’s stories often reflect the 

vicissitudes of contexts of origin and transit. Specifically, these women’s bodies showed the 

effects of national and European migration and border policies. The 2007 Treaty on 

Friendship, Partnership and Cooperation between Italy and Libya (renewed in 2017) 

provisioned a joint-management of Libyan frontiers in efforts to discourage migrants’ 

departure toward Italian coasts. This agreement had harmful repercussions for migrants due 

to the conditions, permanence, and exposure to violence faced in Libyan detention camps 

(Human Rights Watch 2009; 2019). However, once landing on Italy’s shores, refugee women 

spent two-three years in one of Italy’s 12 refugee camps. These camps, located in southern 

rural areas and often over-populated, lacked suitable spaces for women, children, or families. 

As scholarly research and international reports have documented, refugees waited one-two 

years for their asylum requests to be evaluated, living in distressing social and material 

conditions and institutional abandonment. 

Although the disparate conditions of the camps were far from invisible, public discourse 

focused on Lampedusa landings while the experiences of violence and the social conditions 

lived by refugees in the reception system remained silenced. Little attention was given to the 

multiple forms of violence that women endured, especially concerning the political nature of 

intimate-sexual violence (depending on the geopolitical scenario), including the 

consequences that this lack of recognition might have on asylum requests. 

Following the October 2013 shipwrecks,3 the code of compassion started to 

characterise the mediatic and public narratives of refugees arriving from the Central 

Mediterranean route. The images of women (along with that of children, that Ticktin defines 

as “the trope of innocence”, 2017), historically represented as icons of suffering (Kapur 2002; 

Kozol 1988; Malkki 1996), had a prominent role. 

There was a fast transition from invisibility to overexposure of images of suffering and 

rescued migrants in Mediterranean waters. Undoubtedly, the use of humanitarian language 

and the will of Western States and non-governmental actors to depict themselves as those 

who save aching bodies, played central roles. The gap lies between, on the one hand, a 
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hypervisibility of suffering and sometimes death, with women exhibited as an emblem of 

humanitarian compassion, and made into victims without history, and, on the other, the 

invisibility of the protracted suffering and institutional violence that refugees continued to 

experience after their arrival. In other words, this exposed suffering was doomed to 

disappear once it left the media stage and transformed into policy. Women were doomed to 

disappear when they became real lives of pain and struggle, subjects to be recognised in 

terms of the story they bear. 

Much of the research carried out during and after the Mare Nostrum Operation 

documented how the subsequent European SAR operations launched an emergency and 

improvised humanitarian plan on national territories that saw abused women, alone or with 

children, pregnant and sometimes minors abandoned in their suffering and left without care. 

Although showing signs of abuse and vulnerability, some women waited months to receive 

gynaecological and psychological assistance and similar time periods to access their first 

asylum interviews (Pasquero and Palladino 2017). 

A central topic in this discussion concerns the over representation of the drama and 

pain filtered by an impotent female canon, which results in an archetypal portrayal of 

sacredness, suspended in time and history. For instance, between 2014-2016, international 

photography awards were assigned to portraits of veiled and suffering women, often with 

children, in Italian or Greek landing zones. Here the veil is not so much a religious symbol in 

the strict sense, but – as Ratna Kapur (2002) or Wendy Kozol (1988) have highlighted – that 

of a general sacredness (of women in a dimension of sacredness; mother with child, veiled 

woman, woman/Madonna) who is considered as admittable to the receiving community 

because of the bearer of a de-historicised impotence. As Liisa Malkki has already 

emphasised, these images of women (especially, of “womenandchildren”, Enloe 1993, 165) 

that are retracted as painful and submissive, become conventional icons to narrate asylum 

and humanitarian campaigns, sentimental tropes capable to “address the very heart of our 

humanity” (Malkki 1996, 387). 

There is, on that basis, a shared idea of seeing women – in conditions of poverty and 

in need of help – as a weakness and vulnerability imaginary. The point is what makes these 

images acceptable and reassuring is their perceived impotence; subjects that are harmless 

to the national order of things (Malkki 1996) and not disturbing the public sphere due to their 

lack of social and political power. 

As Susan Sontag argued, the “admissible images” (or rather, the images capable of 

making some stories admissible) are those that are deprived of the historical dimensions, 

conveying a general or abstract message, and therefore obscured of their most important 

political value, that is questioning history and the public gaze over it. More recently, referring 

to refugees’ images circulating in Europe, Miriam Ticktin has described how “the innocence” 
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– intended as a category able to filter which typologies of refugees can garner compassion – 

does not restrict itself to being a moral classification (2017, 577), but also expresses a 

precise political function. 

To exceed the humanitarian 

If this political function is seen in the way in which the perfect victim (the “ahistorical 

splendour”) is admitted excluding the social and political subject, it becomes even more 

visible in the third passage of this narrative. By the end of the Mare Nostrum Operation and 

with the European forces’ entry in the Central Mediterranean, Italy became the scene of deep 

criminalisation of humanitarian NGOs engaging to fill the void of migrants’ search and rescue 

operations. 

Feminist historians dealing with history of political asylum highlight how the moral 

imperative “women and children first” was a mainstream international humanitarian rhetoric 

since post-World War II (see Salvatici 2019), and, still, in the present such imperative 

assigns women a role of “humanitarian exception” (Ticktin 2017). This exceptionality 

deprives women bodies (those who are excluded by political recognition) of any historical 

value and, at the same time, means that the modern Western State depicts itself as that who 

protects the victim (the perfect a-historical icon of vulnerability). What must be emphasised is 

the sexual codification of this exceptionality. In her studies on the nexus between political 

violence and gender memory, Ronit Lentin has reframed the concept of homo sacer and 

coined the gendered term femina sacra (2006) to show how this sexualised and culturalised 

figure, that is recognised only in terms of “bare life,” serves to the play of sovereign power. 

In 2018, the Italian government’s right-wing turn made harbour closure and the block of 

migration by sea its political promise. Several migrant boats were abandoned off the 

Mediterranean, including those carrying women and children. Such events and the discursive 

shift concerning the “humanitarian exceptionality” show the erosion of the moral imperative 

on women and the clear responsibility of the State to risk the lives of those who do not 

belong to the nation. At the same time, both the former Ministry of Interior and the Italian 

government moved this exceptionality further; possibly, ‘only women and children’ would 

have been saved. On the one hand, the codification of women refugee bodies’ as general 

victims suspended from the history emerged strengthened; on the other, what we must 

question is the fierce filter women were assigned to justify the non-admittance on the national 

territory of the rest of the migrant population (companions, husbands, or everyone 

considered as not deserving to be saved). 
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Reason of State-migrations-insecurity 

As early as 1990, Teresa de Lauretis wrote that women’s bodies are the material site on 

which power relations are inscribed. However, she continues, ‘women’s bodies’ are not a 

homogeneous, neutral, and undifferentiated category. Female bodies show the signs of 

history and its inequalities. These signs also become, in this sense, the primary place to 

observe the functioning of sedimented hierarchies of gender, race, and culture and how they 

are reconfigured in the present. 

If a radical feminist perspective intertwined with refugee women studies allows to see 

how the hierarchies of gender, race, and global economic inequality still play a fundamental 

role in the construction of their wounds, this perspective is also a vantage point to explore the 

treatment refugees receive in the arrival context, and in the ways which the 

racial/sexual/economic dispositifs are put into place by the border (e.g. Rigo 2019). From 

their privileged position, receiving (European, in this case) States regulate the admission 

regimes of those considered not to belong to their territory or risky bodies (Aradau 2008) to 

the purity of the nation. 

Yet, receiving States should guarantee protection and safety for those who turn up to 

their borders in vulnerable conditions. If the classical meaning of the State’s security refers to 

what it does to guarantee security of its population, the most critical perspectives have 

questioned security and State concepts, as well as the practices through which State bodies 

achieve their aims. In this frame, the feminist approach to the nexus of State-security took a 

step forward. Rather than just criticising security from the State’s standpoint and looking at 

the practices it puts into place to secure ‘its’ population, this perspective reframes security 

altogether, centring those who are excluded from protection, and therefore exposed to 

profound insecurity and risk by the State. 

While public rhetoric is often an echo of a ‘reason of State’, proclaiming the necessity 

to secure national borders and its populations from the stranger, the feminist reading has 

inverted the terms of the nexus security-migration showing how government and control 

policies on human mobility push migrant and refugee’s populations toward violence and 

unsafe situations. In her research on refugees arriving by the Central (Libya-Channel of 

Sicily) and Eastern (toward Greece) Mediterranean routes, Jane Freedman writes that the 

studies on “the experiences of women” shed light “on the ways in which contemporary 

European and national migration policies impact on their security” (2016, 570) and “on the 

failure of EU countries to offer real protection” (580) to those fleeing from conflict, violence, 

and persecutions. In this regard, we could use the expression “migration-insecurity” 

(Marchand 2008) to allow for the emergence of the responsibility of receiving countries in 

engendering other forms of risk and abuse in the name of the nation’s security. 
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Historical studies on post-World War II emphasise how displaced people force to 

rethink “consolidated political categories (citizenship, rights, nation-State, political 

community) and to reframe concepts as space and border” (Salvatici 2004, 5). Bringing this 

reflection into the present – and addressing it from the specific perspective of refugee 

women’s experiences– unveils how the erosion of the political and social meanings of 

asylum increasingly affects people’s bodies and experiences to a deep extent, causing a 

progressive loss of “collective consciousness” (7) in front of asylum legal institution. If 

“security practices attempt to eliminate, expel or modify the abject other that appears as an 

intrusion into the political order” (Aradau 2008, 108), it calls into question how the supposed 

protection extended to refugee women exposes them to risks before and after their entry to 

European soil, and how they reduction to risky bodies for the nation legitimises other 

migrants’ exclusion. 

2. Sieged by external enemies: the intermediation of moral panic and the 
construction of Italians’ victimisation 

The intermediality of the Italian public discourses and iconographies of disembarkation – 

which are produced and reproduced by news media, photojournalism, social media but also 

cinema and TV series – produces standardised patterns of interpretation which, as many 

journalists I interviewed online stress (Angela Azzaro, 30 June 2020; Veronica Fernandes, 

14 April 2021; Francesca Berardi, 25 June 2020; Asmae Dachan, 17 February 2021), are 

extremely polarised and oscillate between securitarian anxiety and humanitarian 

compassion. In other words, except for very few online and written newspapers (Huffington 

post, Internazionale, Avvenire, Redattore Sociale), the Italian mainstream media oscillates 

between criminalisation and victimisation of people on the move. In particular, since the first 

Giuseppe Conte government, when Lega (a populist, right-wing and xenophobic, if not 

openly racist, party) was leading the Ministry of Home Affairs (2018-2019), securitarian 

discourses and iconographies couple migration to the West and terrorism, creating 

associations between the two. With the outburst of the Covid-19 pandemic, fears of migrants 

as invasive and carriers of chaos and terrorism are also associated with fears of catastrophe, 

as if migrants and asylum seekers were the main factor of contagion.4 The convergence of 

these fears contribute to a moral panic, meaning in line with Stuart Hall (1978), the reaction 

of a given society to a perceived threat that is seen as subverting its moral foundations 

identified with specific race, gender, sexuality, religion and class power relations. In these 

securitarian narratives, migrants and asylum seekers are seen as threatening not only the life 

standards of European citizens and societies, but also to their social and cultural norms, and 

racial standards.5 On the contrary, hegemonic humanitarian discourses, as Pinelli has shown 

in her ethnographic work, couple a paternalistic approach and a description of migrants and 
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asylum seekers – identified primarily as “womenandchildren” (Enloe 1993) essentially as 

victims that must be “rescued.”6 In both cases, mainstream public discourses, whether 

humanitarian or securitarian, imply not only that the Outside, from where migrants and 

refugees flee, is inherently ridden with monstrous wars, terrorism, famine, HR violations and 

pandemics, but also that the people in motion bring their catastrophic conditions into the safe 

space of the Italian imagined community. 

The two main figures that emerge from these discourses, respectively, are the figure of 

the ‘white saviour’ and that of the ‘defender of the nation’. The first figure corresponds to that 

of the hero who saves and protects refugees and migrants (according to the “hegemonic 

humanitarian” rhetoric) which in Italian media has associated to figures like See Watch 3’s 

captain, Carola Rackete;7 the second figure is that of the nemetic other hero, whose goal is 

to prevent chaos to enter the space of the alleged white nation, according to a securitarian 

rhetoric which is particularly embodied by Matteo Salvini, Leader of Lega and former Minister 

of Home Affairs (2018-2019).8 Despite being products of different syntaxes and producing 

quite a different impact on people on the move in terms of rescuing and assistance, these 

two constructions often appear in the same discourse that combines Italians’ benevolence 

and the need for border closure. In both humanitarian State and securitarian discourses, 

borders not only identify who belongs to the national imagined community, but also construe 

the latter as an innocent community that is constantly at siege, threatened by what is 

Outside, that is what is inherently monstrous, criminal, and deadly. 

Both narratives, humanitarian and securitarian, have repercussions in terms of 

gendered patterns of criminalisation/victimisation. As Pinelli argues, the expression 

“womenandchildren” – coined in contexts of war or disaster – is used by both humanitarian 

and securitarian media and institutional discourses to sustain the figure of the white saviour 

together with a description of “womenandchildren” as powerless and integrable (that is, less 

dangerous) individuals, simultaneous to discourses about the social dangerousness and 

political radicalisation of migrants and refugee men. A distinction that, nevertheless, is 

evaporating once the disciplining dispositifs of the border regime are those applied to 

containment and detention on Italian territory. 

Borders as semiotic dispositifs reproducing race 

Throughout the research I have undertaken with the project “(De)Othering”, databases on 

national and international media were collected and analysed where border control, forced 

mobility, detention, and repatriation are always presented as uncontested and aimed at 

national security. The language used is one of an alleged “war at the frontier”; one structured 

by terms like defence, national security, militarised border, and soldiers, which transforms a 

political issue into one of national and European security (see Fassin 2011; Ticktin 2016). 
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Building on the notion of “border regime” (Tsianos and Karakayali 2010), in my work I 

propose to use “border semiotic regimes” or the semiotic power of borders (2021) to 

understand, as implicated by public discourse on bordering as for national defence, the idea 

that as a receiving society, Italy is forced into a state of siege by a never-ending, barbarian 

invasion (Jones 2016). 

I argue that Italy’s borders, and more visibly Lampedusa’s shore, which are the most 

mediatised, are used as semiotic dispositifs to construe the Italian national community as 

innocent and sieged by an “alleged external enemy” – a “they” which is construed through 

specific intersectional “figures of race” (Giuliani 2015, 1). 

By “figures of race” I mean images which transnationally sediment over time and 

crystallise some of the meanings assigned to bodies — which are gendered and racialised in 

colonial and postcolonial contexts. As such, these figures pose material effects on people, 

ultimately establishing privileges for some, while excluding others from resources and rights, 

generating processes of subalternation and necropolitics, and exposing racialised groups to 

vulnerability, violence, and death. 

Specific “figures of race” are deployed in the rendition of the hyper-mediatised Italian 

borders as separating the Here from the Out There (Giuliani 2021). This view, helped by the 

perception of the Mediterranean as a natural-occurring border, does not allow for a critique of 

the artificiality of borders while obscuring the violence of its operations. Moreover, in line with 

both Pinelli’s research findings and the 23 interviews that I conducted, both securitarian and 

humanitarian public discourses and iconographies of boat landings tend to a massification, 

de-politicisation, and silencing of both the so-called ‘objective causes’ of mobility and the 

lived experiences of migrants and asylum seekers. 

In this context, the adducted immorality of people in mobility towards Italy is connected 

to the idea that what migrants are aspiring to when travelling across the Mediterranean and 

landing in Italy/Europe is something they do not have the right to. The construction of 

migrants (and to a lesser extent also refugees, as Pinelli confirms) as “monsters” inoculating 

chaos into the Italian and European “internal order” is the result of the constant rehearsal of 

the rhetoric of the “risky body” (Aradau 2004) covered with a moral panic that transforms 

‘risky bodies’ into moral danger (Giuliani 2021). 

According to interviewees, since the mid-1980s, monstrified “figures of race” used in 

Italian discourses on migrations and more recently in mainstream media representations of 

risky bodies disembarking in Lampedusa, have been rearticulated and differentially applied 

according to what was interpreted in public discourse to be the principal threat to national 

identity, wellbeing and security. Today, according to Marcello Maneri, who studied the 

evolution of Italian public discourse on race over the last 35 years (1998; 2019), and other 

interviewees, what I have called the semiotic power of borders in assigning racist meanings 
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to humans on the move is overwhelmingly intended to legitimise the ontological distinction 

between the ‘true’ refugee, who is seen as an innocent victim, and the migrant, who is seen 

as a profiteer, treacherous, deceiving and fraudulent. This binary also opposes the “valuable 

ones” – “the highly educated and skilled” in Angela Merkel’s words (2015) - from Brown men 

who belong to less privileged classes that are acritically considered more akin to engage in 

international terrorism, or from Black and Brown men, who are often compared to cannibals 

and rapists in Italian newspapers (Santos et al. 2019). In line with this posture, as confirmed 

by my discussion with the Afro-Italian documentary director Medhin Paolos, Italian 

mainstream media’s ostensive covering of the ‘innocent’ refugees’ death, like that of Alan 

Kurdi, the Syrian child found dead on a beach in Bodrum in 2015, oscillates between a 

pornography of suffering and death and an operation of conscious cleansing that obscured 

the enduring violence of the border. Once interviewed online (21 July 2020), Angelica 

Pesarini – a scholar from NYU in Florence - recalled the picture of a black woman being 

rescued by a Coast Guard patrol off the shore of Lampedusa: centre and far-right 

mainstream media pointed out her polished nails, rather than her terrified gaze when pulled 

out of waters, questioning her ‘objective reasons’ to ‘invade’ Italy.9 Notably, humanitarian 

voices rose in opposition and pointed at the woman’s terror, but no reporter connected her 

terror to the violence of the border regime. This picture and the mainstream reaction to it 

exemplify, in my view, what is the cause of moral panic and white anxiety in today’s Italy: the 

idea of a mass of racialised people who reclaim their “right to escape” the objective causes of 

their vulnerability, unhappiness, suffering and despair (Mezzadra 2004), and in doing so to 

be treated as equal, ultimately subverting the semiotic power of the border that makes them 

into subalterns (Giuliani 2017). 

In more securitarian narratives, to delegitimise the autonomous search of a better life, 

this same “right to escape” is constantly belittled, ridiculed, and taken as if it was a caprice of 

people whose conditions do not justify their ‘invasion’.10 In more humanitarian narratives, the 

focus is on suffering, misery and death. As the result of these converging iconographies, the 

image of the rightful migrant is only that of a person who has lost everything, the pristine 

figure of the perfect victim that does not wear nail polish. 

As Maneri and Andrea Pogliano, who study mainstream media representation of 

migrants in Italy (Maneri 2019; Gariglio et al. 2010), have outlined in the online interviews I 

conducted (respectively on 30 September 2020 and 17 June 2020), criminalisation as much 

as victimisation in Italian mainstream media and public discourse not only contributes to the 

mystification and monstrification of individuals whose rendition as such helps to sustain the 

picture of Europe as a “community at siege,” but also obscures the operation of a multi-tiered 

system of exploitation that reproduces racialised power relations. In doing so, they contribute 

to the image of Italy and Europe as innocent and isolated. 
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In other words, mainstream media and public discourses contribute to the semiotic 

operation of bordering, depicting Italy as detached from the Mediterranean and the Global 

South and attached to the right part of the world that must be defended. In their discourses, 

Italy becomes an innocent ‘victim’ that must be kept isolated against Chaos structuring those 

places Out There to which Italy itself, as one the ‘places of civilisation’, bores no connection. 

Against the traitors of the nation, in defence of whiteness 

Although the Out There is primarily identified with the former colonised world, the opposition 

between a safe Here and a systemically unsafe Out There does not coincide with the 

geographical distinction between the Global North and South or between former colonial 

metropoles and their peripheries; places, people, communities, and alternative (that is non-

extractivist/no-border) epistemologies in the so-called Global North have been undermined or 

criminalised in order to perpetuate both value-extraction and a narrative of isolation ‘from the 

rest’. As highlighted by my research at “(De)Othering” and recent studies by Tazzioli (2018), 

no-border grassroots solidarity at sea, at the northern frontier with France, Switzerland, 

Austria, and Slovenia and in many smaller and bigger cities across Italy are considered 

illegal by law, and their criminalisation is supported by both right wing and moderate political 

and media discourses which imply that to welcome the ‘enemy’ is a betrayal against the 

nation.11 

From a critical viewpoint, in challenging the representation of humans in mobility as 

enemies, grassroots solidarity undoes the semiotic power of borders. It subverts ideas of 

people on the move as inherently violent, filled with rage and terrorism, immoral and 

dangerous. Therefore, it questions the representation of the Italian “imagined community” as 

unaccountable, isolated, and innocent because it is besieged, and as a benevolent agent of 

protection. 

Against ‘traitors’ and ‘criminals’, national cohesion is invoked through images that 

today associate boat landings, convicted migrants rioting, and migrants gathering at 

European internal borders during the Covid-19 pandemic. Although since the outburst of the 

pandemic media attention has mostly shifted away from disembarkations, moral panic was 

reproduced by the far-right as well as moderate narratives against “the visible as well as the 

invisible enemy” that comes from the Out There and threatens the white “imagined 

community” of the Italian ‘we’.12 In this context, the mediatised operations of the ‘bordering’ of 

the Italian sea coast, Sicily and Lampedusa in particular – a bordering that has been 

increasingly militarised through the deployment of the national army and the police and, 

recently, Frontex agents – has the semiotic power of confirming time and again Italy’s 

national and Europe’s regional identities, keeping the Italian “imagined community” safely 

attached to Europe and distanced from the Mediterranean.13 
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Conclusion 

This article combined our anthropological and cultural studies research with an intersectional 

stance, in order to articulate an in-depth analysis of public and political representations of 

migrants and asylum seekers landing on the Southern shores of Italy. Through an approach 

that retraces the history of institutional and media narratives about Mediterranean border-

crossing, our analysis focused on the outcomes of the operation of the discursive 

invisibilisation and hypervisibilisation of migrants and asylum seekers as serving specific 

narratives. Exploring three chronological passages (women invisibility; the exposure of 

female figures as icons of suffering; the reduction of the humanitarian imperative ‘women and 

children must be saved’) that took place since 2010, the first section, by Barbara Pinelli, 

focused on how the humanitarian/securitarian grammars built on refugee women’s bodies 

function as the filters to both exclude those women from recognition as historical subjects 

and justify the non-admittance of other migrants. By analysing the way in which securitarian 

anxiety and humanitarian compassion have been rearticulated since 2013, the second 

section, by Gaia Giuliani, focused on how constructions of Italy as a white nation “under 

siege,” threatened by an alleged invasion, are inseparable from those of Italy as an innocent, 

benevolent and de-responsibilised saviour of the ‘poor’ migrant/refugee. In so doing, this 

article engaged in a deconstruction of the semiotic power of discourses on the border, aiming 

at restoring the accountability of both institutions and mainstream media for the suffering and 

death of migrants and refugees. It also engages in showing how, if the securitarian 

discourses build their legitimization in the name of national borders protection, the 

humanitarian grammar partly disguises the impact of the EU borders machine and its 

consequences on the migrants’ lives and bodies. 

In the belief that intersectionality is a radical approach, able to read historical legacies 

of oppression and their present reconfigurations, we applied intersectionality to grasp the 

discursive and material violence of gendered and racialised constructions structuring 

institutional and media discourses on migrants and asylum seekers, and to unveil how in this 

context, the compassionate and securitarian discourses are entangled and mutually 

reconfiguring. 

Notes 
1 Gaia Giuliani’s analysis is an output of the project “(De)Othering: Deconstructing Risk and 
Otherness: hegemonic scripts and counter-narratives on migrants/refugees and ‘internal Others’ in 
Portuguese and European mediascapes” (Reference: POCI-01-0145- FEDER-029997). 
2 See https://fortune.com/2019/07/01/shes-31-a-ships-captain-and-she-just-torpedoed-italys-
relationship-with-eu-partners-2/. Accessed July 7, 2021. 
3 I have already described both these passages and the geopolitical changes in Pinelli 2018, 2021. 
4 See https://voxnews.info/2020/11/18/terroristi-tunisini-sui-il-governo-ha-ignorato-lallarme-dei-servizi-
segreti/; https://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/l-ombra-terrorismo-gli-sbarchi-clandestini-sicilia-AETHEUZB; 
https://www.iltempo.it/attualita/2021/03/04/news/sbarchi-migranti-2021-lampedusa-sicilia-luciana-
lamorgese-coronavirus-26419712/. Accessed August 13, 2021. 
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5 See https://www.iltempo.it/politica/2021/04/15/news/migranti-invadono-italia-allarme-frontex-agenzia-
europea-frontiere-covid-26897425/. Accessed August 13, 2021. 
6 See https://www.globalist.it/politics/2019/08/19/richard-gere-carola-rackete-e-un-angelo-e-salvini-un-
baby-trump-2045270.html. Accessed August 13, 2021. 
7 See https://ilmanifesto.it/la-liberta-di-carola-rackete/. Accessed August 13, 2021. 
8 See https://www.ilgiornale.it/news/politica/capitana-contro-capitano-braccio-ferro-rackete-salvini-
1717195.html; https://www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/2019/07/02/viva-la-capitana-abbasso-il-
capitano/5292435/. Accessed August 13, 2021.  
9 See https://www.ilsecoloxix.it/italia/2018/07/23/news/josefa-naufraga-ma-con-lo-smalto-sulle-unghie-
l-odio-via-web-non-ha-limiti-1.30533359. Accessed August 13, 2021. 
10 See https://www.ilgiornale.it/news/politica/i-folli-sbarchi-lampedusa-arrivano-persino-gatto-
1931084.html; https://www.ilgiornale.it/news/cronache/pacchia-dei-migranti-buoni-spesa-anche-chi-
ha-gi-vitto-e-1855478.html; https://www.ilgiornale.it/news/cronache/pretese-degli-immigrati-clandestini-
dateci-lavoro-e-casa-1881859.html. Accessed August 13, 2021. 
11 See https://www.nicolaporro.it/ecco-la-prova-del-legame-tra-scafisti-e-ong/; 
https://www.lasicilia.it/news/cronaca/189743/scarcerati-i-pescatori-tunisini-accusati-di-avere-trainato-
un-barcone-di-migranti.html; https://www.ilpost.it/davidedeluca/2013/10/07/chi-salva-i-migranti-rischia-
la-galera/; https://www.corriere.it/cronache/21_marzo_14/migranti-lamorgese-ha-bloccato-piu-navi-
ong-salvini-bfccb68c-8432-11eb-ae38-084646f2f8da.shtml. Accessed August 13, 2021. 
12 See https://www.open.online/2020/08/03/coronavirus-immigrazione-conte-zaia/; 
https://www.liberoquotidiano.it/news/politica/24320348/giorgia-meloni-immigrati-coronavirus-ipocrisia-
conte-quattro-mosse-letali.html. Accessed August 13, 2021. 
13 See https://www.lasicilia.it/news/covid-19/370750/covid-salvini-mette-di-mezzo-i-migranti-i-siciliani-
non-possono-uscire-loro-possono-entrare.html. Accessed August 13, 2021. 
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ABSTRACT 

The India-Bangladesh border is the fifth longest border in the world. It is 4,096.7 km long and runs 
through five densely populated states in India. It is also the longest border India has with any of its 
neighbours. The nature of the border has created its own specific issues for bordering practices, as 
people cross borders informally and for variety of reasons (such as trade, farming, kinship, tourism to 
list a few). The response to unauthorised mobilities is always in terms of the need for more guards and 
physical presence, along with inhumane border control tactics and the use of force. Importantly, India’s 
borders and approach to the idea of security is mired in the colonial past, but also the communal and 
gendered ways in which the boundaries of the nation-state are represented in postcolonial India. These 
intersections of communal and gendered patterns are also evident in the media reporting of Muslim 
people and Bangladeshi migrants in India; nevertheless, it has not received sufficient academic 
attention. There is a dearth of literature which focuses on the representations of Bangladeshi migrants 
and Muslims in Indian media. This article explores how the media brings the Bangladeshi woman and 
the Muslim Indian woman together in a discourse which represents them as ‘other’, along the lines of 
gender, religion, nationality and migration status. The article utilises the existing body of work around 
borders, migration, media, and gender, which is developed further through the analysis of three well-
publicised cases of the ‘woman in red sari’, Zohra Bibi and Felani Khatun. Their media representations 
bring to the fore three important themes for consideration: ‘madness’, criminality and cruelty. 

Keywords 
Indian media, Bangladeshi migrants, Muslims, gender, borders 

Introduction 

The India-Bangladesh border is the fifth longest border in the world. During the partition in 

1947, the border was drawn up mostly on maps rather than work on the ground, and it runs 

through people’s houses with one part of the house in India and the other in Bangladesh 

(Chatterji 1999). The nature of the border has created its own specific issues for bordering 

practices, and the movement of people from one side of the border to the other continues for 

multiple reasons such as trade, farming, kinship, tourism, to list a few. These movements are 

often undocumented and carried out either clandestinely or by negotiations between border 
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crossers and the border security forces. India’s response to unauthorised mobilities is always 

in terms of more guards and physical presence, along with inhumane border control tactics. 

India has adopted a multi-pronged approach for protecting the borders such as building a 

fence, round the clock surveillance and deployment of sophisticated technologies (Datta 2018). 

All these measures are geared towards strengthening the border in ways which obliterate the 

shared histories between India and Bangladesh. Human rights violations, abuse and arbitrary 

use of violence merely based on suspicion of smuggling of people, cattle or goods are rampant 

along the border (Human Rights Watch 2021). These issues are further aggravated by the 

impunity received by the Border Security Force (BSF) personnel from both the state and its 

internal justice system. Different political parties in India have dealt with the question of ‘illegal’ 

migration from Bangladesh differently but with the common underlying logic of ‘othering’ 

(Mehta 2018). The Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP) led government, since it came to power in 

2014, has actively created campaigns to ‘oust’ the ‘illegal’ Bangladeshi migrant out of India. 

This also involves internal bordering exercise and mass ID checks (Bhatia 2021).  

The border is a zone of endemic violence, where masculinity is privileged and contest 

over inclusion and exclusion played out every day (Banerjee and Basu Ray Chaudhury 2011). 

India’s borders and approach to the idea of security is mired in the colonial past, but also the 

gendered ways in which the boundaries of the nation-state are represented in postcolonial 

India. The image of bharat mata (Mother India) as a woman, mother and (Hindu) goddess 

marked the gendered and religious representations of the cartography of the Indian nation-

state in modern India (Ramaswamy 2001). Women were seen as the markers of the political 

and social boundaries, but as nondescript entities that needed to be protected by their patriotic 

sons. The idea of citizenship in India developed according to a gendered notion of the 

community, and women have been historically included either temporarily or peripherally or 

excluded from the core idea of citizenship (Roy 2013). Mehta asks, “If the socio-political 

location of women as citizen – subjects is itself problematic, how, then, does one begin to 

understand the position and subjectivity of women who are not citizens or rather “unwelcome” 

foreigners without valid legal documents?” (2018a, 53-54). 

The Indian media become an extension of this gendered and communalised idea of the 

nation-state in the way it represents Bangladeshi migrants and Muslims. The discourse of the 

‘invisible invasion’ of India by Bangladeshi ‘infiltrators’ has been spread by media in overt ways 

(Ramachandran 1999). The media and political discourses represent Bangladeshi women as 

helpless victims of trafficking and they silence their agency through a combination of anti-

trafficking and anti-migration discourses (see Ghosh’s 2014 research, which presents migrant 

women’s narratives to challenge the victimisation paradigm in such discourses). Differently, 

men are represented as smugglers or terrorists, and this has a particular impact on public 

opinion and people’s desire for more controls (see Jones 2009). These representations not 
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only influence the opinion of border crossers and Bangladeshis who are migrants in India, but 

also how Muslim citizens are viewed within India. Often the identities of Muslims from Bengal 

are conflated with that of ‘illegal’ Bangladeshi migrants, creating hierarchies within citizens 

(Mehta 2021; Bhatia 2021).  

The nexus between the media and state (Tajammul-ul-Islam 2019) work in ways that 

facilitate antagonistic views or indifference towards people who cross the India-Bangladesh 

border in an unauthorised manner, or those who are unable to prove their Indian citizenship 

due to the socio-economic positions they occupy. Although the intersection of communal and 

gendered patterns is evident in the media reporting of Bangladeshi migrants in India, it has not 

received sufficient academic attention (Gupta and Sharma 1996). There is a dearth of literature 

which focuses on the representations of Bangladeshi migrants and Muslims in Indian media. 

This article explores how the media brings the Bangladeshi woman and the Muslim Indian 

woman together in a discourse which represents them as the ‘other’, along the lines of gender, 

religion, nationality and migration status. The media representation of Rohingyas in India 

(Chakraborty 2018) is also an extension of the same process of ‘othering’, although that is not 

our focus here.  

The article utilises the existing body of work around borders, migration, media, and 

gender, and it further develops it through the analysis of three well-publicised cases of Felani 

Khatun, Zohra Bibi and ‘woman in red sari’. Their representations in the media bring to the fore 

three important themes for consideration: ‘madness’, criminality and cruelty.  

Literature review 

Mass media shape public awareness and understanding, and also set agenda and frame 

debates around migration. They actively engage in image construction, which in turn impacts 

the decisions and actions taken by the social and political actors (Salahshour 2016; Bhatia 

2018). The negative media portrayals have an effect on people’s emotions and attitudes and 

how they perceive migrants and migration related issues on individual and collective level 

(Parrott et al. 2019). The literature on media widely explores the use of metaphors, which are 

politically and racially charged, and associate migrants and people seeking asylum as 

inherently criminogenic, perpetrators of violence and aggression – rather than those fleeing 

from violent and at risk situations (Pruitt 2019). Their representation as a ‘problem’ threatening 

the nation’s safety (Farris and Mohamed 2018) or as objects that threaten the personal and 

social lives of the citizens (Charteris-Black 2006) discourages any kind of empathy from 

emerging. Farris and Mohamed (2018) highlight that “racialized threat narrative leads to the 

media’s “other-ising communities of colour” (817). 

Studies show that media make use of judicial and security imaginaries and terms to 

represent migrants, thus mobilising audiences to said representations through connotation and 
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shortcuts. For instance, in United States, the media uses a range of framings techniques – 

‘illegal’ (which criminalises the very existence), amnesty (that shows the benevolence or mercy 

of the supreme power), border protection (linked to the war on terror and war on drugs which 

by default casts doubt on the motives of border crossers), undocumented worker (a less 

accusatory frame when compared to ‘illegal’, and yet racialised and degrading), and temporary 

worker (that serves capitalist interests and treats humans beings as disposable and 

discardable) – all of these framings are designed to racially dehumanise and devalue the ‘other’ 

(Lakoff and Ferguson 2006). The media also deploys metaphors that link migrants to 

‘pollutants’ (Cisneros 2008) or ‘animals’ (Santa Ana 1999), whereas in the South African 

media, migrants are represented as those who ‘steal’ what rightfully belongs to the citizens, 

put pressure on already scarce resources, and strip people of their livelihoods (Banda and 

Mawadza 2015). Of course, such sensationalist angles evoke legitimacy and immediacy, and 

it hyper-visiblises migrants and at the same time renders them invisible and silent (as voices 

of migrants and their voice is seldom represented). Similarly, evidence from UK, Europe and 

Australasia has shown that liquid metaphors such as those of floods, influx, exodus, tide, wave, 

flow are frequently used to frame immigration as something that is beyond control, a natural 

disaster, or a catastrophe, and it induces a sense of fear – that damage or destruction in 

immeasurable quantities is imminent if immediate action is not taken (Salashour 2016; 

Khosravi Nik 2008).  

The media representations are also gendered. Migrant men, especially from Muslim 

majority countries are often depicted in the media as hyper-sexual, deviant and dangerous. 

The media reproduces and circulates specific forms of ‘oriental manliness’, which is projected 

as a primitive counterpart to the idealised forms of European masculinity (Jazmati and Studer 

2017). Wigger (2019) uses the concept of intersectional stereotyping to uncover the racialised, 

gendered and religious patterns in media representations of male Muslim migrants. On the 

other hand, the articles analysing representations of immigrant women in media are scarce; 

however, ones that exist suggest that women are stereotyped and framed as those who supply 

sexual services, are un-motherly, and lazy and economically dependent (Mawadza and Banda 

2016).  

Pictures and visuals are also an essential part of reporting. Images can have a more 

powerful impact on the readers of an article as it is perceived as objective evidence (Cisneros 

2008). According to Wright (2002), many of the media images of refugees follow the same 

repeated pattern of ‘Madonna and Child’. The images are not accompanied by refugee voices, 

and the group is simply portrayed as passive victims who are ‘over there’ and starving, 

suffering and/or dying – and while such images can evoke sympathy, they also create a racial 

difference and desensitizing affect over a long term. Whereas, images of people seeking 

asylum portray them as ‘coming here’ or ‘on their way’. For example, photos of migrants on 
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dinghies and boats represent them as an uncontrollable risk and a larger army waiting to 

invade the West (Lenette and Miskovic 2019, 114). The group can be further dehumanised 

through faceless or distant images, which is likely to trigger fear regarding their identity or as 

de-identified strangers. In the context of Calais ‘jungle’, Bhatia argues that racialised and 

criminalised visual representations of migrants and refugees as ‘rioters’, ‘smugglers’ and 

‘illegals’ inhabitants lead to their ‘social death’ (see Bhatia 2018).  

The image of the lifeless body of a 3-year-old Aylan Kurdi, a Syrian boy of Kurdish ethnic 

background, washed up on the Turkish beach in 2015, generated discussions on the visual 

representation of migrant deaths in mass media. Lenette and Miskovic (2019) argue that lack 

of depiction of deaths in the public consciousness can contribute to inertia, and turn the fact 

into a fiction in collective imagination. Therefore, consistent visual representations expose 

readers to death and identifiable information and put a face to the human tragedy and suffering, 

and could potentially lead to an action. However, images may also reproduce violence in ways 

we will discuss in the next section.  

The existing research on media representation of immigrants focuses on the Western 

hemisphere (Joris et al. 2018) and literature on media representation of migrants and internal 

‘others’ in the South Asian context remains sparse. This article attempts to address these 

lacunae. The following sections unpack gendered patterns of Islamophobia, Hindu nationalism, 

border/ing, citizenship in India. Fifty articles, from a combination of broadsheet newspapers 

and online news platforms that publish in English, are included within the analysis. The articles 

were manually coded and analysed. The authors purposively searched for media articles that 

focussed on the three cases under discussion. While these cases were well-publicised, we 

have also selected the cases as they “are about something larger than the case itself” 

(Seawright and Gerring 2008). We utilise these case studies to make a broader, discursive 

arguments about the media, gender, and border/ing.  

Image and case description 

In relation to the images of violence and suffering, Sontag (2003) argues that photographs 

have a perverted appeal, and people look at them in the same way that drivers slow down to 

look at the scene of a car crash. Therefore, in this section we have made a cautious choice 

not to reproduce the images so that we do not perpetuate the violence of those images. But in 

this quest, we also do not want to make the women/girls or their situations invisible. Hence, 

we have recreated the images/cases through our description.  

Woman in red sari 

In the middle of April 2020, when Eastern India was experiencing a sweltering heatwave, a 

woman about 40 years old was found in the no-man’s land (see Datta 2018 for a discussion of 
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no-man’s land as a contested geo-political space). Newspapers in India referred to her as 

‘mentally disabled’ and ‘specially abled’. The first set of images showed the woman draped in 

a distressed red sari either lying down on the riverbed Feni with her back to the camera or 

sitting facing the camera. The expression on her face reflected a doubt, or rather confusion. In 

the second image, the woman was stranded on the no man’s land for 11 days. It showed her 

standing up, with a stick clenched with both her hands and looking startled. She was 

represented by the media as a ‘mentally ill’ ‘Bangladeshi’ (this despite her nationality not having 

been officially proven). Her name and any other identity moved into oblivion – which is why we 

refer to her as a ‘woman in red sari’. 

Over the 11-day period, the news outlets published various stories: some stating that 

people from Bangladesh were providing her with food and water, as she was more on the 

Bangladeshi side of the border. Other outlets mentioned that Bangladeshi Border Guards tried 

to push her towards the Indian territory, so as to shift the responsibility. And some newspapers 

(quoting a BSF officer) went as far as to mention that Bangladesh pushes ‘mentally challenged’ 

persons from their country to India. The outcomes of the case and what happened to the 

‘woman in red sari’ remain unknown. 

Zohra Bibi 

In July 2017, Zohra, a domestic worker in Noida (Northern India), was allegedly held captive 

overnight and beaten by one of her employers. Zohra worked in an upscale residential complex 

– a gated community consisting of 2800 luxury apartments. After going missing all night, 

Zohra’s husband, along with other slum residents, went searching for her in the complex. 

Without much success initially, they eventually found her. She was allegedly physically 

assaulted by the employers, who accused Zohra of stealing money. The agitated slum 

residents protested against the treatment of Zohra. Following the protest, the employer filed 

an official police complaint against them for ransacking and vandalising the property. 

There were three images published in the Indian media. The first image (which was 

widely circulated) showed a woman protestor in a torn pink and green dress (salwar kameez), 

looking visibly distressed and in pain, carried by two women police officers (one holding her 

hands and shoulders, and the other firmly holding her feet), and surrounded by four male and 

one female complex security guards. There are angry protesters in the background who are 

looking at the woman being taken away. The image is one of chaos and shows the law 

enforcement in action, trying to contain a disorder. The second image is that of Zohra laying 

on the floor with her eyes shut and mouth partially opened. She looks frail and exhausted and 

in pain. In the image, Zohra is surrounded by other women slum residents, who appear to be 

taking care of her. This image appeared only in two broadsheet newspapers, but was also 

circulated on few online platforms and news outlets. The third image emerged two days after 
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the incident. Following the protest, the police officers raided the slum as it was speculated that 

‘illegal Bangladeshis’ were living there and were the ones to blame for the disturbance, 

criminality and destruction of the employer’s property. The men were held in police custody. In 

the third image, a group of women from the slum are standing outside the police station, 

holding their registration and ID cards – so as to demonstrate their citizenship status and ties 

to the country (i.e., India). 

Zohra Bibi’s treatment and the consequent protest stirred a great discussion around 

‘illegal’ migration and criminality (and less so on class and labour exploitation) in the Indian 

cities. A month after the incident, the police dropped the case against the employer. 

Felani Khatun 

Felani was a 15-year-old girl, who along with her father, attempted to cross the Indo-

Bangladesh fence on the morning of 7 January 2011. She was born in the Indian state of 

Assam to parents who were undocumented. Her father, Nurul Islam, moved to India at a young 

age to escape severe poverty in Bangladesh. For most of his life, Nurul worked as a manual 

labourer, and his wife (Felani’s mother) was a street vendor. Felani herself lived and worked 

as a domestic worker (child labour) in the Indian capital city of New Delhi. The father and 

daughter were heading to Bangladesh, where Felani’s marriage was arranged to occur the day 

after the border crossing. On the morning of crossing, Felani tried to climb the 2.5-meter fence, 

but somehow her dress got entangled in the barbed wire and she was stuck midway. Her cries 

for help caught the attention of the BSF officer (jawan) of 181 Battalion called Amiya Ghosh, 

who opened fire without warning. The bullet pierced through Felani’s chest. The eyewitness 

accounts in media stated that she was alive for around an hour, and no attempts were made 

to call for medical help. 

The images of death eventually surfaced on the internet, and they were published in the 

Indian (and also Bangladeshi) news outlets. Here we discuss two widely circulated images. In 

the first image, Felani’s lifeless body is hanging upside down on the Indian side of the fence, 

with her eyes closed, and hair (ponytail) and right-hand swinging. In the image, she is dressed 

in red, white and blue salwar kameez and has pieces of jewellery hanging from her neck. In 

the image two Indian officers in camouflage pattern uniform are standing in the corner, while 

Felani’s body is left hanging. The second image was of Felani’s dead body, with face and small 

part of the chest visible. The body is inside a white plastic body bag, eyes closed, traces of 

blood over the face and a huge surgical incision (staples) on the chest which is clearly visible 

in the image. Both images were so gruesome that many social commentators initially found it 

unbelievable and questioned its authenticity.  
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Analysis and discussion 

This section covers the analysis of the above images, and the news stories connected to them, 

via the distinct themes of ‘madness’, criminality and cruelty. 

‘Madness’ 

An article in The Hindu, “In no man’s land between India and Bangladesh, languishes a woman 

without identity,” evoked the imagery of Toba Tek Singh at the beginning of the news article 

on the woman in a red sari (Singh 2020). The Toba Tek Singh imagery is a powerful one to 

remind us of the violence at the time of partition of British India and the creation of political 

borders in the Indian sub-continent. Toba Tek Singh is a story penned by Manto (1955) that 

highlights the apathy of the newly born states of India and Pakistan towards people in mental 

‘asylums’ who were exchanged between the two countries, just as civilian prisoners had been 

exchanged. Bishan Singh, the main character of the story was in a mental asylum in Pakistan 

and when he was being transferred to an asylum in India, he asked the officials which country 

was Toba Tek Singh in, a place where he claimed his home was. In the absence of a definitive 

answer from officials on either side, he decides to be in the no-man’s land between India and 

Pakistan. As the story progresses, the readers realise that “the asylum inmates are in fact 

much more sane than the politicians controlling their destiny” (Jokinen and Assadullah 2019). 

Several scholars have drawn on a connection between ‘madness’ and partition, as that seems 

to be the only plausible response to the ‘madness’ of the bureaucratic processes of Hindu-

Muslim violence and the partition itself (Alter 1994; Jain and Sarin 2012). The reference to 

Toba Tek Singh in The Hindu article evidences that the ‘madness’ of the partition continues in 

the unquestioned acceptance of the narrative of mental illness of a woman who was stranded 

at the India-Bangladesh border.  

There are two narratives that dominated the news articles on the woman in the red sari. 

First, that she is mentally ill, and second, the conundrum of her citizenship: Indian or 

Bangladeshi? While the Border Security Force (BSF) in India and the Border Guards 

Bangladesh (BGB) were unable to identify her citizenship status for 11 days, they were able 

to identify her status as a ‘mentally disabled’ woman soon after she was found near the river. 

It is said that “An ‘extensive inquiry’ by the BSF PRO revealed that she was a Bangladeshi 

national” (Deb 2020). The details of the extensive inquiry and the official procedures that were 

followed for it are not known to the public. 

The different perspectives highlighted in the media discourse brought forth the following 

about the case under discussion: “border-related issue”, “she speaks Hindi fluently”, 

“inhumane that the woman has been stranded”, “she is not a citizen of India”, “no documents 

to prove her nationality”, “there was no clear response from her when asked about her 

husband”, “did not carry any papers that established she was Indian.”1 For the media, these 
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are the ‘facts’ of the matter and they reported the incidents as if ‘witnessed’. Neither of the 

states, Bangladesh nor India, had reasonable ‘evidence’ in the form of ‘legal’ documents to 

accept the woman in the red sari as their citizen. The ‘lack of clarity’ in her narrative 

incapacitates the media and the state to build any ‘logical’ or ‘comprehensible’ narrative about 

her. Neither can they ascertain her citizenship nor her marital status, the two crucial markers 

for a woman’s identity in a patriarchal conceptualisation of the state. Hence, the only thing that 

can be ascertained through her ‘vague’, ‘incomprehensible’ and ‘illogical’ responses is that she 

is mentally ill or ‘unstable’. The ‘madness’ of the bureaucratic processes and the politicians 

trying to continuously create new measures of citizenship gets side-lined in this process. Jain 

and Sarin (2012) rightly point out: 

The mentally ill continue to be the classic apocryphal ‘other’, and both politicians and society continue 
to use the terms ‘mad’ and ‘insane’ to disparage and insult, and almost never express the honest 
concern and graciousness, which may have helped provide balm to the horrors of the Partition then, 
and to the care of the mentally ill now. (4) 

The concept of madness remains “a non-normative construct in the region, one that is 

dialogically fashioned between the deviant actor and the disapproving other” (Wilce 1998 in 

Sur and Sen 2020, 449). Metaphorically pagol (mad) is an “agent who challenges established 

social norms; an allegory that has been poetically popularised through the songs penned by 

Bengali poet laureate Rabindranath Tagore” (Sur and Sen 2020, 449). While Sur and Sen 

(2020) “relocate madness as a way of being and surviving the city” (499), we extend that 

understanding to the ways in which ‘border work’ (Reeves 2014) in the South Asian context 

evoke multiple ideas of ‘madness’. Reeves (2014) refers to ‘border work’ as the “the messy, 

contested, and often intensely social business of making territory ‘integral’” (6). The idea of 

border work goes beyond focusing on state practices and looks at the ways in which people 

engage with the process of making and unmaking the border. In this process, ‘madness’ may 

be seen in two ways: first, the quotidian ‘madness’ of the people crossing borders as a way of 

opposing the state and as a mode of survival; second, the ‘madness’ of the media and the 

state in constantly trying to detect the national identity of a person through ever changing 

standards of documentation required to prove said national identity. The agency of the woman 

in the red sari and many others who cross the India-Bangladesh borders on an everyday basis 

need to be seen not only in triumphalist terms as one that counters the ‘madness’ of the state 

but also in terms of the pain endured in the process (Asad 2008). The woman in the red sari 

and other cases of allegedly mentally ill men and women found in border villages indicate that 

the media fails to represent any other form of their identity apart from them being mentally ill 

and ‘not-Indian’ and that there is not any discussion on the state mechanisms which render 

populations stateless. The images of the woman in the red sari continue to haunt our 
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imagination and make us wonder, who should be the focus of the discourse of ‘madness’: the 

society at large, the state or the media? 

Criminality 

A popular news outlet called India Today published an article titled “RSS Body Says 

Immigrants to Blame for Noida Society Violence, Wants CBI Probe” (Rai 2017). The article 

presents ‘factual information’ and requests by the far-right Hindu nationalist organisation 

(Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh/RSS) for the Central Bureau of Investigation to open an 

inquiry into Zohra Bibi’s incident. The article further mentions: “a huge number of illegal 

Bangladeshi immigrants are working in the city under false papers and the mob attack has 

prompted the UP [Uttar Pradesh] administration to start ‘weeding out the disease’ that is 

infesting the whole of India.” Following the protest by domestic workers and slum residents, 

several media outlets circulated stories and headlines using the following terms: ‘mob 

violence’, ‘mob attack’, ‘violent mob’, ‘mayhem’, ‘violence’, ‘riot’, ‘attack’, ‘illegal migrants’ and 

‘ban Bangladeshis’. The articles focused on the disturbance in a gated community, destruction 

of employers’ property, and also of alleged violence against Zohra (often in the same piece 

and accompanied by image one and image two discussed earlier). Instead of addressing the 

protest as class struggle and means of fighting against exploitation and gender-based 

violence, the focus was primarily directed at the inherent criminality of the poor and Muslim 

migrants. The slum residents and domestic workers were represented as conniving and 

disingenuous, and their protest as disruptive and as a criminal act in an otherwise peaceful 

community. The news also made its way into the British tabloid press. For instance, the Daily 

Mail published an article — “Maid MOB goes on rampage after paid help was found 

unconscious” (Jain 2017) — repeating the same pattern. In a way, the articles presented the 

disturbance and violation of borders of the gated community as violation of the borders of the 

Hindu nation by ‘Bangladeshi’ ‘infiltrators’ and indirectly or directly called for tightening of 

policing and security to weed out the enemy within. 

The criminality framing by default blocks any attempts of empathy and solidarity. By 

linking slum dwellers and domestic workers with ‘illegal’ migration and crime, the media 

constructed an unrealistic and stereotypical portrayal of the poor as dangerous and 

pathologically criminogenic. The day after the protest, the police raided the slums and picked 

up male members of the family and community. Around 13 men were arrested and detained 

in connection with causing ‘disturbance’ and ‘rioting’ at the luxury apartment block. On the 

other hand, no action was taken against Zohra’s employers – a wealthy Hindu family. The 

speculations that ‘rioters’ were ‘illegal’ ‘Bangladeshis’ probably led to these arrests. Following 

the arrests, the media published image three – group of women outside the police station 

holding their IDs to prove the Indian citizenship. Those from the slums were Indian Bengalis, 
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but that did not matter as the shadow of ‘illegality’ was casted over them. The women, in their 

desperate attempt to reverse the ritual of unbelonging, are found clutching tightly to documents 

and photographed to prove their Indianness to the entire nation. We call this a “naked theatre 

of bordering citizenship”. The bogey of ‘illegal’ Bangladeshi migrants maintains the vulnerability 

of women and working poor ensuring their low wages and exploitation, and low chances of 

protest. Image three serves a powerful purpose: it shows the likely punitive outcome for those 

who protest against their treatment, and this in turn stops the poor from collectivising and 

bargaining for working conditions and better wages. The labels of criminality and ‘illegality’ 

render Zohra and her community members stateless in a way that even identity documents 

were not sufficient to prove their national identity to the insecure Indian citizen.  

Cruelty 

The image of defenceless Felani, a girl from a poor family, attracted pity and compassion and 

also anger and grief. The image drew attention to the shooting, generated an uproar and 

consequently called for action. The officer (jawan) Amiya Ghosh was eventually charged.2 In 

a way, the image created a proximity to the ‘other’, and it exposed the human rights violations 

and suffering which are often hidden from the public view. The media also covered the outcome 

of subsequent court proceedings, acquittals and re-opening of the case. Over the past ten 

years, the photo of her lifeless body hanging upside down on the fence has re-surfaced on 

multiple occasions (including in Bangladesh/South Asian news outlets and on social media), 

as her parents continue to fight for justice. The news stories that accompany the image not 

only highlight the violence perpetrated by the BSF officer, but also the problematic nature of 

General Security Forces Court that prosecutes their own officers in trials not open to the public 

and treats them with leniency. 

Felani Khatun’s image has gained an iconic position in the media: being a female, 

Muslim, a child from a poor family, who was about to enter underage marriage, elevated her 

status as a victim in the Hindu imaginary (unlike Muslim males who are simply represented as 

smugglers, traffickers, and terrorists). Hariman and Lucaites (2007) explain that iconic 

photographs of representative individuals, along with subjects’ experience of violence and war, 

are typical news stories of every major outlet. According to them, “the single figure becomes 

the event, the era, and pattern of civic perceptions and public response. Instead of the long 

chains of discourse that constitute public debate, the image becomes the means for 

incorporating public opinion into a civic performance” (91). While the immortal image of a 

suffering child called for action against the killing, at the same time, it also silenced the 

multifaceted and complex reasons behind her death. 

The images of violence and death make the viewers/readers consumers of trauma and 

distance them from the broader reality: the geo-cultural context, the porousness of the border, 
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and the predicaments of the poor who lack travel documentation. Felani was not the first 

person nor first child who was killed by the BSF officer at the border and certainly not the last 

(see Human Rights Watch 2010 and 2021). While there was outrage and calls for justice for 

Felani, at the same time, there were also calls for using non-lethal means and implementing 

other forms of surveillance at the border. The idea of no borders, open borders or safe 

passages for crossing (especially considering the historical connections and kinship ties) was 

not part of the analysis in any of the articles, and was also missing from the wider public 

debates and discussions. The borders are presented as fixed, innate and necessary. Since 

the killing, borders have become even more militarised. Also, the killing of Felani and others 

have already been legitimised by the state, and a quote by BSF commander sums this up: “We 

have made it clear that we have an objection to the word ‘killing,’ as it suggests that we are 

intentionally killing people. We fire at criminals who violate the border norms … The deaths 

have occurred in Indian territory and mostly during night, so how can they be innocent?” 

(Human Rights Watch 2010, 16).  

Furthermore, some of the media reporting of Felani’s death included a mention of her 

father’s recklessness as he made the child cross one of the most militarised borders in the 

world. Many of the stories made a passing mention of smuggling and illicit activities at the 

border. More generally, the stories of organised and cross-border crimes and cattle/cow 

smuggling are regularly published ever since the BJP was elected to power in 2014 (see Bhatia 

2021). Therefore, while media presented the image and covered the death and victimisation 

of Felani, it also covered stories and reported on the increase in criminal activities at the border 

and emphasised the need for greater security and control. By means of such coverage, 

Felani’s death is linked to parental neglect and criminality, which in turn makes her life less 

worthy when compared to those reading the news, and gives readers tools to distance 

themselves from the death. According to Jean Franko (2013), society is increasingly made 

immune to the everyday violence and terror and partake in a culture of cruelty, which is also 

gendered in nature. She further argues, “If Cruel Modernity lingers on this dark side, it is 

because I believe that unless there is a better understanding of the social vacuum that allows 

cruel acts, political solutions and ethical principles will remain in the realm of the abstract” (22). 

The repetitive and justified acts of violence against ‘alien invaders’ on grounds of raison d’état 

pose complex questions around repression and on-going and never-ending Hindu nation state 

building. The cruelty meted out on Felani (and other border crosses) by the state and media is 

reflective of the social and political vacuum and a lack of empathetic engagement with India-

Bangladesh border issues. In her death, Felani is kept alive and the image of her body has 

turned into a site of the spectacular through which the ‘problem’ of ‘illegal’ migration and border 

evasion is depicted in numerous ways and forms. Every aspect of the image, such as border 

fence and officers standing dispassionately close to her body while she is slung midway on the 
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fence bleeding, portrayed the fate of ‘migrant aliens’ at the border attempting clandestine 

crossing. Through the image and news stories, the collateral damage of border protection and 

cruelty is repeatedly presented but the call for de-escalation or abolition of borders purposefully 

remains absent.  

Conclusion 

The cases of Zohra Bibi, Felani and the woman in the red sari are all indicative of the status of 

women in the postcolonial hetero-patriarchal states of India and Bangladesh. The media 

discourses revolve around presenting them as mentally ill, as standing firmly with an identity 

card or a hanging dead body over the barbed wire, but no recourse to a legitimate claim to 

citizenship to any country is implied. If they resist by crossing the border, they lose their life; if 

they sit passively on no-man’s land, they are labelled as mentally ill; and if they assert 

themselves by claiming their rights or showcasing their identity cards, their plight falls on deaf 

ears and their families are taken into police custody for being ‘illegals’. The women continue 

to stay on the margins of one country or the other. There is no degree of certainty with which 

their citizenship can be ascertained by creating new norms and documents for shared histories 

dating back thousands of years. The media headlines for each of these cases have further 

exacerbated their vulnerabilities and perpetuated the wider disparaging sentiments towards 

‘illegal’ Bangladeshi women in India as well as the internal ‘other’. How do we conceptualise 

justice for Zohra, Felani and the woman in the red sari, who are now shunned into absolute 

silence in the way they are represented by the media as well as the structural violence inflicted 

by the state?  
 
Notes 
1 Terms used in this paragraph has been compiled using the different news articles. See Singh 2020, 
Deb 2020, Mazumdar 2020, The Wire 2020, Chakraborty 2020. 
2 Amiya Ghosh was charged under the Indian Penal Code Section 304 i.e., culpable homicide not 
amounting to murder. In other words, having no knowledge that the act in all probability would cause 
death or ‘unintentional killing’. 
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ABSTRACT 

This article deals with discourses about the Covid-19 pandemic in the Portuguese media from 2020-
2021. Through thematic qualitative content analysis, we explore how migrants, refugees/asylum seekers 
and Afro-descendants – that is, racialised people who are often read as non-Portuguese – have been 
portrayed by the media, and the idea of ‘non-Portugueseness’, constructed in relation to this 
phenomenon. The pandemic is an interesting context in which to analyse discourses reproducing the 
us/them divide, but also the ‘us’, given the heightened role security imaginaries have played in framing 
and reacting upon the pandemic. In this analysis, we examine (de)securitisation moves present in the 
Portuguese media when representing refugees/asylum seekers, immigrants and Afro-descendants, 
focussing on three main tropes: securitising said groups, explaining and deconstructing securitisation of 
these people, and shedding light on the threats and vulnerabilities faced by them. 
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Introduction 

Media representations of groups, issues or events associated with ‘Otherness’ in relation to 

hegemonic identities or patterns of behaviours, often rely on or “stick to” (Ahmed 2004) 

in/security narratives and ingrained imaginaries, whether explicitly or implicitly. As these 

othering processes are somehow pervasive, the imaginaries and hierarchies that sustain them 

can be exacerbated when security topics and agencies are discursively constructed to overlap 

or intersect, fuelling each other and consolidating securitisation processes and results. 

Since the WHO declared Covid-19 outbreak as a pandemic, in March 2020, security 

grammars on the virus and respective disease pervaded unsurprisingly on public, media and 

political discourses worldwide, with people increasingly directing their attention to news media 

to make sense of the pandemic (OberCom 2020). While health security was understandably a 

prominent framing in the perception and interpretation of Covid-19 as a security issue, the fact 
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that several political leaders (BBC 2020; Chappell 2020; Rawlinson 2020) made frequent use 

of war rhetoric and lexicon – “combat,” “war,” “enemy” – paved the way for a spill-over security 

effect, where different topics and agencies of (in)security converged, creating a security matrix 

from which the threat potential of (already) securitised groups, identities and topics was 

exacerbated. Although usually taking place locally, othering and de-othering media editorial 

choices and representational trends do relate to wider structures of domination which 

systematise the world into “the class, sexual, gender, spiritual, linguistic, geographical, and 

racial hierarchies of the modern/colonial capitalist/patriarchal world system” (Grosfoguel 2011, 

4). 

This article seeks to answer the following research question: how are asylum 

seekers/refugees, migrants and racialised people represented in the Portuguese mediascape 

during the Covid-19 pandemic? Portugal is an interesting case study of Covid-19 interplay with 

said othering mechanisms. It is a semi-peripheral country (Santos 1994) that, as an “imagined 

community” (Anderson 1983), defines itself as tendentially white and is marked by the 

presence of self-identity imaginaries that perceive it as immune to racism or at least 

circumscribed to a ‘few bad apples’ – an idea inherently linked to the Lusotropicalism myth 

(Freyre 1933). This notion of benevolent colonialism – whose dissemination has benefitted 

from media’s input, together with the political change operated in the 2019 legislative elections, 

with the appointment of a far-right Party (Chega) member of parliament (MP), who actively 

denies racism and pursues a racist agenda (Santos and Roque 2021) – helped to reinforce 

the construction of national identity as strongly anchored in the colonial past, allegedly 

characterised by tolerance towards other peoples and cultures (Cardoso 1998). It ultimately 

led to the cementation of the belief of the Portuguese as naturally antiracist. Also, Portuguese 

society is sustained by “the imagination of the centre” (Santos 2012, 136), which makes 

Portugal formulate the problems of its society as the problems of developed societies, 

reproducing the agendas and frames of the ‘centre’ as their own. 

Methodologically, this article covers the first and second pandemic waves nationally 

(March 18, 2020 – October 31, 2020). Its primary empirical material was retrieved from 

Portuguese print media, through their websites, namely Correio da Manhã (CM) (tabloid 

newspaper), Diário de Notícias (DN, liberal-conservative orientation) and Público (P, centre-

left leaning) (reference newspapers), and was complemented through a google alert set up 

using specific keywords. 

The following section provides an overview of the literature on securitisation and 

(de)othering processes in and through the media, while the subsequent one introduces and 

justifies the case study and methods of critical thematic analysis. Afterwards, the paper 

examines overall trends in media coverage of asylum seekers/refugees, immigrants and Afro-

descendants. It proceeds to explore how imaginaries and hierarchies that sustain othering 
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processes are discursively activated and, more importantly, how media constitute a negotiation 

realm concerning security narratives. 

Hierarchies, securitisation, and (de)othering processes in and through media 

Security is here understood as a socially constructed, intersubjective and self-referential 

practice that emerges “not necessarily because a real existential threat exists but because the 

issue is presented as such a threat” (Buzan et al. 1998, 24). It, thus, relies mainly on 

“securitisation,” i.e. a complex process that makes a specific issue/ideal/object/subject be 

labelled as a security issue that requires extraordinary measures. De-securitisation lies 

opposite to the idea of securitisation, referring to a process through which a specific issue is 

no longer defined in terms of security and, thus, moved away from the security agenda to that 

of normal politics (24-31). 

Securitisation is often linked to othering politics. The concept of ‘othering’, which can be 

traced back to the feminist and postcolonial works of de Beauvoir (1947), Said (1978) and 

Spivak (1988), alludes to explicit and latent processes of reproducing differentiation and 

hierarchisation of identities into the in-group and out-group and marginalisation of the out-

group. Krumer-Nevo and Sidi describe othering as “a process of homogenising groups and the 

hierarchisation and exclusion of groups/cultures through discourse” (2012, 300). It entails the 

discursive resort to binary opposition of in-group/out-group, built on subordination and 

hierarchy, where the former dominates the latter (Spivak 1988; Brons 2015; El-Tayeb 2011), 

but this superiority/inferiority is not always explicit. 

In this process of othering that corners subordinate people in ‘other’ subject positions by 

means of discourse, it is the centre that has the power to describe who is the (inferior) ‘other’. 

It is thus connected to who has been given the right to fit in, follow, be read as “us” (El-Tayeb 

2011) and “sing” the nation-state (Butler and Spivak 2007) as well as counter and question it. 

The exclusion/segregation of forced immigrants as an out-group (Brons 2015), along with other 

non-majority groups, namely Roma, Afro-descendent, indigenous and queer people (El-Tayeb 

2011), is an example of this dynamic. It entails, first, their stigmatisation (Jensen 2011) and 

stereotyping as inferior and or as radically different/alien members of society; and second, 

discursive violence against the out-group as a weak and voiceless (Spivak 1988) social actor, 

deprived of social status. 

By ‘de-othering’, we mean the process of opposing and resisting homogenising groups 

and the hierarchisation and exclusion of these. It entails identifying and deconstructing othering 

processes by dismantling the binary opposition in-group/out-group, rejecting the possibility of 

elevation of any group at the expense of another one, and abandoning stigmatisation practices. 

This can be achieved through direct participation of out-groups and/or in-groups, namely in 

discourse production, particularly through the media. 
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Mainstream media tend to be “framed upon and built – consciously or unconsciously – 

to secure the dominant cultural, political and economic frameworks” (Santos et al. 2018, 455). 

Media’s framing power (i.e. rendering visible or invisible specific facts, creating a particular 

order of events, opting for specific adjectives or adverbs, and/or priming connotation processes 

that activate specific imaginaries) is simultaneously thin and powerful: major perception 

changes might happen by making small changes when presenting an issue or an event (Chong 

and Druckman 2007, 104). In Portugal, research on the media’s representation of immigrants 

and minorities or internal others – namely Afro-descendants and Roma people – has appeared 

since the early 2000s, focusing on: examining the images associated with them in the press 

(Cádima and Figueiredo 2003); shedding light on a set of negative media representations of 

the other; focusing on how the thematic salience of minorities in the context of crime tends to 

“erase the social and political contexts of said phenomena; making the exploitation of several 

forms of violence (physical and symbolic) the synthesis images of a group in a situation of 

social ‘illegitimacy’” (Cunha et al. 2002, 419); showing that the media dismissed issues 

associated to immigration and minority rights; or emphasising the frequent references to 

nationality/ethnic-racial background media made when news pieces focused on criminality 

(Cunha et al. 2002; Cádima and Figueiredo 2003) while ignoring racism (ERC 2009, 127). 

Positive shifts were also registered, that is, since 2005 there has been an increasing presence 

of immigrants and minorities as victims of social exclusion, growing resort to civil society 

sources (i.e. immigrant-based) and the inclusion of topics on integration and economic and 

demographic benefits of migration (Cunha et al. 2004, 2006; Ferin et al. 2008). Still, the general 

trend goes in line with mainstream European media, whose coverage was often polarised, and 

prevailed so during the so-called ‘refugee crisis’, positing those on the move as ‘others’ versus 

‘them’ (the Europeans) (Marques and Ramos 2020), with othering constructions remaining 

hegemonic, alongside an idea of Europe as incompatible with xenophobia and far-right 

movements (Himmel and Baptista 2020). 

Case study and methods 

Table 1. Time span and keywords used. 

To discuss the representations of asylum seekers/refugees, immigrants and Afro-descendant 

people in the Portuguese mediascape3 during the Covid-19 pandemic in the mainstream press, 

Time span Keywords 

March 18 – May 31, 2020 “refugees” 

September 1 – October 31, 2020 “Immigrants,” “Afro-descendants,” “Africans,” 
“Cova da Moura,” “Jamaica,” “Amadora”2 
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this article identifies three corpus of analysis defined by date and topic and uses a mixed-

methods approach. It focuses on three related securitisation moves disseminated by the media 

and activated and supported by political actors against the backdrop of the pandemic: the 

securitisation move of asylum seekers/refugees, immigrants and Afro-descendant people. 

While in terms of outgroup, the comparison of asylum seekers, immigrants and Afro-

descendants might be debatable, given that the three groups might fit different political-juridical 

categories (foreign/immigrant and national) and, for this reason, it might make more sense to 

compare Afro-descendants with descendants of other origins, both are indeed discriminated 

against and read as foreign, regardless of their actual legal status, which is why we chose to 

proceed with this analysis. We are, however, aware of the pitfalls of this choice and do not 

condone conceptual, political and juridical confusion nor corroborate an already 

institutionalised association that equates Afro-descendants with immigrants (Queiroz 2018). 

Also, ‘Afro-descendant’ is the term used in the media, particularly after the Journalists’ Union 

issued a declaration supporting this editorial choice. 

Data was extracted manually through newspapers browsers using keywords and specific 

time spans, as described in Table 1, and through Google alerts to obtain a broader picture of 

the Portuguese media coverage. Multimedia contents or articles that, despite being included 

in the search results, were not related nor used any of the keywords were also excluded from 

the analysis. 

Analysis was undertaken through quantitative content analysis (QCA) to provide a 

snapshot of trends and critical thematic analysis (CTA) (Lawless and Chen 2019) to grasp the 

interweaving of power, global hierarchies and media’s discourses concerning refugees, 

immigrants and Afro-descendants, more often than not read as ‘internal others’. QCA was put 

forward taking into account six analytical categories, as described in Table 2. CTA was then 

undertaken to shed light on how text and subtext were articulated, which connotations were 

suggested, and which imaginaries were activated concerning the (de)securitisation options 

synthesised in the six analytical categories used for the quantitative content analysis. 

 

Focus Category Description of articles 

Not 
focuse
d on 
Covid-
19 

Securitising  

Refugees 

Securitise refugees based on number (e.g. avalanche; 
hundreds; wave), origin (e.g. north-African, African, 
Moroccan Syrian; Muslim), status (e.g. illegal, irregular, 
undocumented) 

Immigrants 

Securitise immigrants based on number (e.g. avalanche; 
hundreds; wave), origin (e.g. north-African, African, 
Moroccan, Syrian; Muslim), status (e.g. illegal, irregular, 
undocumented) 
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Afro-
descendants 

Securitise Afro-descendants based on number (e.g. 
avalanche; hundreds; wave), origin (Cova da Moura, 
Jamaica, Amadora) and/or stick specific 
neighbourhoods to insecurity and threat (Cova da 
Moura, Jamaica, Amadora) 

Explaining and 
deconstructing 
securitisation 
of  

Refugees Showcase and deconstruct xenophobic discourses on 
refugees presented by political actors 

Immigrants Showcase and deconstruct xenophobic discourses on 
immigrants presented by political actors 

Afro-
descendants 

Question and deconstruct racist discourses on Afro-
descendants presented by political actors or that shed 
light on structural racism 

Shedding light 
on threats 
faced by  

Refugees 

Question EU and Portuguese government policies 
concerning refugees and asylum seekers or that focus 
on the risks refugees and asylum seekers face when 
attempting to cross borders (e.g. the Mediterranean) 

Immigrants 

Question EU and Portuguese government policies 
concerning immigrants or that focus on the risks 
immigrants face when attempting to cross borders (e.g. 
the Mediterranean) 

Afro-
descendants 

Focus on threats that structural racism poses on Afro-
descendants (e.g. law enforcement, judiciary or 
government policies). 

Covid-
19 

Securitising 

Refugees Portray said groups as distinctive agents of virus 
transmission (e.g. contagion, confinement and 
containment) Immigrants 

Afro-
descendants 

Portray said groups or specific racialised 
neighbourhoods (e.g. Amadora, Jamaica, Cova da 
Moura) as distinctive agents or spaces of Covid-19 
transmission (e.g. contagion, confinement and 
containment) 

Explaining and 
deconstructing 
securitisation 
of  

Refugees Showcase and deconstruct xenophobic discourses on 
refugees with a focus on Covid-19 by political leaders 

Immigrants 
Showcase and deconstruct xenophobic discourses on 
immigrants with a focus on Covid-19 presented by 
political actors 

Afro-
descendants Question and deconstruct Covid-19 
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Shedding light 
on threats 
faced by 

Refugees 

Question EU and Portuguese government policies 
concerning refugees and asylum seekers or that focus 
on the risks refugees and asylum seekers face when 
attempting to cross borders (e.g. the Mediterranean) 
with a focus on Covid-19 

Immigrants 

Question EU and Portuguese government policies 
concerning immigrants or that focus on the risks 
immigrants face when attempting to cross borders (e.g. 
the Mediterranean) with a focus on Covid-19 

Afro-
descendants 

Focus on threats structural racism pose on Afro-
descendants (e.g. law enforcement, judiciary or 
government policies) with a focus on Covid-19 

Table 2. Codebook used in QCA. These analytical categories do not exclude one another. The same article can be 
included in two or three analytical categories. 

Data and analysis 

Snapshot of trends 

The first question was focused on what the numbers tell us, i.e which trends can be identified? 

In general terms, the narratives that most frequently circulated in the Portuguese mediascape 

concerning mainstream coverage of asylum seekers/refugees were much more in line with a 

securitising approach towards refugees/asylum seekers either with a Covid-19 focus (40%)4 

or not (22%), than showcasing threats faced by said groups generally (20%), drawing attention 

to their increased vulnerability in the context of a pandemic (22%), explaining and 

deconstructing securitisation of said groups in general terms (5%) or with a particular focus on 

Covid-19 (2%). Yet, despite the general trend, and although all three newspapers preferred 

news stories (97%) to opinion editorials (OpEds) (3%) to cover the topic, the editorial choices 

of each media outlet considered were slightly different concerning the way the agenda and 

discussions were put forward, and the framing of said groups was produced. While P’s 

coverage privileged messages that shed light on threats faced by refugees/asylum seekers in 

general (46%), or with a specific focus on their vulnerability amidst the pandemic (43%), the 

trend was clearly the opposite in CM, which dedicated 22% of their coverage to securitising 

refugees/asylum seekers, in general terms, and 39% securitising said group with a Covid-19 

focus. The trend of DN coverage was similar to the one of CM, even if the latter is a tabloid 

and the former a broadsheet. In fact, despite having published much lesser news pieces (only 

6 articles, in comparison to the 66 of CM and the 28 of P), 50% of the news stories on refugees 

in DN can be read as securitising this group with an emphasis on the Covid-19 (50%). Although 

there are articles that showcase solidarity initiatives towards refugees5 – which can contribute 

to de-securitisation – there is no piece dedicated to explaining and deconstructing securitising 

rhetoric concerning said group. However, news about contagions among refugees at times 
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denounced their living conditions, showcasing the fact that every now and then hybrid 

messages are provided in the same news piece.6 

 

 

Table 3. The number and respective percentage of articles per newspaper according to the categories presented in 
Table 1 concerning mainstream media coverage of asylum seekers/refugees (March 18 – May 31, 2020) and news 
story or OpEd. 

 

Category P DN CM Total P 
(N= 28) 

DN 
(N=6) 

CM 
(N=65) 

Total 
(N=100) 

News Story 27 6 64 97 96% 100% 98% 97% 

OpEds 1 0 2 3 4% 0% 2% 3% 

Total  28 6 66 100  

 
Not focused 
on Covid-19 
 

Securitising 
refugees/ 
asylum 
seekers 

3 3 15 21 10% 50% 23% 22% 

Explaining and 
deconstructing 
securitisation 
of refugees 

0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 

Shedding light 
on threats 
faced by 
refugees 

13 1 8 22 46% 17% 12% 22% 

 
Focused on  
Covid-19 

Securitising 
refugees/asylu
m seekers   

2 3 35 40 7% 50% 53% 40% 

Explaining and 
deconstructing 
securitisation 
of refugees 

0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Shedding light 
on threats 
faced by 
refugees 

12 0 8 20 43% 0% 12% 20% 

Total articles 28 6 65 100  
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Immigrants 

Most narratives circulated through news stories (93%), while 7% by means of opEds. The most 

circulated representations were in line with the securitisation of immigrants (46,7%), even if 

soon followed by narratives shedding light on threats faced by said communities (39%). 

Indeed, news stories that debunk immigrant securitisation are slightly higher than those found 

concerning the analysed refugee coverage (2%). 
 

Table 4. The number of articles per newspaper and respective percentage according to the categories presented 
in Table 1 concerning mainstream media coverage of immigrants (September 1 – October 31, 2020) and news 
story or OpEd. 

While this is a general trend, each newspaper held distinct editorial options. CM coverage 

stood out for privileging the securitisation of immigrants, while P and DN (the latter with much 

 
Category P DN CM Total P 

(N=13) 
DN 

(N=4) 
CM 

(N=39) 
Total 

(N=56) 

News story 10 4 38 52 77% 100% 97% 93% 

OpEd 3 0 1 4 23% 0% 3% 7% 

Total 13 4 39 56  

Not 
focused 
on Covid-
19 

Securitising 
immigrants 3 1 21 26 23% 25% 54% 4% 

Explaining and 
deconstructing 
securitisation of 
immigrants 

4 0 6 10 31% 0% 15% 2% 

Shedding light 
on threats faced 
by immigrants 

8 2 12 22 62% 50% 31% 39% 

Focused 
on 
Covid-19 

Securitising 
immigrants 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Explaining and 
deconstructing 
securitisation of 
immigrants 

0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Shedding light 
on threats faced 
by immigrants 

3 1 0 4 23% 0.25% 0% 7% 

Total articles 13 4 39 56  
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fewer articles) were more focused on examining threats faced by immigrants (62% of P’s 

coverage and 50% of DN’s coverage). Covid-19 was much less of a focus (only 7% of the total 

of the news stories), with 3 articles from P and 1 from DN focusing on threats faced by 

immigrants, which is a much lower number if we considered the number of news stories on the 

same topic concerning refugees (20%). 

Afro-descendants 

The majority of media discourses were put forward through news stories, with the majority of 

the coverage not focusing on Afro-descendants as particularly vulnerable or as othered, and 

with almost half (48%) of codified pieces securitising Afro-descendants (1 article from DN and 

54 from CM) making oftentimes words like “gunshots,” “homicides,” “gang wars,” “stabbing,” 

“kidnapping,” and “police intervention” to match specific neighbourhoods, like Jamaica (in 

Seixal, in the Lisbon metropolitan area – LMA), Cova da Moura (in Amadora, in the LMA), in 

news titles or texts. Concerning securitisation with a Covid-19 focus, 12% of the coverage was 

related to “illegal parties,” contributing to understanding these neighbourhoods as distinctive 

places of contagion. Around 9% of the articles deconstructed and explained securitising 

processes concerning Afro-descendants (5 from P and 5 from CM), and 6% shed light on 

threats faced by Afro-descendants in general (4 articles from P, 2 from DN and 1 from CM) 

and 1% with a Covid-19 focus (1 article from DN). 

 

 

Category P DN CM Total P 
(N=17) 

DN 
(N=12) 

CM 
(N=85) 

Total 
(N=114) 

News story 17 12 83 112 100% 100% 98% 98% 

OpEd 0 0 2 2 0% 0% 2% 2% 

Total  17 12 85 114  

 
Not focused 
on Covid-19 
 

Securitising 
Afro-
descendants 

0 1 54 55 0% 8% 63.52% 48% 

Explaining and 
deconstructing 
securitisation 
of Afro-
descendants 

5 0 5 10 29% 0% 5.88% 9% 

Shedding light 
on threats 
faced by Afro-
descendants 

4 2 1 7 24% 17% 1.17% 6% 
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Table 5. The number of articles and respective percentage per newspaper according to the categories presented 
in Table 1 concerning mainstream media coverage of Afro-descendants on September 1 – October 31, 2020 and 
news story or OpEd. 

Text, subtext and (de)securitisation moves 

The second question we posed when facing our corpus concerned the imaginaries’ news 

stories and OpEds activated, i.e. how are those representations, narratives and labels 

discursively produced and validated? 

Refugees 

The discursive processes of securitisation concerning refugees were twofold. The first relates 

to the activation of specific imaginaries through connotation and subtext. This was successfully 

achieved by focusing the news stories on numbers, often provided in a rhythmic mode, 

activating imaginaries of ‘invasion’ or ‘flood’. Also, the construction of threat has also been 

produced through cornering refugees to specific contexts of (il)legality. Another pervasive way 

to analyse news stories, create or validate the perception of refugees as illegal, potentially 

dangerous or, at least, non-compliant with existing norms and, therefore, in line with a “moral 

panic” reasoning, was having as centrepieces of the story both refugees and police 

enforcement or places under military or police authority, without giving context to those specific 

circumstances nor explaining or deconstructing the pre-existing conditions and structures that 

make, at times, those two groups interact on the ground (e.g. the construction of the State or 

the territorial and personal competencies of the State in international and national laws). 

Specifically, news media focusing on asylum seekers/refugees who resided in hostels 

and tested positive for Covid-19 tended to shed light on dislocation initiatives (i.e. the refusal 

of a few people to get off the buses,7 the escape of some of the refugees from the hostels in 

the meantime),8 the health care centres at the military bases they were taken to,9 and on the 

apparent surprise of institutions such as the Mayoral services of Lisbon with the hosting of 

 
Focused on  
Covid-19 

Securitising 
Afro-
descendants  

1 5 8 14 29% 42% 9.41% 12% 

Explaining and 
deconstructing 
securitisation 
of Afro-
descendants 

0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Shedding light 
on threats 
faced by Afro-
descendants  

0 1 0 1 0% 8% 0% 1% 

Total articles  17 12 85  
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asylum seekers in hostels,10 even though this has been regularly denounced by refugee and 

migrant associations and by those who research this topic. The object of these news was 

mainly Covid-19 transmission, which might be understandable in a pandemic. Nonetheless, 

there was a lack of attention paid to the undignified conditions in which almost 200 asylum 

seekers were living as kept in 40 rooms. Also, using hostels as housing solutions for asylum 

seekers and the migration management policies as a whole were rarely examined. 

Sources-wise, most articles referred only to governmental and police sources (e.g., SEF 

– the Portuguese border police – or Europol), making imaginaries of threat to be more easily 

activated than humanitarian or solidarity ones. For example, in P, “After the tests were carried 

out, health authorities identified 136 infected, who were transferred to the Ota military base.”11 

A similar construction is found in CM, where one article states that “the PSP [police force] is in 

Lisbon's Central Mosque where the approximately 30 refugees gathered there, infected with 

Covid-19, were ‘agitated and aggressive’ at the time of receiving lunch this Wednesday.”12 The 

news about five refugees/asylum seekers who were at Ota and had protested the confinement 

conditions being subsequently housed in Loures (city in the LMA), after being accused of 

“contempt”13 and labelled as “rioters,”14 is revealing of this same construction, signalling the 

individualisation of responsibility for non-compliance with Covid-19 norms and validating the 

perception of refugees as potentially risky subjects or, at least, non-compliant with existing 

norms. The same refugees/asylum seekers became object of media attention a few days later 

when they were described as having “run away”15 from the house they were placed in, 

identified by police forces at the supermarket1617 and subsequently charged with civil 

disobedience, failing to mention that these people had neither any type of follow up nor access 

to essential goods, which was why they went to the supermarket in the first place. In these 

news pieces, asylum seekers/refugees were rarely the subjects or the sources and, thus, their 

perspectives, reactions and initiatives went mostly unheard and unnoticed. Associations such 

as Fórum Refúgio and SOS Racismo, which were following up the situation of asylum 

seekers/refugees kept at Ota and Santa Margarida military bases and at Loures, identifying 

problems such as food shortages and unattended or aggravated mental health conditions,18 

were seldom sources in the news pieces about this issue, with the exception of P. Insufficient 

media attention was also paid to the pandemic management mechanisms that directly affect 

these populations and national and European migration management policy as a whole. 

Nevertheless, newspapers such as P, and to less extent DN, helped to identify the issues and 

gaps of pandemic containment mechanisms based on confinement, teleworking and online 

teaching for populations such as refugees/asylum seekers, migrants and Afro-descendants. 

They published open letters by antiracist and antixenophobic collectives demanding additional 

protection for immigrants (i.e. the open letter about the immigrant detention centres,19 pointing 

out the risks that these people are exposed to), asylum seekers,20 and racialised people (i.e. 
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the open letter “The antiracist struggle cannot quarantine”21 and the coverage of the letter of 

anti-Roma prejudice organisations and individuals against Chega’s proposal22 for a specific 

confinement plan for Roma people). 

Creating a hierarchical bordering logic between the national community (fundamentally 

good and therefore made to be perceived as a security referent) and foreign communities 

(implicitly portrayed as dangerous and unreliable) has also been noted. This trend can be 

illustrated through CM and P's examples. While the former uses the supposed contrast 

between the danger of infected migrants with the place where they were taken: “the building 

is mostly made up of private dwellings where families live,” the latter states that refugees will 

be transferred to the facilities where “doctors who do not want to infect their families are” 

staying.23 This trend was also noticeable in some of the news articles on the granting of 

temporary regularisation to immigrants and asylum seekers by the Portuguese government, 

which was extended to March 31, 2021 and allowed people with temporary permits to access 

social benefits and public services such as the national healthcare system and education. This 

news was often reported acritically, based on wire accounts,24 or without providing context, 

echoing the unprecedented role of the Portuguese government in the temporary regularisation 

of immigrant and asylum seekers and failing to interrogate the operationalisation of said 

decision. It thus reinforced the trope of the national community as a model security provider 

and pandemic manager, which could be interpreted as a declination of the representation of 

Portugal as a model refugee and immigrant integrator during the so-called ‘refugee crisis’ 

(Torkington and Ribeiro 2019). Exceptions included P’s piece,25 which, despite pointing out the 

merits of said political decision in attempting to ensure the protection of these groups from 

heightened social vulnerability amid the pandemic, also identified its limitations, referring that 

most public services were unaware of said policy and that operationalisation remained 

deficient. 

While securitising refugees was recurrently made through subtext and connotation 

processes, the identification of the threats refugees face was often shared in explicit ways, 

being put forward by mentioning the dangers refugees and asylum seekers faced on their way 

to Europe, the precarious living conditions they were most times offered, and the failures of 

policies at national and European level. Open critique or demands for policy change was 

nonetheless absent from analysed news stories. 

Immigrants 

The securitisation of immigrants was much stronger and recurrent than the one on refugees, 

despite the terms – although legally pointing to distinct groups – were often used 

interchangeably. Securitisation of immigrants was usually produced employing two main 

discursive constructions. The first one is the identification of someone who committed a crime 
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or was violent as an “immigrant.” This mainly happened on CM, but also on DN. Three 

examples illustrate this construction. In two CM articles, one can find the following titles: 

“migrant strangles sister who wanted him away from home in Sesimbra,”26 and “immigrant 

group engages in ruckus after being run over in Peniche”27 when the reference to immigration 

is not at all relevant for the news story told. The second one is creating a continuum, from the 

perspective of the host society, between the threats that immigrants face and the threats 

immigrants themselves embody concerning the host society. News stories on the alleged novel 

migration route that originated from northern Africa and aimed at Algarve (the southern region 

of Portugal) or human trafficking are clear examples of the approach mainly used in CM and 

DN. In the latter, one article is titled “SEF discovers Moroccan route. GNR and Navy strengthen 

surveillance.”28 Thus, the focus of the narrative is made by the illegality of the route, the 

surveillance of the police forces and the dismissing structural causes of said phenomena. As 

such, the illegality of trafficking sticks to the immigrants themselves. It is essential to highlight 

that securitisation does not occur in a vacuum, nor it happens in a linear way with a clear 

beginning and end, but rather informs and embodies security dominos making different 

security imaginaries converge, rendering specific securitisation processes particularly 

successful. The news of “disembarkments” of Moroccan immigrants in the Algarve’s coast – 

signalling that “more than two dozen immigrants arrived,”29 later described as “illegal 

Moroccans,”30 as well as those on their installation in prisons and military barracks, and the 

subsequent flight and attempted capture of 17 of the 28 detained immigrants, after 3 of them 

had tested positive for Covid-19, condensed the tropes of migration-as-economic-and-

security-threat, patent in the ‘manhunt’-like narrative, and were joined by the sanitary threat 

trope. In fact, except for a piece questioning the installation of immigrants in prisons and 

barracks,31 in both DN and CM ‘manhunt’ and ‘contamination’ narratives prevailed, fixing 

immigrants to illegality, criminality and sanitary threat imaginaries through describing at length 

their “flight” from the barracks.3233 They also followed closely the details of the police operation 

set up to find the missing migrants, labelled as “fugitives” and “elements”34 in CM and 

“elements”35 and “outlaws” in DN,36 in recognisable ‘police speak’, furthering the associations 

between immigrants and illegality. It is also worth mentioning that the same photograph 

accompanied all pieces about immigrants entering Portugal via Algarve in DN, showing a boat 

with masked men and some police officers on the shore, reinforcing said connotations. This 

coverage was also followed by dramatised media reporting elsewhere. The expression 

“Portugal under pressure,” used in an opinion segment in the 24/7 channel SICN – by focusing 

on ‘moral panic’ and stereotypes, did not take into account or somewhat obscured the effective 

conditions of installation of these people and that did not match their profile of administrative 

detainees, rather a criminal one. It also did not consider the stories of these people, rendering 
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them silent and depicting them as undifferentiated masses; nor the limits of the country’s 

reception policies aimed at immigrants. 

Securitisation can also be put forward through hybrid processes that entail security and 

vulnerability concerning the same agents. One example comes from a news story on mental 

health published by CM. While drawing attention to the vulnerability of children of immigrants, 

the piece does not explore how that specific threat can be circumvented and frames this 

vulnerability in a way that it might be perceived as a threat to the Portuguese society: “we have 

indications that the migratory process itself is responsible for several traumas, with the 

integration process emerging as an aggravating factor for these traumas.”37 While this creation 

of ‘moral panic’ through showcasing vulnerabilities is a form of securitisation, this same 

hybridity can be identified in a much more straightforward way when different sources with 

opposite views are quoted or used as source. An example can be found in the articles covering 

the changes in the nationality law. The positions of MPs in favour of the law change pointed 

the positive factors that both host society and immigrants benefit from when living together, 

while MPs with the opposite position used expressions such as “easing of a European 

passport” and that Portugal should “never be an occasion maternity hospital” that activated 

imaginaries of insecurity.38 

Conversely to what happened with the coverage of refugees, mainstream media’s 

reporting of immigrants explained and deconstructed the securitisation of immigrants, 

particularly through acknowledging their humanity and the benefits they bring to host societies. 

These constructions have been quite explicit and detailed. P also shed light on gender and 

class issues when reporting on immigrants’ vulnerability.3940 A specific focus on Covid-19 was, 

nevertheless, residual, particularly if compared to the coverage of refugees, and when having 

that agenda, news stories showcased immigrants' vulnerability rather than framing them as 

distinct agents of contagion. 

Afro-descendants 

The securitisation of Afro-descendants was highly subtle and mostly done through sticking to 

‘objective’ reporting, i.e. a descriptive approach focused on events, dismissing processes and 

framing events in security terms; thus othering racialised neighbourhoods and rendering them 

to be perceived as a threat. 

Indeed, despite not being statistically predominant in our sample, we identified one 

instance of securitisation of Afro-descendants during the time frame considered that coincided 

with one of the approaching Covid-19 peaks in Portugal. It can be traced to the media’s role in 

the spectacularisation of police operations in the neighbourhood of Cova da Moura in October 

2020. That was produced by highlighting in titles or news leads, often in a logic of contrast, 

police action and/or the alleged illegality that groups in those neighbourhoods were committing, 
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dramatising the narrative and securitising said groups. These editorial options were in line with 

what happened before, that is, on May 30, 2020, when media, especially TV, followed the 

disproportionate police intervention, labelled sanitary, in the Jamaica neighbourhood, in the 

event of 16 cases of Covid-19 infection. At that point, television live streams41 and press42 

followed 50 heavily armed police officers from the PSP special force in their operation to seal 

and close all eight coffee shops in the neighbourhood, when nothing at the time prohibited 

them from remaining open. 

In fact, while some of the media coverage of an illegal party in the neighbourhood of 

Cova da Moura and the police operation set up to interrupt it in October 2020 provided 

contradictory accounts of the number of participants – some referring to “hundreds of youths”43 

and others to “large dozens of youths,” the latter in line with PSP spokesman for the 

intervention44 mostly coincided in their description of the reaction of said participants to police 

intervention, mentioning that police forces were “met with gunfire.”45 As Cardoso (2020) stated 

in an article suggestively titled “Cova da Moura in the Arrastão of a press that mixes facts with 

fiction”46: “While the police only confirmed being targeted with stones and bottles47 – which is 

unwarranted but still not equivalent to being under fire – media preferred to echo speculation, 

aligning in the reinforcement of a biased narrative on Cova da Moura.” 

At the same time, different articles in all three newspapers used the term “citizens” to 

refer to people living in neighbourhoods predominantly inhabited by Afro-descendants and also 

provided information concerning anti-racism proposals in parliaments or civil society initiatives 

to combat racism. There were also other examples of balanced journalism, which identified 

their vulnerability to virus exposition and transmission and questioned the pandemic 

management proposals that were based on the idea that these people are a problem and that 

the solution is to contain them (i.e. DN coverage of Roma communities and their inability to 

follow home confinement measures48 and one news article on P that shed light on the daily 

difficulties and violence people in these neighbourhoods face).49 

Conclusion 

Four main conclusions can be drawn from the analysis undertaken. The first is the confirmation 

that othering media representations in Portugal, a semi-peripheral country, tend to be informed 

by colonial imaginaries which, in turn, produce, in a variable geometry logic informed by race, 

class, gender and nation, sub hierarchies in the same thread, (re)producing securitising and 

othering logics. The different weighting of the various categories and hierarchies means that 

within the media securitisation processes, each group can be more or less securitised, more 

or less frequently, and more explicitly or implicitly. In this case, immigrants were the group that 

was most explicitly and frequently constructed as a threat as refugees/ asylum seekers can be 

at times perceived as victims in need of assistance, and Afro-descendants hold Portuguese 
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citizenship. Regardless of intensity, visibility or frequency, all three groups were securitised in 

the three newspapers via similar securitisation and othering processes (activation of colonial 

and security imaginaries through connotation and subtext and cornering – sometimes 

overlapping – said groups into illegality) and all based upon and validated by the global 

hierarchies Grosfoguel identified (2011). Often othering processes, which tend to be long term, 

feed into securitisation processes, as ‘meaning maps’, with usually othered groups as targets 

of securitisation. This links to the second conclusion: Covid-19 was a conjunctural catalyst of 

ongoing structural hierarchies and subsequent securitisation processes. As the fight against 

Covid-19 promoted the borderisation of bodies, communities and countries, security grammars 

on health were made to overlap with security grammars on othering, where the ‘imagined 

community’ of the nation and of whiteness (still) pervades Portuguese society. 

The third one is the acknowledgement of crosscutting hybridity concerning editorial 

choices and newspapers coverage. Many pieces may contribute to the securitisation of 

immigrants/asylum seekers/refugees/Afro-descendants, while at the same time providing 

information that contributes either to the de-securitisation of said groups or to inform about the 

specific vulnerabilities or threats they face. P, which has a lower record of pieces that 

contribute to securitisation and a higher number of pieces deconstructing securitisation of all 

groups and shedding light on specific Covid-19 challenges for these populations, and giving 

space, in its OpEds, to civil society groups and academia, also securitises said groups in some 

of its news articles. CM, the most sensationalist one, holds articles that contribute to the 

securitisation of these groups in Portuguese society and implicitly or explicitly provide 

information that contributes to their de-securitisation. 

Finally, conceptions of what journalism is and how it should be are deeply ideological. 

When framed in a particular way, the same story leaves all other possible ways of telling it 

aside and unknown. The definition of what stories matter, which frame is best to tell them, 

which words and labels are to be chosen and which implications will derive from that particular 

editorial option depends on the journalist’s own “enunciation locus” (Mignolo 2000) and will 

undoubtedly have an (ideological) impact in society. Within a society where hierarchical and 

colonial imaginaries are pervasive, the journalistic option for shedding light on events rather 

than processes, numbers rather than stories, and institutional sources rather than multiple 

voices is an ideological choice that tends to validate existing hierarchies.

Notes 
 

1 The research for this paper was conducted with funding by FEDER through COMPETE2020 – 
Operational Program for Competitiveness and Internationalisation and by Portuguese funds through the 
Foundation for Science and Technology in the framework of the (De)Othering Project (POCI-01-0145-
FEDER-029997-PTDC/CPO-CPO/29997/2017). Both authors contributed equally to the article. 
2 Cova da Moura and Jamaica are two peripheral neighbourhoods in the Lisbon metropolitan area 
(LMA), which are highly racialised. Amadora is a city within the LMA that is home to some heavily 
racialised neighbourhoods. 
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3 Some media outlets stood out in facilitating access to information on the Covid-19 pandemic by 
eliminating paywall on all digital content related to the pandemic (P during the first wave and since 
November 20, 2020 onwards, and Observador since March 11, 2020), allowing their content to become 
available to a higher number of readers; and by communicating health risks. 
4 Percentages in the text and tables are rounded to the nearest unit for the sake of fluidity. 
5 See https://www.publico.pt/2020/04/24/culturaipsilon/noticia/bordalo-ii-leiloa-peca-beneficio-ong-
trabalham-campos-refugiados-1913564. Accessed September 5, 2021. 
6 See https://www.cmjornal.pt/sociedade/detalhe/testados-98-migrantes-ao-coronavirus-em-tres-
pensoes-de-lisboa. Accessed September 5, 2021. 
7 See https://www.publico.pt/2020/05/21/sociedade/noticia/ultimos-56-requerentes-asilo-deixaram-
base-aerea-ota-1917499. Accessed September 5, 2021. 
8 See https://www.cmjornal.pt/sociedade/detalhe/refugiados-de-hostel-com-coronavirus-em-fuga-
ocultam-paradeiro. Accessed September 5, 2021. 
9 See https://www.publico.pt/2020/04/20/politica/noticia/base-ota-recebe-130-refugiados-morais-
soares-1913005. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
10 See https://www.dn.pt/pais/presidente-da-junta-de-arroios-exige-que-asae-fiscalize-hostel-
evacuado-12092353.html. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
11 See https://www.publico.pt/2020/04/26/local/noticia/cerca-200-migrantes-hostels-lisboa-testados-
fimdesemana-1913977. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
12 See https://www.cmjornal.pt/portugal/detalhe/alerta-cm--30-refugiados-infetados-com-coronavirus-
causam-desacatos-na-mesquita-de-lisboa-psp-obrigada-a-intervir. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
13 See https://www.publico.pt/2020/04/22/local/noticia/covid19-migrante-ferido-desacato-base-ota-
1913462. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
14 See https://www.cmjornal.pt/sociedade/detalhe/infetados-com-coronavirus-desordeiros-saem-da-
base-aerea-da-ota-para-loures?ref=Mais%20Sobre_BlocoMaisSobre. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
15 See https://www.cmjornal.pt/sociedade/detalhe/cinco-refugiados-infetados-com-covid-19-que-
foram-transferidos-da-base-da-ota-fogem-e-vao-as-compras. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
16 See https://www.cm-tv.pt/atualidade/detalhe/refugiado-infetado-com-covid-19-volta-a-
supermercado-em-loures-com-fato-de-protecao; https://www.dn.pt/pais/loures-refugiado-infetado-foi-
as-compras-porque-tinha-fome-12206557.html. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
17 This news was replicated in Portuguese far-right social media, namely by Chega. See 
https://www.facebook.com/PartidoChegaOficial/posts/3081646178568570. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
18 Online debate ‘Covid-19, migrants and right to housing’ (April 27, 2020). 
19 See https://expresso.pt/opiniao/2020-04-09-Carta-aberta.-Covid-19-e-os-Centros-de-Detencao-em-
Portugal-41-associacoes-e-mais-de-100-cidadaos-pedem-libertacao-dos-migrantes. Accessed August 
8, 2021. 
20 See https://www.publico.pt/2020/05/31/opiniao/noticia/covid19-descortinar-praticas-sistema-asilo-
portugues-1918690. Accessed August 8, 2020. 
21 See https://www.publico.pt/2020/04/13/sociedade/opiniao/covid19-luta-antirracista-nao-faz-
quarentena-1912021. Accessed August 8, 2020. 
22See https://www.dnoticias.pt/pais/figuras-publicas-e-associacoes-repudiam-afirmacoes-de-andre-
ventura-sobre-ciganos-LD6225915. Accessed September 8, 2021. 
23 See https://www.publico.pt/2020/04/20/politica/noticia/base-ota-recebe-130-refugiados-morais-
soares-1913005. Accessed September 8, 2021. 
24 See https://www.dnoticias.pt/2020/3/30/62159-conselho-da-europa-sauda-portugal-por-regularizar-
imigrantes; https://www.cmjornal.pt/sociedade/detalhe/governo-esta-a-contabilizar-imigrantes-e-a-
informa-los-sobre-apoios-durante-pandemia-de-coronavirus. Accessed August 8, 2020. 
25 See https://www.publico.pt/2020/03/28/sociedade/noticia/governo-regulariza-imigrantes-pedidos-
pendentes-sef-1909791. Accessed September 8, 2021. 
26 See https://www.cmjornal.pt/portugal/detalhe/imigrante-estrangula-irma-que-o-queria-fora-de-casa-
em-sesimbra. Accessed July 8, 2021. 
27 See https://www.cmjornal.pt/portugal/detalhe/grupo-de-imigrantes-envolve-se-em-zaragata-apos-
atropelamento-em-peniche. Accessed July 8, 2021. 
28 See https://www.dn.pt/edicao-do-dia/06-out-2020/sef-descobre-rota-de-marroquinos-gnr-e-marinha-
reforcam-vigilancia-12873031.html. Accessed August 3, 2021. 
29 See https://www.dn.pt/pais/mais-20-migrantes-desembarcaram-no-algarve--12725156.html. 
Accessed August 8, 2021. 
30 See https://www.dn.pt/pais/mai-justifica-permanencia-de-marroquinos-ilegais-com-falta-de-voos-
regulares--12729994.html. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
31 See https://www.dn.pt/edicao-do-dia/25-set-2020/capacidade-esgotada-no-sef-governo-poe-
migrantes-em-cadeias-e-quarteis-12752841.html. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
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32 See https://www.dn.pt/pais/autoridades-procuram-migrantes-que-fugiram-do-quartel-de-tavira-
12862359.html. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
33 See https://www.cmjornal.pt/portugal/detalhe/alerta-cm--autoridades-procuram-migrantes-que-
fugiram-de-quartel-em-tavira. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
34 See https://www.cmjornal.pt/portugal/detalhe/ministerio-da-administracao-interna-pede-abertura-de-
inquerito-a-fuga-dos-17-migrantes-de-quartel-em-tavira?ref=DET_RelacionadasInTex. Accessed 
August 5, 2021. 
35 See https://www.dn.pt/pais/prosseguem-buscas-para-capturar-8-dos-17-migrantes-que-fugiram-de-
tavira-12869992.html; https://www.dn.pt/pais/continua-em-fuga-o-ultimo-homem-por-capturar-dos-
migrantes-que-fugiram-de-tavira-12876829.html. Accessed August 1, 2021. 
36 See https://www.dn.pt/pais/mai-abre-inquerito-para-investigar-fuga-de-migrantes-marroquinos-de-
tavira-12866840.html. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
37 See https://www.cmjornal.pt/sociedade/detalhe/criancas-imigrantes-em-portugal-tem-risco-
acrescido-de-problemas-de-saude-mental-revela-estudo. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
38 See https://www.cmjornal.pt/politica/detalhe/20201002-1535-parlamento-ultrapassa-veto-da-lei-da-
nacionalidade?ref=Pesquisa_Destaques. Accessed August 1, 2021. 
39 See https://www.publico.pt/2020/09/02/p3/noticia/lisboa-vai-casa-pessoas-trans-imigrantes-
1929844. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
40 See https://www.publico.pt/2020/09/13/sociedade/noticia/covid19-imigrantes-empregos-precarios-
atingidos-crise-abusos-1931426. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
41 Similarly, to the media coverage of asylum seekers/refugees and Covid-19 positive testing in hostels 
in Lisbon, tv coverage of this police intervention was significant, mainly in the form of live streams by 
the generalist channels and also 24/7 news channels (SICN and CMTV). Although it falls out of this 
article’s scope, it is noteworthy that these securitisation moves have the potential for greater 
effectiveness due to their reach. 
42 See https://www.dn.pt/pais/operacao-policial-em-curso-para-fechar-cafes-no-bairro-da-jamaica-
12258905.html; https://www.publico.pt/2020/05/30/sociedade/noticia/covid19-encerrados-oito-
estabelecimentos-bairro-jamaica-seixal-1918808; 
https://www.cmjornal.pt/sociedade/detalhe/autoridades-preparam-encerramento-dos-cafes-no-bairro-
da-jamaica-devido-ao-coronavirus; https://www.cmjornal.pt/sociedade/detalhe/policia-encerra-
estabelecimentos-comerciais-em-operacao-musculada-no-bairro-da-jamaica-no-seixal. Accessed 
August 8, 2021. 
43 See https://www.dn.pt/pais/policia-recebida-a-tiro-na-cova-da-moura-12936044.html; 
https://www.cmjornal.pt/portugal/detalhe/alerta-cm--psp-recebida-com-tiros-e-pedras-ao-tentar-travar-
festa-ilegal-com-centenas-de-pessoas-na-cova-da-moura. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
44 See https://rr.sapo.pt/2020/10/19/pais/psp-recebida-a-tiro-em-festa-com-dezenas-pessoas-na-cova-
da-moura/noticia/211457/. Accessed August 15, 2021. 
45 See https://www.dn.pt/pais/policia-recebida-a-tiro-na-cova-da-moura-12936044.html; 
https://www.cmjornal.pt/portugal/detalhe/alerta-cm--psp-recebida-com-tiros-e-pedras-ao-tentar-travar-
festa-ilegal-com-centenas-de-pessoas-na-cova-da-moura; 
https://www.publico.pt/2020/10/19/sociedade/noticia/psp-recebida-tiros-festa-100-pessoas-cova-
moura-1935775; https://rr.sapo.pt/2020/10/19/pais/psp-recebida-a-tiro-em-festa-com-dezenas-
pessoas-na-cova-da-moura/noticia/211457/. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
46 This alludes to the coverage of a pseudo-arrastão (plundering) on the national holiday of June 10, 
2005, when dozens of Afro-descendant youths who were at the beach in Carcavelos, in the LMA, were 
reported as being involved in a series of robberies and assaults, which was proven false. This coverage 
motivated a complaint of the National Commission for Equality and Against Racial Discrimination at the 
High Authority for Social Communication and the documentary ‘Era uma Vez um Arrastão’. See 
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/xe4px. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
47 This is mentioned in https://tvi24.iol.pt/sociedade/tiros/psp-recebida-a-tiro-apos-interromper-festa-
com-mais-de-200-pessoas-na-cova-da-moura and https://www.rtp.pt/noticias/pais/amadora-psp-foi-
recebida-com-violencia-no-bairro-da-cova-da-moura_v1268393, directly quoting PSP inspector Paulo 
Flor. Accessed August 5, 2021 
48 See https://www.dn.pt/pais/ciganos-ensino-a-distancia-medidas-de-higiene-como-se-ate-a-comida-
falta-12091140.html. Accessed August 15, 2021. 
49 See https://www.publico.pt/2020/09/17/culturaipsilon/noticia/basil-cunha-filmou-carta-amor-
reboleira-1931634. Accessed August 8, 2021. 
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ABSTRACT 

Over the last several years, we have witnessed a remarkable escalation in migrant deaths within the 
US-Mexico borderzone. For reasons deriving from the history that I have previously characterized as 
the legal production of Mexican/migrant ‘illegality’, furthermore, the migrants who die crossing the border 
are overwhelmingly Latina/o, and disproportionately Mexican. Rising numbers of border deaths are no 
mere coincidence or accident of geography, therefore, but rather a predictable result of US immigration 
law-making, as well as a systemic feature of the routine functioning of the increased physical fortification 
of the border and the increasing militarization of border enforcement tactics and technologies. In light of 
the evident systematicity of this (infra-)structural violence, which converts the desert into a landscape 
that kills, we are challenged to critically comprehend the spectacle of border policing in relation to its 
brute material effects, above all, a ghastly accumulation of dead brown bodies. These largely 
anonymous brown bodies, however, must likewise be apprehensible as specifically Mexican or Latina/o 
migrant lives. Thus, we are confronted not only with a lethal border but one that contributes 
systematically to the production of Mexican and other Latina/o lives as disposable. Nonetheless, the 
outright disposability of migrant lives so routinely verified by the deadly border cannot be seen as a 
purely “necropolitical” phenomenon. The blunt truth is some are made to die, while most survive as 
illegalized migrants who may proceed from this death-defying endurance test to commence their lifelong 
careers as precarious workers. 
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US-Mexico borderzone, militarization, Latino migrants, necropolitics, labour precarity 

Over the last two decades, we have witnessed a remarkable escalation in migrant deaths 
within the US-Mexico borderzone (Annerino 1999; Eschbach et al. 1999; Cornelius 2001; 

USGAO 2006; Feldmann and Durand 2008; Nevins 2008, 2010; Stephen 2008; Dunn 2009; 

Regan 2010; Doty 2011; Binational Migration Institute 2013; Martínez et al. 2014; Reineke and 

Martínez 2014; De León 2015; La Coalición de Derechos Humanos and No More Deaths 

2016). From October 2000 through September 2016, the U.S. Border Patrol documented 6,023 

deaths in Arizona, California, New Mexico and Texas (Fernandez 2017). In other words, on 

average, at least one person has died crossing the U.S.-Mexico border, every day, year after 

year. Rising numbers of border deaths are no mere coincidence or accident of geography, but 

rather a predictable result of U.S. immigration law-making, as well as a systemic feature of the 

routine functioning of the increasing physical fortification of the border and the increasing 
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militarization of border enforcement tactics and technologies. Indeed, for many years now, the 

U.S. border regime has actively converted the most rugged terrain of the borderzone, 

particularly the Sonora Desert, into a veritable mass grave.  

Remarkably, U.S. border enforcement authorities were quite deliberate and explicit 

about this strategy. In a notorious 1994 “Strategic Plan,” the Border Patrol wrote: “The 

prediction is that with traditional entry and smuggling routes disrupted, illegal traffic will be 

deterred, or forced over more hostile terrain, less suited for crossing […]” (U.S. Border Patrol 

1994, 7). This strategy of “prevention through deterrence” – the purportedly ‘deterrent’ effect 

of which has predictably been negligible – was subsequently litigated in the Inter-American 

Commission on Human Rights on the grounds that the Border Patrol had organized and 

implemented its policies in a way that “knowingly and ineluctably led to deaths of an increasing 

number of immigrants seeking to enter the United States” (IACHR 2005, para. 30; cf. Feldmann 

and Durand 2008; Binational Migration Institute 2013; Martínez et al. 2014), to which the U.S. 

authorities replied that the escalation in deaths was simply the “result of people being ill-

prepared to cross harsh terrain,” for which they could not be reasonably held responsible (para. 

40). Indeed, the ample evidence of the abject failure of such measures to ‘deter’ unauthorized 

migration exposes the sadistic fantasy that always links such logics of deterrence to gratuitous 

cruelty (Fan 2008).1 

Hence, we must recognize an insidious kind of “killing at a distance,” in which the desert 

landscape itself has been converted into a geography that is made to kill (Pezzani 2015; Heller 

and Pezzani 2017) – a “killing desert” (Rosas 2006). Above all, the U.S. Border Patrol deploys 

apprehension methods in remote areas, which commonly result in the disorientation and 

dispersal of migrants into life-threatening terrain. In addition, Border Patrol agents actively 

interfere with and destroy humanitarian aid through acts of outright vandalism or the removal 

of life-preserving humanitarian supplies left for migrants, or routinely harass or otherwise 

interfere with humanitarian-aid work. Moreover, various local and federal government actors 

engage in discriminatory practices of emergency non-response for undocumented people in 

the border zone (La Coalición de Derechos Humanos and No More Deaths 2016; see also 

Stephen 2008; De León 2015). These forms of “killing at a distance” have arisen in addition to 

migrants being compelled to navigate the sometimes deadly outright violence of the U.S. 

Border Patrol, as well as the less systematic but no less systemic extra-state paramilitary 

“hunting” of migrants and physical attacks by anti-immigrant racists organized into border 

vigilante militias (Shapira 2013; Bauer 2016; Belew 2018; Romero 2019). The perfectly 

predictable lethal effects of border fortification thus consign migrants to disappearance and 

death by turning border crossing itself into a death-defying obstacle course.  

On a global scale, intensified and increasingly militarized enforcement at border 

crossings of easiest passage relegates illegalized migrant and refugee mobilities into zones of 
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more severe hardship and potentially lethal passage, and also blocks, diverts, or deports 

migrants into spaces of abandonment (cf. Fekete 2004; Stephen 2008; Dunn 2009; Nevins 

2010; Weber and Pickering 2011; Bredeloup 2012; Lecadet 2013; Andersson 2014 and 2017; 

De Genova 2015, 2017b). The escalation of migrant deaths along the U.S.-Mexico border 

therefore bears a striking resemblance to the parallel (but still more extreme) proliferation of 

migrant and refugee deaths instigated by the severities of the European border regime – 

particularly in crossing the Mediterranean Sea (IOM 2014; Rygiel 2014; Jansen et al. 2015; 

Pezzani 2015; Stierl 2016; Heller and Pezzani 2017). In the Mediterranean, untold tens of 

thousands of refugees, migrants, and their children have been consigned to horrific, unnatural, 

premature deaths by shipwreck and drowning, often following protracted ordeals of hunger, 

thirst, exposure, and abandonment on the high seas, supplying graphic spectacles of a 

seemingly unrelenting succession of human catastrophes.  

As the U.S.-Mexico border makes abundantly clear, illegalized travel by land routes is 

also increasingly treacherous: exposure and abandonment on perilous terrain similarly multiply 

the conditions of possibility for deaths in transit. Indeed, the borders of Europe have also been 

effectively externalized across the entire expanse of the Sahara Desert, creating an escalation 

in border zone deaths across a vast geography that precedes the perilous maritime journeys. 

Notably, a significant difference is that the extended externalized borders of Europe ensure 

that migrants and refugees commonly die before they ever set foot on European soil, whereas 

the U.S.-Mexico border also extends itself inward and has ensured that migrant deaths have 

occurred disproportionately only after having actually crossed the territorial border line. This is 

not to suggest, of course, that the borders of Europe have not similarly undergone a redoubled 

process of (re-)internalization that likewise produces and exacerbates the conditions of 

possibility for migrant/refugee deaths in transit after crossing onto European territory. 

Nonetheless, the deaths that arise from the enforcement policies of the United States occur 

overwhelmingly only after migrants have managed to cross the U.S.-Mexico border. Over more 

than two decades, the repeated fortification of various forms of U.S.-Mexico border barricades 

has inevitably served to channel illegalized human mobility into ever-more perilous pathways, 

and has commonly ensured that even despite having succeeded to cross the border into U.S. 

territory, many migrants never, in fact, arrive. 

In light of the evident systematicity of this (infra-)structural violence (Pezzani 2015; cf. 

Martínez et al. 2014), which actively converts the desert itself into a landscape that kills, we 

are challenged to critically comprehend the spectacle of border policing in relation to its brute 

material effects, above all, a ghastly accumulation of dead Brown bodies. This is a racial fact 

of profound social consequence, not only because of who is killed (or made to die), but also 

because of the way that these migrant deaths have deep ramifications for those who prevail 

in their migratory projects and live in the wake of such border brutalities. Avery Gordon (1997) 
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invites us to comprehend that social life is haunted by the ghosts of such dead and missing 

persons – above all, for those who have witnessed these tragedies, and for all who have in 

any event endured and survived the same lethal perils. 

Whether in Europe or the United States, the brute racial fact of these increasingly deadly 

border regimes is seldom acknowledged, because recognizing that the targets of these diverse 

tactics of bordering are overwhelmingly Black and Brown people immediately confronts us with 

a cruel fact of (post)coloniality (De Genova 2016, 2018a). Simply put, in the face of the 

inevitable and ever-more bountiful harvest of empire, past and present, the mobility of the vast 

majority of people from formerly colonized countries – indeed, the vast majority of humanity – 

has been preemptively illegalized. Given that the horrendous risk of border-crossing death 

systematically generated by these border regimes is disproportionately inflicted upon migrants 

and refugees from the formerly colonized countries, that vast geography formerly known as 

the Third World and now more commonly re-branded as the Global South, we should be 

reminded here of Ruth Gilmore’s poignant proposition that this sort of unequal distribution of 

the prospect of violence, mutilation, and death may indeed be taken as the very definition of 

racism: “Racism,” she contends, “[…] is the state-sanctioned or extralegal production and 

exploitation of group-differentiated vulnerability to premature death” (2007, 28). Therefore, in 

the face of the escalation in border deaths, we find ourselves, in Michael Omi and Howard 

Winant’s words, “compelled to think racially” – because “opposing racism requires that we 

notice race […] that we afford it the recognition it deserves and the subtlety it embodies” (1994, 

159). The fervent fortification of the borders of the world’s richest countries may thus be 

understood to be nothing less than yet another re-drawing of the global color line (De Genova 

2016, 2017b; cf. Balibar 1999/2004, 43-45, 2001; Sharma 2005; Nevins 2008; van Houtum 

2010; Doty 2011; Besteman 2019). The production of migrant ‘illegality’ at stake in these 

bordering practices, therefore, is always already implicated also in a protracted process of 

racialization and racial subjugation. 

The border spectacle of mass death in the Mediterranean, in particular, has intensified 

the contradictions of an increasingly militarized border that has had to also paradoxically 

shoulder the burden of a kind of minimalist humanitarianism, whereby border patrols become 

implicated in rescue operations, even as every ‘rescue’ remains haunted, all the same, by the 

horizon of arrest, detention, and deportation (Walters 2011; Pallister-Wilkins 2015; Pezzani 

2015; Tazzioli 2015a, 2015b; Andersson 2017; Heller and Pezzani 2017; Garelli and Tazzioli 

2018; Tazzioli and De Genova 2020; see also Williams 2015 and 2016). In Europe, there is 

nonetheless a dominant discourse that intermittently acknowledges the border deaths as 

horrific tragedies, even as it seeks to disingenuously and cynically place the blame onto 

predatory “criminals” – “smugglers” and “human traffickers” (De Genova 2013, 2017b). Yet, 

comparatively, there is a stunning silence around the accumulating border deaths in the U.S.-
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Mexico border zone, and an ever more shrill and bellicose outcry for more border enforcement. 

It is as if the hegemonic common sense in the United States is that daring to defy U.S. borders, 

inasmuch as this is ubiquitously framed as an ‘illegal’ act, a violation of the law, pure and 

simple, could only be understood in terms of migrants taking their lives into their own hands, 

and deserving – or at least, bearing the responsibility for – whatever the consequences. This, 

after all, was essentially the position of the U.S. Border Patrol when challenged in the Inter-

American Commission on Human Rights, arguing that the United States: 

cannot be held responsible for the natural landscape or for the illegal activity that its law enforcement 
personnel are acting to prevent. […] The State claims that in the present instance, the right to life is a 
decision that rests in the hands of an individual of whether or not to take the risk of crossing the harsh 
terrain of the US southern border. (IACHR 2005, para. 42) 

It is as if, in the United States, the callous common sense about border deaths is that ‘they 

were asking for it’. 

Whether in the United States or Europe, through measures that intensify the policing of 

physical (territorial) borders, we all become largely unwitting witnesses to a grand spectacle, 

where ‘the border’ is staged, and where we may be led to believe in the elusive specter of its 

violation by the seemingly devious and cunning migrants who transgress it. This is what I have 

called the Border Spectacle, a spectacle of enforcement at ‘the border’, whereby migrant 

‘illegality’ is rendered spectacularly visible (De Genova 2002, 2005, 2013). The material 

practices of immigration and border policing thereby become enmeshed in a dense weave of 

discourse and representation, and generate a constant redundancy of still more of these 

languages and images. Thus, the Border Spectacle sets a ‘scene’, a scene of ostensible 

exclusion, where allegedly unwanted or undesirable – and in any case, ‘unqualified’ or 

‘ineligible’ – migrants must be stopped, kept out, and turned around. As a scene of exclusion, 

the border appears to demonstrate, verify, and legitimate the purported naturalness and 

putative necessity of such exclusion, repeatedly, redundantly. Through these emphatic and 

grandiose gestures of exclusion, border enforcement performatively activates the image of 

migrant illegality as a seemingly real thing, as an apparently objective truth. The spectacle of 

enforcement ensures that ‘the border’ can be represented as ‘out of control’, beleaguered by 

‘invasions’ or ‘floods’ of ‘illegal’ migrants or refugees. A more or less constant Border Spectacle 

of policing and physical fortification thus appears to verify both the ‘illegality’ and disorder of 

seemingly uncontrollable migrant movements as well as lend credibility and reality to the 

otherwise elusive border itself. 

Migrants can only become ‘illegal’, however, if there have been legislative or 

enforcement-based measures to render particular migrations or types of migration ‘illegal’ – to 

illegalize them. From this standpoint, there are not really ‘illegal’ migrants or migrations so 

much as they have been illegalized. The origins of such illegalizations are usually located 
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where very few of us can ever see them plainly, because they are the product of law-making, 

and arise from the deliberations, debates, and decisions of lawmakers. This is what I have 

called “the legal production of migrant ‘illegality’” (De Genova 2002, 2004, 2005, 213-249). 

Through the machinations of U.S. immigration law, this illegalization process has long been 

very disproportionately targeted on migration from Mexico, in particular, but has had similar 

repercussions for all of Latin America and the Caribbean. Consequently, the migrants who 

have died crossing the U.S.-Mexico border are overwhelmingly Latina/o, disproportionately 

Mexican or (more recently) Central American (De Genova 2004, 2005, 213-249; cf. Ngai 2004; 

Nevins 2010). Assessing the real effects of this deadly border, therefore, we are left to ask: do 

‘Brown Lives Matter’ within the U.S. border and immigration regime? 

Analogous to the contemporary Black Lives Matter movement’s politicization of racist 

police killings inordinately perpetrated against African American men across the United States, 

we are challenged to discern the comparably momentous ‘racial’ significance of the deadly 

border regime (cf. Doty 2011; Provine and Doty 2011; Márquez 2012). Thus, we must 

recognize the contemporary controversy around immigration and asylum in the United States 

as inseparable from our wider multi-faceted historical moment of ‘racial crisis’. 

Indeed, the contemporary racial crisis in the United States was crystalized and amplified 

during the presidency of Donald Trump in a way that situated the U.S.-Mexico border as its 

centerpiece (De Genova 2017a, 2020). Literally from the very outset of his bid for the 

presidency, Trump’s political strategy depended on castigating Mexican/migrant ‘illegality’ and 

excoriating the phantasm of a purportedly ‘open’ U.S.-Mexico border as pivotal elements in his 

rather crass mobilization of anti-Mexican racism, in particular, and anti-immigrant nativism, 

more generally. Anti-Mexican racism, in particular, and anti-Latino racism more generally, 

however, have been a potent and viral fermenting agent in the long saga of anti-immigration 

politics in the United States for the greater part of the last century, especially since the 

landmark reconfiguration of the legal infrastructure of immigration in 1965. 

Whereas much of the 20th century history of Mexican migration to the United States had 

been disproportionately constituted by unaccompanied male laborers, the increasing migration 

of women and families came to signal the burgeoning of an unprecedented new racial 

‘minority’. Over time, a predominantly male labor migration that was enthusiastically recruited, 

including in its more presumably pliable illegalized form, thereby came to be ever more 

castigated as ‘illegal’ and finally criminalized – precisely because the long-term and permanent 

settlement of families associated with the migration of women and children was equated with 

a racial ‘browning’ of the U.S. population. Furthermore, the shift over recent decades to a 

greater composition of Central Americans actively seeking asylum similarly transformed the 

overall dynamics of the U.S.-Mexico border and challenged its enforcement with new 

contradictions arising from the mass rejection and illegalization of asylum-seekers. 
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Subsequently, on April 6, 2018, U.S. Border Patrol agents and prosecutors along the U.S.-

Mexico border were effectively directed to enforce “family separations” when then-Attorney 

General Jeff Sessions issued a “zero tolerance.” Thousands of predominantly Central 

American migrant/refugee families, a large proportion of whom were seeking to petition for 

asylum but who increasingly were systematically blocked from crossing the border at official 

ports of entry where they could lawfully present themselves to Border Patrol agents and apply 

for asylum, found themselves targeted at the spectacular center of the repugnant atrocity of 

state-sponsored kidnapping and child abuse perpetrated by the border authorities, and 

perpetuated across the country by the U.S. Office of Refugee Resettlement charged with 

superintending the children’s secretive internment following their abduction from their parents 

(Tazzioli and De Genova 2020). Furthermore, these “family separations” were implemented 

with no substantive plans or any effective systems in place for maintaining reliable records of 

the children’s familial ties, such that once abducted, it frequently became pragmatically 

impossible to reunite the children with their parents or any other family members (whether 

already resident in the United States, or in their countries of origin). The Trump administration 

could not even account for the precise number of children abducted. Thousands of 

migrant/refugee parents were eventually deported without being reunited with their children, 

who remained either abandoned in indefinite detention or were discharged into the foster care 

system. Trump administration officials and mass media apologists commonly blamed the 

parents for knowingly endangering their own children. Recalcitrant about this tactic, in the 

weeks following the memorandum, Trump remarked with his characteristic disdain for the truth 

and thinly veiled racist contempt: “You wouldn’t believe how bad these people are. These 

aren’t people, these are animals” (Davis 2018). Indeed, by perpetrating the perverse mass-

mediated spectacle of the caging, encampment, and veritable torture of Latin American infants, 

toddlers, and other children through their protracted, indefinite abduction from their likewise 

traumatized migrant/refugee parents – which very predictably culminated in several of the 

migrant/refugee children’s deaths in custody – the Trump regime deliberately and cynically 

instigated an unprecedented humanitarian crisis and secured for itself an infamy of historic 

proportions. 

Notably, the “zero tolerance” diktat mandating this infamous campaign of migrant 

criminalization and outlandish border cruelty was issued following Trump’s furious reaction to 

news media reports of a caravan of migrants and refugees (mainly Honduran and other Central 

American women, children, unaccompanied minors, and LGBT persons), organized as a 

model of collective migrant/refugee self-protection against the pronouncedly gendered 

predations of the migrant journey as well as an affirmative protest mobilization against unjust 

border and immigration policies. Indeed, the arrival of the caravan at the U.S.-Mexico border 

between Tijuana and San Ysidro on 23 April 2018 culminated in the migrants and refugees 
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triumphantly scaling and perching atop the border fence in a joyous celebration of what, at 

least at that moment, appeared to be the success of their journey and their defiance and 

subversion of the barricaded border. Thus, what provoked Trump’s vitriolic reaction was 

precisely the sort of diminutive but nonetheless audacious refugee self-assertion and self-

organization that Glenda Garelli, Martina Tazzioli and I have designated as the “autonomy of 

asylum” (De Genova, Garelli, and Tazzioli 2018).  

The U.S.-Mexico border has long been a premier site for the deployment of increasingly 

militarized tactics and technologies of enforcement, including of course several hundred miles 

of physical barricades that partition the most densely populated and easily crossed portions of 

the border (Dunn 2009; Nevins 2010; cf. Loyd et al. 2012). Thus, when Trump incited his 

supporters with the utterly implausible fantasy of “building a wall,” it was little more than a 

hyperbolic expression of what has otherwise been a rather routine fixture of U.S. immigration 

policy. The ceaseless fortification of the U.S.-Mexico border presents the epitome of what I 

have depicted as a spectacle of ‘exclusion’ that mystifies its own obscene secret: the 

permanent subordinate ‘inclusion’ of illegalized (predominantly Latin American) migration (De 

Genova 2013). Such spectacles of border enforcement conceal the fact that even those 

migratory movements which are officially prohibited, branded as ‘illegal’, and supposed to be 

absolutely ‘unwanted’ and rejected are in fact, objectively speaking, actively encouraged and 

enthusiastically facilitated. So-called ‘illegal’ and officially unauthorized migrations are, to 

various extents, actively and deliberately imported, and welcomed by prospective employers 

as a highly prized variety of labor-power. Thus, the increasing fortification of the U.S.-Mexico 

border, in its grand and ever-increasingly deadly performance of ‘exclusion’, is permanently 

accompanied nonetheless by the fact of illegalized migration. 

Consequently, the brute fact is that some border crossers die while many others survive 

and prevail in their illegalized migratory projects. Thus, the outright disposability of migrant 

lives so routinely verified by the deadly border cannot be seen as a purely “necropolitical” 

phenomenon (Mbembe 2003; cf. De Genova 2015). Border policing has plainly become cruel, 

indeed murderous, but it is not about cruelty, pure and simple, and not exclusively about mass 

murder. The blunt truth is that some migrants must die – which is to say, some are killed and 

many more are made to die – yet most survive as illegalized migrants who may proceed from 

this deadly endurance test to commence their lifelong careers as precarious, ever-deportable 

workers. Hence, we must see the production of literal deaths for border crossers as part of the 

larger dynamics of cultivating the sociopolitical conditions for illegalized migrants of what 

Orlando Patterson (1982) famously depicted as social death. The analogy with 

African/American slavery is particularly apt precisely because enslavement was always 

principally a regime of labor subordination and, as I have argued elsewhere, racialized slavery 

remains the limit figure for all labor under capitalism (De Genova 2018b). Thus, the largely 
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anonymous Brown bodies that populate the U.S.-Mexico border zone as often unidentified and 

unidentifiable corpses must be apprehensible as specifically Latina/o/x migrant lives. We are 

confronted, therefore, not only with a lethal border but one that contributes systematically to 

the production of Mexican and other Latina/o/x lives as disposable. The deadly border does 

not only kill but also plays a productive role: its power is productive, crucial for the continuous 

(re-)production of Latino lives as disposable (deportable) labor-power (De Genova 2002, 2005, 

213-249; Golash-Boza 2015). Hence, we begin to see not only the cruel extremities of U.S. 

border control as a regulatory regime, but also the regularities that it truly produces, foremost 

among them, the very ‘irregularity’ – the ‘illegality’ – of ‘illegal’ migration. In a de facto process 

of artificial selection, these deadly obstacle courses serve to sort out the most able-bodied, 

disproportionately favoring the younger, stronger, and healthier among prospective (labor) 

migrants, and likewise inordinately favoring men over women (cf. Pickering and Cochrane 

2013). Of course, while this selection process has always had a profoundly gendered 

character, culminating in extraordinary gendered violence against women migrants, it has in 

no way ever succeeded to suppress or exclude the migration of women. On the contrary, it 

has simply exacerbated the manifold severities of the violence of the migratory journey and 

border-crossing that target, terrorize, and traumatize migrant/refugee women, with similarly 

productive and still more profoundly disciplinary ramifications. 

Thus, there is a deep continuity between ever-rising border body counts and the 

disposability of life at the borders of the United States and Europe with the deportability of 

illegalized migrant labor. The vicious severities of these extended and expansive border zones 

present a fierce endurance test, a preliminary apprenticeship in what promises to be a more 

or less protracted career of migrant ‘illegality’, precarious labor, arduous exploitation, and 

deportability. Susan Coutin (2010) incisively notes that these tactics of bordering effectively 

convert the full extent of the ‘interior’ space of the nation-state into a zone of confinement – a 

veritable police state for migrants (Talavera et al. 2010). The militarization and ostensible 

fortification of borders, as a result, prove to be much more reliable for enacting a strategy of 

capture than for functioning as mere technologies of ‘exclusion’. Once migrants have 

successfully navigated their ways across such borders, the onerous risks and costs of 

departing and later attempting to cross yet again become inordinately prohibitive (Cornelius 

2001; Durand and Massey 2004, 12). Rather than keeping illegalized Latina/o/x (and other) 

migrants out, therefore, the militarization of the border simply tends to ‘trap’ the great majority 

of those who succeed to get across, now caught – indefinitely – ‘inside’ the space of the U.S. 

nation-state as a very prized kind of highly vulnerable migrant labor. Thus, in spite of perennial 

appearance of the U.S.-Mexico border’s inadequacy or dysfunction – the border has long 

served quite reliably and predictably as a filter for the subordinate (illegalized) inclusion of 

migrant labor from Latin America (and above all, from Mexico). Again, the multiplication of 
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anonymous migrant and refugee corpses that is the direct effect of border militarization and 

fortification and other enforcement tactics – alongside the mutilated and violated bodies of 

those who survive (above all, women subjected to sexual abuse) – must be recognized as 

inseparable from the systemic relegation of the lives of those who survive the border’s lethal 

perils to a racialized condition of permanent disposability. 

The logic of capture through migrant illegalization and border fortification was only more 

perniciously and extravagantly amplified in the Trump administration’s state-mandated 

kidnapping migrants and refugees’ children. The atrocity of “family separations” instituted in a 

new and particularly vicious way the overall racialized degradation that upholds and 

exacerbates the disposability of illegalized migrants’ lives – a sociopolitical condition that has 

an impact far beyond the actual fact of some migrants being literally ‘disposed’ of and excluded 

outright. Hence, the heterogeneous forms of the overall disposability of migrants’ lives 

generated by border violence again underscores that this violence serves the ends of a power 

that is repressive and indeed deadly but also, and above all, productive. 

Migrant ‘illegality’, much like the illegalization of asylum-seeking, always has a history 

within each particular juridical and border enforcement context. Similarly, present-day border 

policing and immigration enforcement practices confirm that such histories are never finished; 

rather than faits accomplis, established once and for all time, these diverse and historically 

specific productions of migrant ‘illegality’ must continue to be re-produced through ongoing 

practices of bordering and re-bordering. This is so because they are sites of ongoing and 

unresolved struggle. Notably, these border-making and border-enforcing activities have been 

increasingly and pervasively relocated to sites within the ‘interior’ of migrant-receiving states, 

such that illegalized migrants and refugees are made, in effect, to carry borders on their very 

bodies as border enforcement becomes a deportation regime (De Genova and Peutz 2010), 

and the border comes to permeate the full spectrum of the spaces and activities of everyday 

life. Nonetheless, the border formations of state power and sovereignty, and immigration law 

and politics, more generally, must be understood to be ‘reaction’ formations: through diverse 

tactics and techniques of bordering, state power ‘reacts’ to the primary exercise of an 

elementary freedom of movement, whereby, in practice, migrants and refugees make a priority 

of their human needs, over and against any border, law, or state power. Furthermore, migrants’ 

needs, desires, and aspirations always supersede these border regimes’ death-defying 

obstacle course – albeit, at times, at the cost of their lives. It is, after all, the sheer vitality of 

migrant life that these border and immigration regimes serve to subordinate as labor, and it is 

the subjectivity and autonomy of migration that precedes these regimes that is finally the 

incorrigible productive power that they seek to domesticate through their tactics of 

illegalization. Thus, these processes of illegalization remain the open-ended sites for 
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unforeseen political disputes over migrant and refugee life, with the full extent and scope of 

the spaces of state sovereignty saturated and encompassed by border struggles.
 

Notes 
1 There is perhaps no more flagrant example of this perverse pretense of ‘deterrence’ than the 
state-sponsored kidnapping and child abuse perpetrated by the U.S. border authorities 
enforcing the Trump administration’s draconian “zero tolerance” policy of “family separations” 
measure, which was defended as a “deterrent” that would “send a message” to would-be 
migrants and refugees (Bump 2018; see also Tazzioli and De Genova 2020). 
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Australia, the sometime island prison which proclaims itself as a geographical exception, as 

the singular island continent (Perera 2009), is defined by the figure of the island as prison. In 

the drawing with which we open, “One Asylum Seeker in Nauru,” the artist and poet Ravi, a 

former inmate, powerfully represents the sense of disabling immobilization and isolation 

experienced by the people Australia imprisons offshore in its camps on Nauru and Manus 

Island, encaging them in a mesh of restrictions that are at once spatial, legal and physical. 

Following a trip to Australia’s Christmas Island Detention Centre in 2008, Pamela Curr, 

Coordinator of the Asylum Seeker Resource Centre, told a reporter, “The leitmotif is cage – all 

sizes and shapes. Everything is caged, lights, gym, cameras everything” (Black 2008). Cages 

within cages, prisons within prisons, islands within islands: these are enduring features of the 

Australian state’s territorializing practices, the defining contours of its past and present. 

Christmas Island, in Australia’s Indian Ocean Territory, “marks the faultline between Australia 
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and Asia” (Pugliese 2009, 672) and was the first part of Australia to be excised from its 

migration zone in an effort to render illegal boat arrivals seeking asylum. Excision, as we 

discuss elsewhere (Bui et al. 2020), is one of the arsenals of technologies of the borderscape 

by which “Australia’s coastline, its outlying islands and territories, its varied and adaptable 

forms of tenure over place, form a mobile, unstable, racialised border traversed by the tortuous 

itineraries of bodies seeking asylum by boat” (Perera 2008, 203). These shifting territorializing 

practices organise spatial, geographic and environmental factors so as to reinforce Australia’s 

self-definition as a state that is racially and culturally distinct and separate from its surrounding 

region, and whose insular status needs to be preserved by an ensemble of legal and extra-

legal measures. 

 
Fig 1. “One Asylum Seeker in Nauru” ©Ravi 2017. Courtesy of the artist. 
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A shifting geography of land and sea: of fortified beaches and coastlines; of weaponized 

oceans, whose natural dangers are intensified by official “deterrence” policies that push asylum 

seekers into ever more risky ventures; of penal camps and island prisons: this is the carceral 

landscape whose contours we sketch in what follows. In our mapping of the violent 

geographies within which asylum seekers seeking refuge by boat are enmeshed and 

entrapped, we draw on our research for the transnational project Deathscapes: Mapping Race 

and Violence in Settler Societies, situating Australian “border protection” practices of 

interdiction of boat arrivals and offshore detention in the context of the violent racialized 

formation of the settler state.1 The Deathscapes Project is distinctive in its grounding of anti-

refugee and anti-migrant violence in the logic of the settler-colonial state and its foundational 

and continuing violence against Indigenous sovereignty. From their very different positions, 

refugee and the Indigenous bodies are limit-figures that exceed the spatial and temporal 

bounds of the settler state and are thus subject to shared technologies of state violence. In 

connecting Indigenous deaths to other racialized deaths, such as those of refugees and 

migrants, within settler states, the Deathscapes project aims to make visible the shared 

strategies, policies, practices and rationales of state violence deployed in the management of 

these separate racialized categories. At the heart of these shared rationales is the assertion 

of sovereignty as the sole prerogative of the state, along with the accompanying prerogative 

to control the movement of bodies within those borders. 

Weaponizing the landscape 

Australia’s history of colonial violence against Indigenous peoples can be mapped through a 

geography of island prisons. These include: jails and internment camps for Indigenous boys 

and men, such as that on Rottnest Island, off the coast of the Western Australian town of 

Fremantle (Melville 2016); reserves and missions where Indigenous children targeted to be 

bred into whiteness were taken, such as Palm Island, off the Queensland coast (Kennedy 

1985); and lock hospitals for those identified as diseased with leprosy or venereal diseases 

such as Bernier and Dorre Islands in West Australia (Stingemore and Meyer 2009). These are 

the antecedents of present-day island camps for refugees, designed as the very antithesis of 

shelter. All these sites function to instil a sense of dislocation and isolation, where even the 

surrounding landscape compounds the suffering of the prisoners, as the vision of an island 

paradise proves so at odds with their circumstances. In her memoir, Born a Half Caste, Marnie 

Kennedy, a Kalkadoon woman who was removed to Palm Island as a child in the early 1920s, 

recounts: 

When I first went to Palm Island I can remember it was on a cargo boat, and I can remember screaming 
while being loaded into a small boat …The settlement was just being started. … We lived in a huge 
grass dormitory, mostly mothers with their children … The men who had wives lived in their grass houses 
called the camps. There may have been two to three hundred people. Palm Island lies forty miles east 
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of Townsville. It was one of the most beautiful islands. As the ships steamed through the channels to 
anchor outside the reef you would see the mountains with the clouds scudding across them and on fine 
days you would see the island a mass of green and yellow. With the wattle trees in full bloom, their 
perfume would float down over the island … There was an aura about this island. Something so beautiful 
it held you in awe. It is hard to believe that this beautiful island was a penal settlement. This island was 
meant for romance, love and to live happily ever after. (Kennedy 1985, 6-7) 

Kennedy’s memories find a striking echo nearly a century later in the narratives of asylum 

seekers held offshore on Nauru and Manus Island, Papua New Guinea, since 2012. As we 

write in early 2021, hundreds of detainees have spent nearly nine years in these offshore island 

prisons for refugees maintained by Australia. The award-winning drawings of Eaten Fish, the 

Iranian artist imprisoned on Manus Island for over four years, frequently highlight the 

dissonance between the postcard beauty of the Pacific island setting and the mental and 

physical abuse to which detainees held there are subjected (Perera and Pugliese 2016a). Pari 

Masoumali, a young Iranian woman, who with her husband, Omid, sought asylum in Australia, 

recounts how the beautiful sunsets on Nauru were a source of grief and pain to the refugees 

who, like Kennedy in her very different prison, were reminded every day of the unbridgeable 

distance between their reality and the vision of the island as a place of romantic beauty: 

“People often cried while watching the sun go down … Every sunset was a symbol of another 

day lost” (quoted in Doherty 2017). 

In these accounts of incarceration on Palm Island and Nauru by an Indigenous Australian 

and an Iranian woman respectively, and separated by nine decades, the beauty and the terror 

of the natural environment combine to increase the sufferings of those imprisoned there, 

adding to their sense of agonizing isolation and the consciousness of being cast away. Despite 

the odds, Pari and Omid Masoumali tried to hold fast to the sunset as the promise of another 

day and to the dream of the island as a place “meant for romance, love and to live happily ever 

after” (Kennedy 1985, 7). Their hopes were cruelly shattered one morning when Omid set fire 

to himself in an effort to convince an international delegation of their desperate plight. Fatal 

delays in airlifting his seriously injured body to Australia resulted in his agonized death 

(Vujkovic 2019). Pari, though a recognised refugee, was put in detention on the mainland, 

devastated with loss and grief, with no immediate prospect of release. In 2017 a reporter 

described Pari’s plight as follows: 

Every day since, Pari has been held in isolated detention in Australia: alone, traumatised, segregated 
and trapped in a Kafkaesque legal and political nightmare. She has not seen a sunset since, and faces 
an indefinite incarceration, despite being formally recognised as a refugee who fled persecution and 
who is legally owed protection. (Doherty 2017) 

Fearful insularities, violent sovereignties 

The delineation of the border is central to the project of the settler colonial state, as it overrides 

the borders of pre-existing nations and assumes the right to determine who may or may not 
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enter the new territorial entity. The eliminatory logic of settler colonialism (Wolfe 2006), with its 

aspiration to expunge the presence of the Indigene from the land and to assert its own usurping 

sovereignty in its place, is predicated on overrunning existing borders and establishing new 

ones in their place. Redrawing the borders secures settler colonial ownership of the new 

national entity in space as well as time and assumes the power to confer or withhold citizen 

status within it. Indigenous peoples, displaced, dispossessed and stripped of national status, 

themselves become refugees on their own land losing, among other crucial rights of 

sovereignty, the right to offer hospitality within their borders. 
 

 
Fig 2. Researchers Against Pacific Black Sites performance, Call to 
Account, staged outside Round House prison, Fremantle, December 
15, 2015. Looking out to Rottnest Island, the performance, led by 
Noongar elder, Uncle Ben Cuimermara Taylor, links nineteenth-
century offshore prisons for Aboriginal prisoners with today’s 
offshore prisons for refugees. Photo ©Chris Lewis. Reproduced with 
permission. 

Australia’s establishment as a settler state in 1901 was preceded by the geographical 

and racial consolidation of the new nation as an island of whiteness surrounded by the alien 

and amorphous non-white geographies of Asia and the Pacific. As it cast itself off from the 

surrounding seas, coastlines and archipelagos by designating itself as an island, separate, 

self-contained and white, Australia exercised its fearful and violent sovereignty both internally, 

by dispossessing the original inhabitants from their land through policies of displacement and 

deterritorialization, and externally, by adopting a stance of imperial mastery over the region. 

Its current practices of establishing places of detention in neighbouring territories exist on a 

continuum with these imperial and racial assertions of territorial and racial sovereignty over the 

region. They are practices that, as Anthony Burke puts it, cast security as a founding axiom of 

the Australian state, “a political technology” that structures its institutions, sites, and 

subjectivities, “at once produc[ing] and manipulat[ing] bodies, identities, societies, spaces and 

flows” (2008, xxxiv). 
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According to a report published in mid-2008, Australia “claims rights over more waters 

than any other nation” with “sovereignty interests embracing parts of the Pacific, Indian and 

Southern Oceans and the Tasman, Coral, Timor and Arafura seas”; further, it claims to 

exercise “some form of sovereign right” over external territories amounting to 10.7 million 

square kilometres, an area greater than the external territorial claims of the United States 

(Woolner 2008, 2-3). These vast territorial interests were amassed through a series of tough 

negotiations in the period of decolonization, playing on the needs and desires of newly 

independent states such as Papua New Guinea and Indonesia, as well as on the anxieties of 

their departing imperial masters. Sovereignty over Christmas Island, previously controlled via 

Singapore, was transferred to Australia by Britain in 1957 to “keep the island’s phosphate 

reserves and strategically useful airfields in safe hands” (McDonald 2009). Britain handed the 

Cocos [Keeling] Islands, to Australia two years earlier, in 1955. Both Christmas and Cocos 

Islands, as Indian Ocean islands largely populated by non-white indentured labour imported in 

the colonial period, remain extraneous to Australia, although officially part of it. Significantly, 

these would be the first Australian territories to be excised from the migration zone when they 

became landing points for people seeking asylum (Perera 2002). 

The unexpected consequence of Australia’s policies of territorial aggrandisement, as 

Hamish McDonald drily points out, is that the successful expansion of its maritime possessions 

paradoxically brought with it, not a sense of security, but its opposite: persistent anxieties over 

intruders in this newly acquired sovereign zone (McDonald 2009). Fishing craft from the 

Indonesian island of Rote seeking to ply their traditional waters, germs and alien infections 

migrating across the lines in the sea, refugees seeking asylum on its outlying territories: all 

trigger a gamut of racially charged fears from infection to infiltration (Balint 2005). 

Since the arrival of the first ramshackle boats crowded with refugees from the war in 

Vietnam and its aftermath, asylum seekers have sought to thread their way through the 

Southeast Asian archipelago to make landfall on outcrops of Australian territory or even on 

some mainland beach. The policy of compulsorily imprisoning asylum seekers who arrive by 

boat, but not those who seek asylum at airports after arriving by plane, was initiated by a 

putatively ‘left-leaning’ Labour government in 1992. It was extended to levels of unimaginable 

systematic violence by a conservative Liberal-National coalition government in succeeding 

years (Pugliese 2002, 2003). Political frenzies over defending Australia from arrivals by sea 

were nourished and enabled through a multiplicity of territorial practices since 2001. These 

included the excision of parts of the mainland from the migration zone with, in some cases, 

retrospective denials applied to asylum seekers who had already made landfall on Australian 

soil. They culminated in the excision of the entire territorial landmass of Australia from its own 

migration zone.  At the same time, programs of covert disruption to prevent boats from setting 
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sail or arriving, legal sleights of hand (“enhanced screening”), deportations, and enforced boat 

turn backs further attempted to deter boat arrivals (Bui et al. 2020). 

These practices of violent territoriality found their most extreme expression to date in the 

uncompromisingly titled “Operation Sovereign Borders,” put into effect in late 2013, under a 

joint military-political command. This relentless operation, combined boat turnbacks, operating 

under a veil of secrecy over “on-water” matters, with the grimly titled No Advantage policy. 

Operation Sovereign Borders established the core principles for the second phase of the 

Pacific Solution, the policy under which Ravi, Omid and Pari, the three UN-recognised 

refugees cited above, as well as close to 2000 others, were incarcerated in island prisons on 

Nauru, Manus Island, Christmas Island and elsewhere; several thousand more children, 

women and men remain in onshore detention or subject to other indefinite sentences in the 

limbo of “temporary protection” (Bui et al. 2018a). 

Border force, offshore detention and the black site 

As outsourced enclaves located outside Australian borders on its former colonial protectorates 

of Nauru and Papua New Guinea, offshore detention camps are pitched on shaky legal ground, 

in a shifting territoriality somewhere between Australia and the impoverished client states that 

act as its overseers and landlords (Giannacopoulos 2016; Giannacopoulos and Loughnan 

2020). An ever-changing cast of multinational contractors – including G4S, Serco, Transfield, 

Broadspectrum, Ferrovial – have been outsourced to operate them. Despite the nominal 

responsibility of the Nauru and PNG governments, all major decisions for these camps are 

referred to the Australian Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP), later 

tellingly renamed Australian Border Force (ABF). The neocolonial nature of this arrangement 

is underlined by the fact that Australian citizens are employed in managerial and supervisory 

roles throughout the camps, with quotas of local PNG and Nauru staff contracted for mostly 

menial roles, such as cleaners and guards. The ethno-racial, religious and national tensions 

that this arrangement inevitably engenders among expatriates, locals and inmates adds a 

further dimension to the structure of displacement. At the same time, the operation of the 

camps for over a decade has played a significant role in reshaping local economic and political 

conditions, and the relations between states. For example, the rising revenue from taxes paid 

by the Australian government on the detention camp in Nauru have now moved that tiny 

country into the category of high-income nations as ranked by the World Bank, with a Gross 

National Income [GNI] rising from US$3,300 per capita in 2007, the year before the detentions 

centre was established, to US$ 13,000 in 2019, less than a decade later (ABC 2021). The 

business of detention, then, becomes core to both economic survival (as in the case of Nauru) 

and political survival (as in the case of Australia) for governments in the region. 
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In terms of international law, the convoluted spatio-legal architecture of the offshore 

camps functions to obfuscate sovereign responsibility and endlessly defer accountability under 

law for the plight of the inmates, the overwhelming majority of whom are recognised refugees. 

In our attempts to theorize the structure of these offshore detention camps we have drawn on 

the concept of black sites (Perera and Pugliese 2015). “Black sites” is a term that has been 

widely used in the war on terror to describe locations where the US and its allies maintain 

secret prisons or conduct other illicit activities away from public or legal scrutiny. These sites 

are characterized by secrecy and lack of accountability. They are most often located in 

racialized and/or formerly colonized territories, and they continue practices of abuse and 

torture perpetrated there against colonized peoples. We refer to Australia’s camps on its own 

former colonial territories of Manus Island, PNG, and Nauru as black sites in order to highlight 

their structural connections with other extra-legal or illegal places of confinement, abuse and 

torture. Our use of the term black site highlights the linkages between Australia’s racialized 

imprisonment of refugees and the geopolitics of the war on terror within which Australia’s 

Pacific Solution must be located. As we have discussed in detail elsewhere, Australia’s black 

sites in Nauru and Papua New Guinea are characterized by “an architecture that is the very 

antithesis of shelter: they are spaces designed to engender fear, compound uncertainty and 

maximize a sense of exposure to danger” (Perera and Pugliese 2016a). 

This remains the case despite a ruling by the PNG High Court in April 2016 and an earlier 

decision by the Nauru government in October 2015, both officially decreeing that the camp 

inmates were not prisoners (Tlozek and Anderson 2016; Henderson and Anderson 2015). But 

although they may be no longer forcibly confined, Australia’s detainees remain unfree, in a 

state of insufferable uncertainty, compounded by daily fear of violence (Perera and Pugliese 

2015). Their reality is that of a prison within a prison. To compound their plight, perversely, 

theirs is a prison within which the brute physical structures of the camp – its barbed wire fences, 

quarantine compounds and confinement cells – at times represent a form of protection against 

the dangers of the surrounding towns and villages, where xenophobic resentment and 

epidemic levels of rape, beatings and other forms of violence against refugees prevail (Harvey, 

n.d.). On Good Friday, April 2017, members of the PNG Navy attacked the camp while 

refugees cowered in terror, in fear of another incursion such as the one in which a young 

Kurdish refugee, Reza Bharati, was killed in 2014. Attempted suicide and self-harm became 

all too common responses to this experience of anti-asylum since. 

As documented by the Deathscapes project, in some instances in harrowing detail, at 

least 14 people have died in custody in Australian offshore black sites, with the total number 

of casualties unknown (Bui et al. 2018b). In line with their functioning in effect as black sites, 

accountability for deaths within these sites is disowned by both the host government and 

Australia. An inquest is conducted only in instances where a detainee dies on Australian soil 
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after being airlifted for medical care. In the case of Omid Masoumali, whose death by 

immolation occurred in 2017, coronial findings are yet to be handed down at the time of writing, 

more than four years later. However, the terms of the inquest already stipulate that it “will not 

investigate Australia’s treatment of or its obligation to Masoumali as a refugee” (Australian 

Associated Press 2019). 

Arrested lives 

Following a series of reports by human rights organizations denouncing the levels of violence 

against the refugees illegally imprisoned by Australia on Manus Island and Nauru (eg. Amnesty 

International and Human Rights Watch 2016; Australian Human Rights Commission 2014), 

during 2018-2020, following a deal between the U.S and Australian governments, several 

hundred of the refugees from the Manus and Nauru camps were accepted for resettlement in 

the United States, despite initial refusal by an incoming President Trump to honour a pre-

existing arrangement. The resettled refugees’ varied experiences of freedom, compounded by 

the transfer of many during the Covid-19 lockdowns of 2020-2021, are summed up by Imran 

Mohammad Fazal Hoque, a refugee from Myanmar held on Manus Island for more than five 

years: 

I am free today but overwhelmed with guilt. My struggle came to an end in June 2018 when the United 
States offered me liberty and changed my stateless life in a way that I can’t put into words… Life feels 
real and I can see a bright future ahead; however, my free life feels constrained in some ways … It is 
hard for us to feel completely free while this year will mark eight years in detention for those who are 
still suffering in Papua New Guinea, Nauru and Australia, and whose future is still unknown. I want to 
move on, thrive, and forgive the Australian government for everything it inflicted on me for five years, 
but I just don’t know when I can do that as it has separated the family I made during my incarceration 
on Manus Island. It continues to play politics with their fragile lives. (Hoque 2020) 

Caught up in shifting geopolitical currents, in the gaps between state sovereignties, the violent 

geographies of Australian detention continue to expand and ramify globally in the lives of those 

resettled, as for those who remain incarcerated. Several others have been deported to 

conditions that remain dangerous. Despite the departures of many for the United States, 

hundreds more people remain in Australia’s offshore detention centres, while thousands are 

in limbo in various forms of onshore confinement. Ellie, a refugee held on Nauru, brought to 

the mainland for medical treatment and now in danger of being returned there, expresses the 

sense of hopelessness she faces, traumatised by years of invasive body searches and in 

constant fear of sexual attack by both guards and fellow inmates: “I have been left like a 

worthless object in a corner of a prison among paedophile men who have a history of abusing 

women and children. Every day, I sink deeper into the swamp of fear and despair. But no one 

hears me” (quoted in Vasefi 2021). 
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These are arrested lives, placed in a locus of nowhere: arrested on arrival by boat to 

Australia’s excised immigration zones and dispatched to offshore immigration prisons; arrested 

in the annihilating space of indefinite detention, where there is no time, and where everything 

is held in a state of suffocating and oppressive suspension; arrested into a state of paralyzing 

immobility in which there is no glimpsing of a future; arrested in a space where they have been 

converted into commodities of exchange in a dubious “deal” with the Trump administration; 

arrested in geographies of violence. 

In closing… 

As we conclude this article that can find no real conclusion, we return to the scene of Christmas 

Island to reflect on two more arrested lives: of two little girls, Kopika, aged 5, and Tharnicaa, 

aged 3, held there in detention for much of their brief lives, the daughters of the Tamil refugees, 

Priya and Nades. On an island off an island, a prison is maintained at exorbitant cost just to 

encage this small family as far as possible from the mainland. Their conditions, according to 

their mother, can no longer be called detention: they are in a “jail” (Theodosiu 2019). The girls 

stand against a chain link fence; above them is the infinity of the sky, and around them the 

boundless sea. They sing: “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star.” The girls are tiny, mere specks in a 

system that seeks repeatedly to cast them out and to deny them safe harbour. 

But the girls, though stateless, are not without a home. Across Australia, and nowhere 

with more determination than in the small rural town of Biloela, in Queensland, where they 

were born, numbers of people, old and young, look up into the same stars and sing back the 

same children’s song (Theodosiou 2019). In an official camp culture that diminishes and 

degrades – the girls’ parents are regarded as “security threats” to Australia who must be 

deported – hundreds of people gather to amplify their small voices; to sing back to them on 

their island prison. These voices arc across the Southern Sky from opposite sides of the island 

continent, from Queensland to Christmas Island, establishing fragile constellations of affective 

solidarity that defiantly bridge the violent ruptures and dislocations mandated by the Australian 

state’s regime of immigration detention. The voices, singing to one another, echoing through 

a multiplicity of media, across the ocean, into the sky, realize an-other geography of 

connectedness, one that counters Australia’s encaging geographies of border violence. 

Notes 
 

1 The Deathscapes Project was funded by the Australian Research Council from 2016 to 2020 with lead 
investigators Suvendrini Perera and Joseph Pugliese based in Australia, and partner investigators 
Jonathan Inda (U.S.A) and M.I Franklin (U.K). See www.deathscapes.org. Accessed August 2, 2021. 
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ABSTRACT 

During the protests that occurred in Bristol in June 2020, in the name of Black Lives Matter, the statue 

of the slave-owner Edward Colston was pulled down by protestors and thrown into the river Avon. A 

week later, in Milan, the statue of the journalist Indro Montanelli was spray-painted with the words “racist” 

and “rapist” due to his sexual relationship with an Eritrean child-bride he bought in the 1930s while 

fighting as a camicia nera (black shirt) for Mussolini. These two acts caused heated debates on both 

mainstream/traditional media and social media, producing that hybridisation of culture theorised by 

Henry Jenkins. As feminist scholars, we were directly involved in these debates as we publicly shared 

some critical reflections on the use of monuments in connection with race, gender and colonialism in 

Italy. Using collaborative autoethnographic approaches and thematic analysis, we discuss our own 

experiences within a wider investigation, concerning Italy and the UK, on the use of social media (Twitter 

and Facebook) as tools that shape specific forms of public memory at the expense of others. Yet, 

drawing from Linda Alcoff’s “epistemologies of ignorance” and Charles Mills’ “white ignorance,” we also 

highlight the importance of counter-memories and practices of decolonisation of public spaces in order 

to challenge hegemonic forms of white amnesia. 

Keywords 
colonialism, slavery, racism, public spaces, memory, decolonisation 

Introduction 

Bristol, UK, 7 June 2020 

The statue of the British slave-trader and member of the British parliament Edward Colston is 

smeared, torn from its pedestal and thrown into the Avon River. Colston had been awarded of 

the statue in 1895 mainly as a result of his philanthropic works that benefitted the city, 

informally remembered as “the capital of the slave trade” (Krishan 2017). Colston’s heritage 

stems from his role in the slave trade and he invested a considerable part of his wealth in 

charitable and philanthropic actions for the city of Bristol. 

Milan, Italy, 14 June 2020 

The statue of the journalist Indro Montanelli is covered in red paint with the words “razzista” 

and “stupratore” (“racist” and “rapist”) written on its base. Indro Montanelli (1909-2001), who is 
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considered one of the most influential Italian journalists of the twentieth century (Mazzini 2002), 

took part in the fascist invasion of Ethiopia as a voluntary conscript. During his stay, from May 

1935 till October 1936, 26-year-old Montanelli took as his ‘wife’ a 12-year-old Eritrean child 

named Destà, whom he had ‘bought’ from her father and who the journalist himself described 

as a “little docile animal” (Pesarini 2020a, 174). On several occasions, Montanelli justified his 

act claiming it was an African custom. 

Both events occurred following the wave of protests in the United States and organised 

by the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement in reaction to the murder of George Floyd by the 

police officer Derek Chauvin on May 25, 2020. In the days after the murder, people marched 

in the streets across the globe expressing indignation and anger at the death which had been 

filmed live by 17-year-old Darnella Frazier. In the European context, such political actions have 

been transformed into claims relating to the anti-racist and anti-colonial struggles present in 

the various nations of the continent. Although inspired by the fights of racialised communities 

in the US, in Europe these acts have been resignified vis-a-vis different cultural and historical 

contexts, and therefore expressed and performed in specific and contingent ways (Hawthorne 

and Pesarini 2021). In this paper, we focus on some specific resignifications occurred in Italy 

and in the UK. To do so we will provide a thematic analysis of the media debates and the 

reactions on social media towards issues of slavery, colonialism, and actions performed on 

statues of historical figures involved in colonial and racist practices, in the United Kingdom and 

in Italy respectively. We have examined and compared the material on the events involving 

Colston and Montanelli produced by local and national mainstream media (MSM) in the UK 

(e.g., The Guardian, The Independent, BBC, The Bristol Post) and in Italy (e.g., Il Fatto 

Quotidiano, Il Corriere della sera, La Repubblica). We have also analysed the reactions of 

social media users (Twitter and Facebook) in response to the narrative of the events put 

forward by MSM, as well as alternative narratives provided by different voices on cultural and 

online platforms. Our work was theoretically underpinned by the “epistemologies of ignorance” 

developed by the intersectional feminist Linda Martin Alcoff, who considers ignorance not as a 

lack of knowledge but as a “substantive epistemic practice that differentiates the dominant 

group” (2007, 47). Moreover, the concept of “White ignorance” conceived by the philosopher 

Charles Wade Mills (2007) was useful to understand dynamics of race and power embedded 

in cognitive practices of remembrance. Drawing from Mills, we intended “white ignorance” as 

an epistemic racialized attitude towards knowledge production and memory able to produce 

situated collective ideas of memory. Mills defines it as ‘white’ since the selective exclusion of 

certain historical facts from collective memory is the result of centuries of white oppression and 

racial domination. As a consequence, only certain forms of knowledge and ways of 

remembering have been deemed as the valid ones. In opposition to hegemonic 

epistemologies, Mills advances the idea of “counter-memories,” considered as the memories 
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produced by non-dominant social groups and able to challenge hegemonic forms of collective 

memory. 

As scholars and intersectional feminists, we were directly involved in this debate as we 

both shared our considerations at the time on politically engaged platforms (such as Lavoro 

Culturale, Dinamopress, Radio Onda d’Urto, Fondazione Feltrinelli). Angelica Pesarini is a 

Black Italian female sociologist and Assistant Professor, who lived in the UK for 10 years, whilst 

Carla Panico is a southern Italian white woman, historian by training, and PhD candidate in 

Portugal. Both our positionalities triggered an unexpectedly high number of reactions on social 

media. Although many appreciated our considerations, a significant number of white Italian 

male commentators infantilised, patronised, and in some cases, insulted us, devaluing our 

expertise and capabilities as scholars. Therefore, by using collaborative autoethnographic 

practices and self-reflexivity, we treated our own experiences as data to be explored and 

analysed (Chang et al. 2013). The analysis of our experiences in addition to the media debates 

reveal different perceptions of colonial history and structural racism embedded in patriarchal 

paradigms and the legacy of these phenomena in the media (Giuliani 2019). Furthermore, the 

actions performed on the two statues question the ways in which, both in Italy and the UK, the 

racial question and colonial heritage have been approached, represented, and discussed, with 

the colonial legacy still casting its shadow on contemporary cultural debates (Deplano and Pes 

2014). 

Research methods and data analysis 

In order to analyse our own experiences as writers engaged with the debate on race, 

colonialism and the statues, and as researchers and scholars working on issues of race and 

gender in Italy, we explored the assets of the collaborative autoethnographic approach. 

Autoethnography is a research method that uses researchers’ autobiographical experiences 

as data, in order to analyse and interpret certain cultural aspects and assumptions, located 

within specific social contexts (Ellis et al. 2011, 1; Chang 2008, 9; Reed-Danahay 1997, 9). 

The aim is not simply a retelling of someone’s personal narratives for the sake of it; rather, the 

researcher’ personal autobiography can be used and analysed in order to facilitate the 

understanding of specific cultural constructions (Ellis et al. 2011, 1-4). This may enhance new 

theorisations about the development of general processes and the ways in which culture and 

performance work together (Atkinson 1998). One of the key aspects of autoethnography is to 

recognise the researcher’s influence on the research process by acknowledging subjectivity, 

emotions, and the feelings involved in the experiences analysed (Coffey 1999). Moreover, the 

emphasis on the personal helps the researcher to be reflexive and analytical of her own 

practices by acknowledging and reflecting on her own biases rather than erasing them (Scott 

1998). In order to express and acknowledge the feelings involved in our experiences, and to 
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historically contextualise the latter, we also used “thick description” following Denzin’s 

interpretative interactionism (1989). Rather than simply describing the social actions we were 

involved in, thick description helped us to evoke “emotionality and self-feelings” and to 

historicise our experiences (Denzin 1989, 83). As Denzin explains, thick description 

“establishes the significance of an experience [...] the voices, feelings, actions, and meanings 

of interacting individuals are heard” (1989, 83). 

Within the range of methodological approaches related to collaborative autoethnographic 

practices, we decided to adopt “duoethnography” (Norris and Sawyer 2012). Grounded in self-

reflective and dialogical practices, duoethnography investigates social phenomena by situating 

the data within two (or more) researchers’ personal experiences. Through dialogue and 

“collaborative critique,” duoethnographers challenge and question “the meaning they give to 

social issues and epistemological constructs” (3). Following this approach, we reflected 

together and exchanged thoughts in relation to the shared common experience of publishing 

online critical considerations on issues of race and colonialism in June 2020. On June 6, 

Angelica Pesarini published an article on the blog Il Lavoro Culturale reflecting on the impacts 

of the death of George Floyd and BLM in Italy, while on June 11
 
Carla Panico shared on a 699 

words Facebook post her critical considerations on the social and political use of monuments. 

Through written messages and online video calls, we compared and reflected on our personal 

narratives and analysed users’ responses adopting an intersectional framework. 

Intersectionality helped us to challenge the limits of the “single-issue” interpretation and to 

further understand how different social categories mutually shape and affect the formation of 

social identities (Crenshaw 1989). In this case, we analysed how issues of race, gender, 

identity, class, and age, among others, simultaneously affected our experiences and shaped 

the identities of social media users responding to our texts. In order to make sense of the 

comments considered as data, we decided to use thematic analysis. This technique is 

particularly useful to identify patterns and meaning within the data (Mills et al. 2010) by 

“drawing connections at a deeper level, where two fragments of text using different words can 

be seen to be related at the level of meaning or a common phenomenon” (Fugard and Potts 

2019, 3). Our experiences were framed within the overall media debates on the two statues 

occurring in Italy at the time. Thus, we observed the use made of social media by professionals 

and intellectuals to express certain views on race, identity and ways of remembering. As 

research shows, on social media journalists, columnists, experts and commentators have been 

more open about their opinions in comparison to traditional media; and channels like Twitter 

have been used to filter news and information (Farhi 2009; Hermida 2010). These frictions 

between old and new media produce that hybridisation of culture as theorised by Henry 

Jenkins (2006) and useful here to debunk power dynamics within processes of knowledge and 

information production (Reed-Danahay 1997, 9). 
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From Colston to Montanelli: the “cognitive disfunction” of white oppression 

The analysis of the events occurred on June 7 and June 14 in Bristol and Milan respectively, 

demonstrates the presence of different histories, different degrees of awareness and, 

therefore, a variety of reactions towards symbols of slavery and colonialism. Certainly, the 

development of ideas and application of democracy in the two countries affected the dynamics 

of the public sphere. While the UK has been a constitutional monarchy since 1688 with the 

English Parliament being convened for the first time in 1215, Italy can be considered as a 

‘young’ Nation State, formed in 1871, whose colonial history played a crucial role in building 

national memory (Giuliani 2013, 2019; Deplano and Pes 2014). Furthermore, it is important to 

bear in mind that Italy has been characterised by a history of authoritarianism, culminating in 

the twenty years of the Fascist regime, which corresponds to the second colonial enterprise in 

Africa and ended only after WWII (Baratieri 2010). 

The coincidental timing between the events in Bristol and Milan generated parallel 

debates, with occasional cross-references. In both cases, the MSM and social media played a 

fundamental role in creating a high number of contrasting reactions from their consumers, 

including not only scholars, journalists and activists, but also online users approaching these 

issues for the first time. Nevertheless, we noted some important differences in the 

characterisation of the two events. 

A fundamental divergence between the two cases was how they were broadcast (or not) 

(Castells 2012). In the case of the statue of Colston in Bristol, the action of removing the statue 

was broadcast live by various national MSM channels, including BBC Radio Bristol, which 

shared several videos on its social network profile. The live demolition of the statue received 

about 8.5 million views on their Twitter feed and the media coverage provoked a plethora of 

live comments. The physical removal of the statue was followed by immediate digital 

consequences. The day after the event, in fact, the location of Colston's statue on Google 

maps was modified several times, as highlighted by users. While looking for the statue on the 

app, some noticed that it no longer appeared located in the square, but rather inside the river, 

and the nearby area was marked as “permanently closed” (Mustafa 2020), as it still appears 

in the present day. On Twitter and Facebook, the use of the two hashtags #blacklivesmatter 

(Scottie 2020) and #Rhodesmustfall also contributed to making the event go viral (Hall 2015; 

Rhoden-Paul 2015). 

In Italy, the situation was quite different. The action against the statue of Montanelli took 

place around dawn by a small group of students with their faces covered who belong to the 

Milan-based student collective LUME (Laboratorio Universitario Metropolitano, Rete Studenti 

Milano). The action did not have a collective dimension nor was it followed by MSM, as in the 

case of Colston. The students claimed authorship by publishing a video documenting their 

action, using the song “The Revolution will not be Televised” by Gil Scott Heron. It was posted 
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on their Facebook page, and it reached only 26,200 views.2 Nonetheless, the reaction of the 

Italian MSM was quite prominent and it happened to be strongly hegemonized by a handful of 

prominent voices of high-profile white Italian middle-aged male journalists and intellectuals 

working for national newspapers and television. It is important to notice that on previous 

occasions, they had previously self-identified as “sons of Montanelli” (Panico 2019) as he 

mentored them in their professions. These figures include the journalist and TV presenter 

Enrico Mentana, director of the national news program TG La7 and of the online newspaper 

Open; journalist and essayist Beppe Severgnini, working for the national newspaper Corriere 

della Sera; and journalist, writer, opinion leader and editor of the independent journal Il Fatto 

Quotidiano, Marco Travaglio. As with their mentor, these intellectuals perceive themselves too 

as the entitled storytellers of their time, and firmly believe to be the holders of a certain historical 

‘truth’ (Panico 2021). Moreover, due to their privileged access to MSM, they unequivocally 

defend Montanelli in their editorial pieces, columns, and TV programmes. 

Yet, despite their high-power position, they occupy a fragile epistemological position due 

to what Alcoff defines as a “cognitive dysfunction” (2007, 48). Drawing from Mills’ Racial 

Contract (1997), this dysfunction is manifested through “an inverted epistemology,” an 

epistemology of ignorance, indeed, able to produce what Mills defines an “ironic” result. 

Namely, white people’s inability to understand “the world they themselves have made” (Mills 

1997, 18 cited in Alcoff 2007, 48) by relegating and overlooking certain important aspects of 

the world to “a murky nether region” (Alcoff 2007, 48). Furthermore, Alcoff also highlights how 

subjects located in a position of cognitive dysfunction end up reinforcing their “inability to 

recognise themselves as oppressors,” a key feature of hegemonic groups (48). In light of this, 

we may notice how the so-called “Montanelli question” in the MSM deliberately overlooked 

issues of colonialism, heteropatriarchy and sexism in Italian history, as well as the debate on 

symbols in public spaces, by delegitimising those who defended the action on social media. 

Interestingly, on social media, the conversations took a different direction since many users 

and organisations sought to speak out against the narrative provided by the MSM, 

acknowledging the voices of anti-racist feminist activists and scholars. 

Who is entitled to remember? “Memory management” in the time of social media 

As feminist Italian scholars, we were directly involved in these debates from our own different 

disciplinary perspectives and positionalities. We noticed the influence of the MSM’s narrative 

on the general audience, and in particular on the reactions of some white Italian males who 

seemed to mirror the opinions of the male intellectuals above mentioned, delegitimizing our 

critical position as ignorant or irrational. These reactions fall within the paradigm of white 

ignorance, by which a group of “potential witnesses” is immediately discredited as being 
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epistemically suspect, and whose testimony is usually dismissed or never solicited to begin 

with (Mills 2007, 31). 

On June 6, 2020, Pesarini published a piece on the online blog Il Lavoro Culturale (ILC), 

an online space created in 2011 by a group of Italian scholars and intellectuals whose aim is 

“to investigate the present through cultural and political analysis.”3 Pesarini’s article, titled 

“Issues of Privileges. Italy and its George Floyds” (2020b), featured a series of considerations 

on the impact of BLM in Italy and the numerous protests organised in the first weekend of June 

to support the movement. In her article, Pesarini asked why so many white Italians were 

protesting the murder of George Floyd, an African-American man killed on the other side of 

the ocean who had no connection with Italy, whereas a similar degree of empathy, indignation 

or anger was not shown for the death of the many Black men killed in Italy. The piece 

questioned performative anti-racism and pointed to a lack of awareness of the left’s own 

positionality and to the denial of racism in Italy. 

The article gained traction on social media, and it was reposted 191 times by Facebook 

users using ILC’s Facebook page, and 167 times from Pesarini’s Facebook page, whose post 

providing a link to the article was acknowledged by 182 users through Facebook’s reaction 

feature. The majority of social media users who read and reposted the article on their social 

media pages appreciated the author’s reflections on performative anti-racism, the need for 

white Italians to position themselves and the acknowledgement of white privilege. Interestingly, 

the only eight users who expressed criticism of the article were all white Italian men, seemingly 

ranging from mid-twenties to mid-sixties. In their criticisms, these users pointed out Pesarini’s 

alleged lack of historical knowledge and her inappropriate focus on racism, believing that the 

death of George Floyd was an issue of class and not racism (O.P., male, and M.M., male). 

She was also deemed a racist (M.M., male). The issues that triggered the most heated 

responses by the eight males related to the mentioning of white privilege, which was seen as 

a form of “reverse racism” (Ansell 2013, 57). One user was outraged by the fact Pesarini 

argued in her piece that a white person will never be able to experience the effects of structural 

racism. He wrote: “Your claim is an insult to history and a new vulgar form of racial prejudice” 

(M.M., male).4 Another asked why the author, rather than adding her voice to the ones 

protesting in the squares, was instead singling herself out by mentioning race and questioning 

privilege, as if it were an “original sin” (M.B., male). A seemingly young male, G.S., wrote the 

longest set of comments, totalling 1537 words, explaining to Pesarini why her analysis was 

“poor” and “intellectually lazy” due to her “accusations” towards privileged, white, straight 

Italian men (never mentioned in the original article), and her alleged lack of historical 

knowledge. Therefore, he proceeded to inform Pesarini of the relevant historical events she 

omitted in her analysis, such as Spain’s and Portugal’s different colonisation processes in 

comparison to Italy, Bismarck and the Berlin conference, and Italy’s lack of resources and 
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tardive birth as a Nation-State. All these factors, according to this user, determined minimal 

Italian involvement in colonial matters and such an approach, he concluded, “may be [seen as] 

an approach with some foundations.” 

In the aftermath of the attack on the statue of Montanelli, Carla Panico offered a brief 

reflection on Facebook on the social function of monuments, inviting the readers to not 

consider statues and monuments as the sole expression of a one-sided history (Carla Panico, 

Facebook post, 11 June 2020). Panico’s post was shared 633 times, received 280 comments 

and was acknowledged by 1429 users through Facebook’s reaction feature. Although the post 

was largely liked by users, it also generated a wave of indignation and digital harassment, with 

negative comments from some women and an overall majority of men questioning whether 

Panico was a professional historian. One user expressed feelings of disgust towards Panico’s 

reflections: “It disgusts me to think that a historian could write such a thing” (S.C., female, 

declaring to be an archaeologist). Another user, a man in his forties, affirmed that it worried 

him to think that “Those are the kind of historians of the future” and that he intended to collect 

“all the old history books which narrate the actions of all those supposed racists like 

Christopher Columbus” in order to save these figures from the “damnatio memoriae of the 

fanatics” (N.C., male, 40-45). Another commenter, G.B. (male, seemingly 50-60), affirmed that 

it was shocking that “this iconoclastic fury also affects those who define themselves as 

‘historians’.” As a female user pointed out in her comment, “Randomly, almost all the people 

who are expressing negative reactions are men” (F.B, 20-30). This user then became a target 

of attacks herself. Due to the harassment Panico received on her Facebook’ profile and by 

private messages, she had to temporarily close her account. 
The reactions of the users who judged our competences and abilities and felt entitled to 

claim ‘what’ and ‘how’ to remember, seem to reflect the position of the white male media 

professionals and intellectuals who dominated the debates in June 2020. Following Mills’ 

conceptualisations, the denial of certain crucial historical facts is made possible and 

perpetuated by what he defines as the “management of memory” (2007, 28). Collective and 

social memories not only provide the framework for individual memories but are also closely 

connected with systems of knowledge production. Thus, as Mills argues, social memory is 

learnt and inscribed in textbooks, and it is emphasized and made present in everyday life 

through ceremonies, national holidays, statues and monuments (29). The analysis of the 

debates on the two statues, in the UK and Italy, revealed different perceptions on the idea of 

memory and the use of history). It is important to highlight that memory, like identity, is not a 

fixed entity, but rather a representation of reality “embedded in complex class, gender and 

power relations that determine what is remembered (or forgotten), by whom, and for what end” 

(Gillis 1994, 3). 
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Thus, it is interesting to notice the different reactions of scholars in the UK and in Italy 

vis à vis the actions on Colston’s statue. In the UK, since the eighties British historian and 

Bristol resident David Foot5 has been trying to challenge Colston’s celebration and 

remembrance in Bristol (Cork 2018), while in relation to the use of statues as tools of memory 

and the celebration of Colston in the era of BLM, another historian, John Foot, aptly underlined 

the fluidity of history in contrast with the rigidity of statues and monuments: 

That of 7 June 2020 is an historical event, not against history. Statues don’t stay in the same place 

forever. They are continuously modified, attacked, changed, moved, knocked down and put back on 

their feet. Italy is full of places where monuments once stood, or where they still exist but have changed 

meaning. Sometimes the damage itself becomes part of history and memory. (2020) 

In Italy, however, the hegemonic left-wing mainstream media framed the facts that occurred in 

Bristol as an “attack” on History and a “lack of historical knowledge” defined as overall 

“ignorance” (Tobagi 2020). It is interesting to note here how the term “ignorance” is used by 

white male media professionals and intellectuals to condemn criticisms to official memory. 

Massimo Teodori, a political scientist and professor of American History, for instance, wrote 

on the Huffington Post Italy: “Political stupidity and historical ignorance generated the 

movements that tear down statues, ban films and perform other similar acts (i.e. Black Live 

Matters) against what they judge as ‘incorrect’ within an approximate view of the history of the 

United States” (Teodori 2020). 

One of the few prominent white male historians who publicly disagreed with such views 

was oral historian and Americanist Alessandro Portelli. On the pages of Il Manifesto, a critical 

left-wing newspaper, he wrote about the “statues of shame” and reminded the readers that 

“memory is not simply the deposit of a time past, of a closed era, but an active force in the 

present” (Il Manifesto, June 12, 2020). Other intellectuals, such as Tomaso Montanari, also 

disagreed. Montanari intervened in the debate defending the paint on the statue as a good 

way to “historicize” the monument and the figure of Montanelli.6 

The debates on statues clearly show that it was not just a matter of conflicting memories. 

Race played a crucial role in it, since white amnesia and white memory are at the core of 

mainstream processes of knowledge production and remembrance. Mills aptly explains this 

phenomenon using the memory of the Holocaust as an example. He highlights how the 

genocide of Jews, during the Nazi regime, is widely remembered unlike other massacres 

involving non-white victims, such as the genocide of Roma people, Armenians or colonial 

massacres perpetrated by Europeans (Mills 2007, 29). Interestingly, in relation to the 

Holocaust, in the UK the demolition of statues has been compared by some to the 

whitewashing of history with claims that the removal of statues would be tantamount to 

“bulldozing” Auschwitz (Vine 2020). Alasdair Richardson, research specialist in Holocaust 

Education at University of Winchester, aptly explained on Twitter (tweet on 10 June 2020) how 
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such a comparison missed the point, highlighting the crucial difference between remembering 

those who died and celebrating uncritically those who committed massacres or were involved 

in slavery and colonial violence: “Auschwitz doesn’t remain standing – Auschwitz Museum sits 

on the former site, commemorating those who were murdered and telling the story of the place. 

That is *not* the same as British monuments celebrating perpetrators of slavery.”
7
 

Therefore, we can argue how memory is not a neutral fact, rather it is deeply embedded 

in power dynamics and issues of race, gender and class. This is confirmed by Mills, who points 

out how collective memory is always divisive since those in power systematically seek to 

suppress subaltern memory or what he calls “counter-memory” (2007, 29). The frictions 

caused by conflicting memories produce opposite perceptions of what had happened or not, 

and what is important to remember or not. The visibility of racialized counter-memories in the 

post-George Floyd era in Europe challenges hegemonic white amnesias and it can be seen 

as the ultimate political sense of the two actions analysed in this article. 

Mapping counter-memories through a new epistemological justice 

During the Covid-19 pandemic, British scholar Victoria Grace Walden from the University of 

Sussex founded the blog “Digital Holocaust Memory.” In her piece on digital memory in the 

BLM protests against monuments, Walden underlines that those complaining about the 

erasure of history fail to recognise something crucial, namely the meaning of history itself, 

intended as “an ever-expanding multitude of narratives about the past, not simply from the 

past” (2020). By focusing on the decolonisation of monuments across the world, Walden 

stresses the idea of counter-monuments considered as a new way to rethink the future of 

statues in the digital age. For instance, she underlines how hashtags such as #RhodesMustFall 

appear disappear and reappear, acting as digital counter-monuments in the new “digital 

archives of memory” (2020). The ever-growing and hyperconnective character of the hashtag 

allows the creation of living memory in constant evolution and in opposition to the permanence 

of the bronze statues. While visitors in interactive museums may learn about slavery through 

the presence of statues on site, Walden notes that the removal process of the statues itself 

has already produced new digital maps. In this regard, the marking on Google Maps of 

Colson’s statue in the river Avon represents a form of counter-memory, as it documents the 

social life of this object in the public space.8 Similarly, the images of Montanelli’s statue covered 

in paint and the debate that it caused on social networks, left traces within digital archives. The 

documents contained in these archives not only contribute to the writing and shaping of a new 

collective memory, but these also invite reflections on the absence of the colonial-fascist past 

in the Italian public debate (Giuliani 2015; Lombardi-Diop and Romeo 2014) as a form of “social 

amnesia” (Mills 2007, 49). That is the importance of the “politics of memory,” seen as a tool 

capable of bridging the gap between the “academic historical scholarship” and “public historical 
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consciousness” (McCarthy 2002, 641). Mapping and pointing out to signs of social memory is 

a diffuse practice of counter-memory, and new architectural and digital archives produced in 

Europe have been challenging the one-sided story written by white amnesia. 

In Italy, for instance, the past few years have seen a number of projects created by social 

collectives and associations in order to stimulate public debates on the silenced colonial 

history. The collective Resistenze in Cirenaica launched the project “Guerriglia 

Odonomastica,”9 with the aim of giving visibility and changing the colonial toponymy of 

Bologna’s urban landscape, while in Padua, the project “Decolonize Your Eyes,”10 organised 

guided tours of colonial sites located in the city. In 2020, in Milan, the association Il Cantiere 

launched “Decolonize the City,” a study-day on Italian colonialism and the resignification of 

public space. The event was purposely held in the public gardens of Piazza Venezia, named 

after Indro Montanelli, where the statue is located.11 In December 2018, “Postcolonial Italy – 

Mapping Colonial Heritage” was launched,12 a collaborative project that falls into the field of 

digital public history. The project captures and documents material traces visible in the public 

space, such as street names, monuments, and buildings, and it includes digital maps of six 

Italian cities (Florence, Turin, Cagliari, Venezia, Bolzano, Roma). Postcolonial Italy is part of a 

wider project named Postcolonial Potsdam, an “interest group which deals with parts of the 

colonial history of Prussia,”13 and it collects similar experiences of postcolonial tours around 

the world. 

The processes facilitating new perceptions of history are ongoing and challenging. It is 

essential for us to underline here that the struggle for new counter-memories, inscribed in 

marble as well as in the digital archive, is not an accessory in the global struggle for all social 

justice. On the contrary, as Meneses argues, the overlooking and denial of cultural and 

epistemic diversity demonstrates the urge for social and political changes in relation to 

citizenship and belonging, since “no global social justice may exist without a global cognitive 

justice” (2016). 

Notes 
1 In the case of Carla Panico, the author acknowledges the support of the Portuguese Science and 

Technology Foundation (FCT) through the PD/BD/142794/2018 scholarship. 
2 This is linked to the movement started at the University of Cape Town in 2015 and adopted in 2016 by 

a group of students at Oxford University, calling for the removal of a plaque and statue named after the 

British imperialist Cecil Rhodes. The media coverage of this movement and the long-term protests and 

boycott by the part of activists and musicians forced the Bristol Music Trust to rename the music venue, 

formerly known as “Colston Hall,” to “Bristol Beacon.” 

See https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=571620127126586. Accessed July 20, 2021. 
3 See https://www.lavoroculturale.org/chi-siamo/. Accessed July 20, 2021. 
4 All the translations are by the authors. 
5 Bristol Evening Post, August 6, 1981: “Whatever the doting contemporary history book writers might 

imply, his generosity should not obscure the shadier facts of his character. He grew rich and fat on the 

slave trade, conveniently ignoring it, or even condoning it like many leading churchmen of his day” (Cork 

2021).  
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6 See https://mobile.twitter.com/tomasomontanari/status/1272773144240062464. Accessed 

September 10, 2021. 
7 See https://twitter.com/drajrichardson/status/1270596223683174401. Accessed September 5, 2021. 
8 A crowdsourced interactive map called Topple the Racists lists statues and monuments its creators 

say need to be considered for removal. As the map’s creators note, the toppling of the Colston statue 

was the inspiration for their project. See https://www.toppletheracists.org/. Accessed August 31, 

2021. 
9 See https://resistenzeincirenaica.com/della-guerriglia-odonomastica/. Accessed August 31, 2021. 
10 See https://resistenzeincirenaica.com/decolonize-your-eyes/. Accessed August 31, 2021. 
11 See https://www.cantiere.org/31982/decolonize-the-city/. Accessed August 31, 2021. 
12 See https://postcolonialitaly.com/. Accessed August 31, 2021. 
13 See https://postcolonialpotsdam.org/en/tours/tours-world/. Accessed 31 August 2021. Another similar 

German project is the one called “Mapping Postkolonial: An Archive of Post/Colonial Traces, Layers and 

Spectres in Munich,” founded by a collective of artists, it contains a digital archive of photographs and 

imagines related to the Colonial History of the city. See https://notanatlas.org/wp-content/uploads/2019 

/06/Mapping-Postkolonial.pdf. Accessed August 31, 2021. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, I redress the gap in the reception of Jhumpa Lahiri’s Italophone writing by studying it within 
an American and Asian American critical framework. I highlight how her Italian-language work 
contributes to a transnational and translingual understanding of American and Asian American 
literatures and to their inclusion in the domain of world literature. Through an analysis of In altre parole 
(2015), I explore some of the reasons behind Lahiri’s choice to write in Italian. In particular, I discuss 
how her sense of imperfection and failure toward literary expectations in the Anglophone context as well 
as her aspiration to free herself from the weight of a definite (ethnic) identity – which I call ‘the pursuit of 
lightness’ – have played a fundamental role in her choice to distance herself from English. 
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In Italian, despite the constant effort, I’m more joyous, lighter. 
Jhumpa Lahiri, “What Am I Trying to Leave Behind?” 2017 

Introduction 

Jhumpa Lahiri (b. London, 1967) is a very successful Bengali American writer: her works about 

the Bengali American experience have been read not only in the United States, where she was 

awarded the prestigious Pulitzer Prize for her short story collection Interpreter of Maladies 

(1999), but also internationally. Her recent choice to write in Italian has been disapproved of 

or completely overlooked by Anglophone readers and scholars outside Italy. In this essay, I 

redress the gap in the reception of Lahiri’s Italophone writing – which includes the collection of 

essays In altre parole (2015; In Other Words), the book-length essay Il vestito dei libri (2017; 

The Clothing of Books), the novel Dove mi trovo (2018; Whereabouts: A Novel) and the 

collection of poems Il quaderno di Nerina (2021) – by analysing it within an American and 

Asian American critical framework. I highlight the significance of her Italian creative production 

for both American and Asian American studies since it contributes to a transnational and 

translingual understanding of these literatures and to their inclusion in the domain of world 

literature.1 
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As an ‘interpreter’ of the Bengali American community, Lahiri found a consolidated, 

acclaimed position within the Anglophone literary realm. Yet, she has chosen to give up all the 

advantages of such a position to become a writer in Italian. In this essay, I explore some of the 

underlying reasons behind Lahiri’s choice to abandon writing in English. While some scholars 

mention her need to become ‘invisible’ and anonymous, they do not explain such a desire in 

relation to the Anglophone context, where her reception has been shaped heavily by the 

perception of her as an ethnographic guide (see Chetty 2009). I will argue that Lahiri’s sense 

of imperfection and failure towards literary expectations in this context as well as her aspiration 

to free herself from the weight of a definite (ethnic) identity – which I call ‘the pursuit of 

lightness’ – have played a fundamental role in her choice to distance herself from English.2 

A window on the world 

Lahiri is a second-generation Bengali American,3 and much of her writing portrays the 

experience of Bengali immigrants and their children in the United States. As Lahiri herself has 

highlighted, both she and her work have been “copiously categorized” (2002). Indeed, she has 

been variously defined as an American, Indian American, British-born, Anglo-Indian, NRI (non-

resident Indian) and ABCD (American-born confused desi) author,4 and her writing as 

diasporic (mostly by Indian academics) and immigrant (mainly by U.S. scholars) (Lahiri 2002). 

Lahiri’s desire to escape these categorisations – by publishers, readers, reviewers and 

academics – in the Anglophone world is one of the main reasons why she has recently chosen 

to write in Italian, an idea to which I will return later. 

In particular, Lahiri is seen as “the acclaimed chronicler of the Bengali-immigrant 

experience” (Chotiner 2008), “the indigenous ethnographer par excellence” (Cardozo 2012, 

8), “the current luminary of the ‘ethnic’ authorship in the United States” (Srikanth 2014, 342) 

and “the interpreter of the new Indian diaspora” (Monaco 2015). As Raj Chetty indicates, Lahiri 

is perceived in the United States – but also in other Western countries as well as in India – as 

“a native ethnographer-informant” who fulfils (in an either ‘authentic’ or ‘fake’ way) “her 

responsibility to interpret between India and America” (2009, 62-63). Thus, Lahiri’s 

Anglophone works have been read as anthropological, ethnographic and sociological guides 

or as guided ‘Little India’ tours.5 Lahiri’s great critical acclaim in the United States is precisely 

related to her perceived position as the interpreter or guide to what is marketed as an exotic 

reality that, moreover, is not too political or “spicy” (Shankar 2009) and therefore appeals to 

mainstream audiences. 

Lavina Dhingra Shankar and Floyd Cheung, whose 2012 edited book was “the first full-

length literary analysis” of Lahiri’s body of work, note how, despite her international success, 

scholarship on Lahiri in the United States had until then been “sporadic” (2012a, xiv). If 

Shankar and Cheung’s book marked an increase in scholarly attention to her oeuvre, Lahiri’s 
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shift to Italian has alienated Anglophone scholars of her work outside Italy. Both readers and 

scholars in the United States were so accustomed to reading Lahiri’s works as ‘interpretations’ 

of the Indian American community that since she changed subject matter and language, “[è] 

come se avessero smesso di nutrire un interesse verso i [suoi] lavori” [[i]t’s as if they had lost 

interest in [her] works] (Lahiri 2018c; my translation). Indeed, her Italian-language works have 

been discussed mostly by Italophone scholars or by Italian Anglophone scholars (see Monaco 

2014, 2017, 2019; Adami 2015, 2017; Concilio 2016; Groppaldi and Sergio 2016; Federici and 

Fortunati 2017; Lutzoni 2017; Reichardt 2017; Saroldi 2017; Spagnolo 2017; Grutman 2018; 

Malandrino 2018; Frigeni 2019). They have not received any attention from Anglophone 

scholars outside Italy, notwithstanding the English translations of her Italian works. The sole 

exception is Steven G. Kellman, who describes Lahiri’s work in Italian as a “humiliation” and a 

“mortification” of her “command of language” (2017, 125). Kellman’s comments reveal his 

discomfort with Lahiri switching to Italian and betray Anglocentric anxieties toward other 

languages, as will be argued below. 

Other Anglophone readers share Kellman’s unease, which we see in the very different 

responses to In altre parole and In Other Words of those reviewers and their Italian 

counterparts. Italian reviewers of In altre parole (Adami 2015; Bonvicini 2015; Frau 2015; Lauro 

2015; Gosetti 2016; Spagnolo 2017) are enthusiastic about Lahiri’s writing in Italian and praise 

her linguistic choices and style. A few Anglophone reviewers of In Other Words are equally 

positive (Moore 2016; Luzzi 2016), but most are quite negative: the unfavourable reviewers 

describe Lahiri’s prose in English translation as “flat” and “banal” (Downing 2016), the book as 

“unilluminating” (Finch 2016), “tedious” (Hadley 2016), “repetitive” and “self-dramatic” (Garner 

2016) and hope that she will return to English. 

As with Kellman, the negative reviews of In Other Words expose an insular attitude, 

pointing to a difficulty within the English-speaking world towards opening up to other 

languages. Already in the 1990s, Werner Sollors had identified a tendency among U.S. 

scholars – which still seems to be widespread – to overlook literary works written in languages 

other than English and to assume that the United States is a monolingual country (1998, 5-6). 

This approach originates from U.S. and British imperialism and exceptionalism, that is, from 

the real and imagined power of the United States and the United Kingdom over other countries 

and their need to protect their position. Within such Anglocentrism, languages that have fewer 

speakers, like Italian, are perceived as “strange” and lacking the potential of languages spoken 

world-wide, including the global circulation of cultural products, such as books and films 

(Kellman 2017, 123-124). Overall, the critical comments on Lahiri’s use of Italian ignore – or 

dread – the less material benefits that acquiring a foreign language can bring about, which 

include access to other cultures and viewpoints.6 
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Anglophone reviewers’ negative responses to and Asian Americanists’ neglect of Lahiri’s 

Italophone work represent a parochial attitude that is at odds with the now widespread 

scholarly emphasis on the transnational dimension of American and Asian American studies 

and on the need to consider their positioning beyond the United States and the English 

language. It seems that Asian Americanists and Anglophone scholars more generally, despite 

their calls to decentre the United States and include it within a global network, are not truly 

ready to embrace more radical attempts to place “American literature in the world” (Dimock 

2017). Analysing Lahiri’s adoption of the Italian language answers Wai Chee Dimock’s appeal 

to read American literature as world literature, that is, to decentre the United States by 

exposing its interconnections with and interdependencies on other literatures and geographies 

(2007, 2017). With regard to Asian America, Lahiri shows how Asian American writers’ 

transnational links might go beyond the country of origin and settlement – or country of origin 

and ancestral country – to embrace other localities outside the well-known transpacific axis 

that includes Asia and America. Hence, Lahiri’s Italophone writing contributes to the worlding 

of American and Asian American literatures, a contribution that Italian and Italophone scholars 

have neglected, by placing her Italian-language creative production within a European or 

Italian/Italophone framework, or within the field of exophonic and/or migrant literatures. 7 

According to David Damrosch’s definition of world literature as “multiple windows on the 

world” (2003, 15) – that is, as literary works that circulate beyond their culture of origin and 

therefore enable readers to access another world or culture – Lahiri’s work was part of world 

literature even before she employed Italian. Indeed, her works have been read internationally 

through translations in various languages. In contrast, her Italian-language works have 

struggled to reach an Anglophone audience even after being translated. If “[a] determining 

feature of world literature [...] is that it does well in translation” (Damrosch and Ning 2011, 176), 

In altre parole does not satisfy this requirement given that its translated version, In Other 

Words, has not received many positive reviews. Yet, Lahiri’s Italophone writing is still an 

example of world literature insofar as it crosses prescribed geographical boundaries – those 

of Asia and America – and so provides American and Asian American literatures with ‘a 

window on the world’. 

Lahiri’s choice to write in Italian is also significant in the domain of world literature. Her 

rejection of English resists the threat of an English monolingualism that risks reducing world 

literature to a homogenised field where linguistic and cultural particularities are erased. Such 

a risk emerges, for instance, in Franco Moretti’s approach to the study of world literature, 

which, as Jonathan Arac argues, implies an acceptance of the “imperialism of English” and 

“the diminishment of language-based criticism in favour of a monolingual master scheme” 

(2002, 44). It is a fact that “world literature still relies on English as the main global vehicle for 

its institutionalization and dissemination” (Tsu 2012, 161). Indeed, English is spoken by 1.1 
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billion people whereas Italian is spoken by only 67 million people (both figures include native 

and non-native speakers) (Ethnologue 2021). Thus, Lahiri’s choice to produce her recent work 

in Italian challenges the supremacy of the English language in world literature and in the global 

literary market. Although the reception of her Italian-language work in Anglophone contexts 

depends upon its English translation, Lahiri’s decision to present In Other Words in a bilingual 

version, with the Italian parallel text (the left-hand pages are in Italian and the right-hand pages 

in English), forces the reader to notice, at least, the Italian origin of the text and leads to 

comparisons between the English and Italian versions (see Malandrino 2018, 151).8 

Hence, Lahiri’s embracing of the Italian language and her relocation to Italy indicate once 

more that the United States and Asian America have to be understood as part of a larger 

geography – indeed, the world itself – and in connection with other cultures and languages. 

American and Asian American literatures can therefore be seen as part of world literature, 

understood not merely as a mode of circulation and reading that goes beyond the borders of 

a single nation (Damrosch 2003) but also as a type of literature that is “aperta al mondo” [open 

to the world] and in which language is freed from its exclusive contract with a particular nation 

or culture (Albertazzi 2013, 165-166; my translation) and vice versa. 

Rewriting the self 

In In altre parole,9 Lahiri describes her encounter with Italian during her first visit to Italy in 1994 

as “Un colpo di fulmine” [Love at first sight] (23): she senses that although she does not have 

to learn Italian for any cultural or social need, learning it will make her feel whole (22-23). Lahiri 

started to study Italian in the United States, and, 18 years after her first visit to Italy, she 

returned to this country with her husband and children (18, 35, 49). After her three-year stay 

in Rome from 2012 to 2015, Lahiri published her first work in Italian, In altre parole, a collection 

of essays that – with the exception of “Penombra” [“Half-Light”] and “Postfazione” [“Afterword”] 

– had been previously published in the weekly news magazine Internazionale. These essays 

form together “[un’]autobiografia linguistica, un autoritratto” [[a] linguistic autobiography, a self-

portrait] (156). Lahiri declares: “Indagando la mia sc operta della lingua, penso di aver fatto 

un’indagine su di me” [Investigating my discovery of the language, I think I have investigated 

myself] (134). Indeed, as Graziella Favaro points out, “[i]l legame tra lingua e i processi 

identitari è intricato e inscindibile” [t]he link between language and identity formation is 

complicated and indissoluble] (2013, 33; my translation). In altre parole is a meditation on 

Lahiri’s identity, on her relationship with language and on the relations between the languages 

that have marked her life: Bengali, English and Italian. She explains her passion for Italian, 

recounting by way of metaphors the process of learning it. 

Lahiri’s shift from English to Italian is already hinted at in the title of the book: In altre 

parole, or In Other Words, refers to the book being written ‘in another language’. Literally, the 
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expression ‘in altre parole,’ or ‘in other words,’ indicates the act of saying the same thing in a 

different way. Lahiri, however, is not repeating words that she has already formulated in 

English, which is why her writing in Italian hardly constitutes an act of self-translation, not even 

in Susan Bassnett’s understanding of it as “rewriting” (2013, 23-24). Indeed, Lahiri has 

changed subject matter since she started to write in Italian: she has produced personal 

reflections on themes such as language (In altre parole) and the art of the book jacket (Il vestito 

dei libri), and she has explored the conflict between movement/change and 

immobility/rootedness from a more abstract perspective (Dove mi trovo). 

Nevertheless, if we take the notion of self-translation in its broader, more metaphorical 

meaning to indicate “the [...] ways in which writers’ identities [...] are remolded by the move to 

a new country and the integration into a new language-culture, a physical [and psychological] 

‘translation’ that can be accompanied or not by actual translations” (Grutman and Van 

Bolderen 2014, 323), then we can effectively employ this term to describe Lahiri’s writing in 

Italian. Indeed, she started to employ Italian in order to satisfy her need to replace the defining 

themes of her work and to refashion her very self. Therefore, if, at first, Lahiri was driven to 

Italian by an irrational love or desire, she then used it to satisfy some specific artistic and 

ontological needs that I will outline below. 

As Chetty observes, “many ‘ethnicized’ authors struggle against an audience eager to 

define, behold, know, and consume ‘ethnic’ others” (2009, 57). Both readers and scholars of 

Lahiri’s oeuvre have greatly contributed to the solidification of her identity as an Anglophone 

Bengali American writer. Indeed, as we have seen, Lahiri has been strongly associated with 

the Bengali American community and repeatedly presented as its ‘interpreter’. However, in In 

altre parole, she writes: “Più che mai mi sento una scrittrice senza una lingua definitiva, senza 

origine, senza definizione” [I feel more than ever that I am a writer without a definitive language, 

without origin, without definition] (98). Given her ongoing struggle to accept her Bengali 

American identity, Lahiri considers the categories into which she has been pigeonholed to be 

inaccurate and constraining (Lahiri, Sabrynex and Taji 2018). Furthermore, she was 

occasionally subjected to criticism for not fulfilling the task assigned to her by her readership 

of interpreting between India and the United States, which generated a sense of failure and 

imperfection in her (Lahiri 2002; see also Shankar and Cheung 2012a, xv). 

In a letter to Elena Ferrante, Lahiri praises the Italian writer’s decision not to appear in 

public and to keep her identity secret (2014). Lahiri’s praise of ‘invisibility’ in this letter 

especially reveals her anxiety toward readers’ and publishers’ expectations about her works 

and persona. Therefore, when Kellman asks why she gave up English, a language that “can 

provide access to the most influential publishing houses [...] as well as the largest number of 

readers and the most glittering prizes of any contemporary language” (2017, 123), the answer 
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might be: to avoid all this and become somehow invisible to the eyes of her Anglophone 

readers, thus escaping their literary expectations. 

Fighting the Medusa 

It is through Italian that Lahiri has been able to move away from her successful and 

consolidated identity as an Anglophone Bengali American writer and from the ‘ethnic’ subject 

matter with which she has been widely identified. While she wrote her Anglophone works to 

bring back to her parents a lost world, in In altre parole, Lahiri finally writes for herself and 

about herself (161; Lahiri, Sabrynex and Taji 2018): “[i]n questo libro io sono, per la prima 

volta, la protagonista” [[i]n this book I am the protagonist for the first time] (158). Italian 

therefore constitutes a way out of an existential and artistic impasse: “una fuga dal lungo 

scontro, nella mia vita, tra l’inglese e il bengalese. Un rifiuto sia della madre sia della matrigna” 

[a flight from the long clash in my life between English and Bengali. A rejection of both the 

mother and the stepmother] (113-114; my emphasis). Lahiri’s “flight” from and “rejection” of 

both English and Bengali and her efforts to “difendere il [suo] italiano” [protect [her] Italian] 

from English (91) are immediately visible in the text. Contrary to many migrant, postcolonial 

and Asian American literary texts, In altre parole is characterised by the absence of a hybrid 

language: it is entirely in Italian and those very few words in English are linked to upsetting 

episodes in Lahiri’s life (107-108). Clearly, this is not due to a lack of originality on Lahiri’s part 

(Groppaldi and Sergio 2016) but to a specific existential and literary need: the need to move 

beyond the two languages and cultures that have anchored her work and identity to the 

Bengali/American binary. Italian represents “a third direction, a third way, a way out” (Concilio 

2016, 119), although not in Homi Bhabha’s sense of a third, hybrid space (1994, 56). Indeed, 

Lahiri does not create a hybrid space where her multiple cultural and linguistic references – 

Bengali, American, Italian – coexist. Already in 2002, Lahiri declared that she had stopped 

“incorporating Bengali words into [her] stories,” thus refusing to employ a hybridised version of 

English. With In altre parole, she makes an even more radical choice as she uses a third, 

adopted language and tries to exclude both English and Bengali from her Italian textual space. 

This urge to find a third, alternative dimension had already emerged in Lahiri’s previous 

work: for instance, through Moushumi’s stay in Paris in the novel The Namesake (2003) and 

through Hema’s sojourn in Rome in the short story “Going Ashore” contained in Unaccustomed 

Earth (2008). Lahiri has argued that “the second generation [...] leads lives where there can 

be a third or a fourth place, for whatever reason – career, marriage” (Lahiri 2011). Lahiri’s 

choice of a third place is evidently less practical than this, but it is certain that the second 

generation’s condition of “double displacement” (Dutt-Ballerstadt 2012, 172) – in the United 

States and in India – leads them to explore new spaces in which to feel at home. When in Paris 

or Rome, neither Moushumi nor Hema “share the kind of alienation [...] and nostalgia for 
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America (their home) in these foreign cultures, as the first-generation women [...] feel in 

America (about their past nation India)” (Dutt-Ballerstadt 2012, 172). Although in Europe they 

are still foreign, they do not feel “obliged to fit in[to] either the Indian or the American cultures” 

(Dutt-Ballerstadt 2012, 172), and, therefore, they feel liberated. 

In Italy, although she is labelled as a migrant writer (Lutzoni 2017; Reichardt 2017), Lahiri 

is freed from literary and cultural expectations toward which she always felt a sense of failure 

and imperfection (85, 122-123). At the same time, she realises that imperfection plays a 

positive role in the creative process: writing in another language is like climbing a mountain 

with poor equipment, but it also makes her feel “libera, leggera” [free, light] (52). In an interview, 

Lahiri (2016b) quotes the writer Italo Calvino, who emphasised the ethical value of lightness. 

In his Six Memos for the Next Millennium (2016 [1988]; Lezioni americane), Calvino explains 

that literature has “an existential function, the search for lightness as a reaction to the weight 

of living” (32). Lightness is the sole antidote to “the heaviness, the inertia, the opacity of the 

world” (4), to the paralysis or stagnation of social and political structures. Such a state of 

“petrification” (4) is personified by the mythical figure of the Gorgon Medusa and her 

“inexorable gaze” (4). Yet, Perseus, who flies on winged sandals, manages to cut off her head 

by avoiding looking at her directly and looking instead at her image reflected in his shield. 

Calvino sees in Perseus the embodiment of the future intellectual, who should not adhere 

completely to reality and provide mimetic representations of it (such as in historical and 

autobiographical accounts) but rise above it and look at it from a distance. The intellectual can 

thus gain the necessary detachment from reality and the vantage point from which he or she 

can still observe and interpret reality without crystallising him or herself in a given position 

(Calvino 2016 [1988], 3-36). 

The idea of fighting the fixity and hardening of one’s position is very much present in 

Lahiri’s approach as well. Indeed, Lahiri has stated that giving up her authority as an 

Anglophone writer “risponde alla [sua] ricerca di leggerezza nella scrittura e nella vita. [È] 

uscita volontariamente dal contenitore autrice anglosassone per non sentire più il peso di 

un’identità precisa” [responds to [her] search for lightness in both writing and life. [She has] 

voluntarily left the container of Anglophone author not to feel the weight of a definite identity 

anymore] (2016b; my translation).Thus, Lahiri follows Calvino’s advice to face “heaviness” by 

“fly[ing] like Perseus into some other space,” that is, “chang[ing] approach, [...] look[ing] at the 

world from a different angle, with different logic, different methods of knowing and proving” 

(2016 [1988], 8). Lahiri is able to reach this “other space” – the third dimension that I mentioned 

earlier – and change her “approach” through Italian: “[s]crivendo in italiano, non mi sento più 

con i piedi per terra” [[w]riting in Italian, I feel that my feet are no longer on the ground] (161). 

Hence, she is deprived of a weight that was sinking her, and the lightness that she acquires 

enables her to move on and to take on a new identity, “[u]na nuova voce” [[a] new voice] (56). 
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Italian becomes Lahiri’s “filtro, [... i]l distacco senza il quale non riesco a creare niente” [filter, 

[... t]he detachment without which I can’t create anything] (162), and so, her ‘shield’, her means 

to distance herself from a readership whose ‘gaze’ petrified her and her art. 

The link between lightness and the Italian language can also be seen in Lahiri’s 

descriptions of Italian as “evanescente” [evanescent] (33); words “evaporano nell’aria, colano 

come l’acqua tra le dita” [vanish into thin air, they flow like water between my fingers] (46); the 

authors’ writing in this language is “impalpabile. Vaporosa come la nebbia” [impalpable. 

Nebulous, like the fog] (79). English, instead, is an aspect of her past that is “pesante” [heavy] 

(123). Lahiri sometimes combines lightness with heaviness, thus evoking Calvino’s idea of 

their complementarity (2016 [1988], 18). For instance, when she learns new words, she feels 

“frizzante” [in high spirits] (or ‘effervescent’) but also “carica” [loaded down] (45) and declares 

that when “si vive senza la propria lingua ci si sente senza peso e, allo stesso tempo, 

sovraccarichi” [you live without your own language you feel weightless and, at the same time, 

overloaded] (97). Lahiri therefore experiences a paradox: she feels lighter writing in Italian but 

also “inchiodata” [confined] (literally, ‘nailed down’) because of the weight of this whole new 

linguistic baggage (70, 122). Lahiri wonders “come una prigione possa somigliare al paradiso” 

[how a prison can resemble a paradise] (70). Here, the writer compares her Italian to the 

confining space of a prison because it is limited. Yet, it is through limitation that she can 

rediscover language as well as the pleasure and wonder that accompany writing (52). Indeed, 

Lahiri reads and writes in a less passive way as she goes back to an elementary stage that 

requires more effort but also more awareness of words and linguistic processes (38-39, 43). 

Toward abstraction 

As learning Italian makes Lahiri rediscover words, “la ragione per cui scriv[e], la gioia insieme 

all’esigenza” [the reason that [she] write[s], the joy as well as the need] (52), thus providing 

her with new inspiration and creative energy, Italian and Italy have become her adopted 

language and homeland. In 2015, Lahiri affirmed that Rome was the only place in the world 

where she felt rooted. But then she added: “quello che mi radica veramente è sempre la 

letteratura, sono le parole” [what makes me feel truly rooted is always literature, words] 

(CasaItalianaNYU 2015; my translation). Lahiri’s feeling of rootedness in Rome has less to do 

with the city or the country itself, its culture, than with its language. Because her link to Italy is 

more linguistic than cultural, Lahiri does not “reinvent herself [...] as an Italian writer but as a 

writer in Italian” (Moore 2016), that is, as an Italian-language writer and more precisely as an 

Italophone Bengali American writer. 

Lahiri’s claims that she has found rootedness in Rome, together with her rejection of 

hybridity, might indicate a trend toward localisation rather than an expansion of one’s 

boundaries. However, Lahiri does not become attached to Italy as a concrete, localised reality 
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but rather as an abstract, linguistic space whose language enables her to transcend national 

borders. Indeed, she asserts in the “Afterword”: “In italiano mi muovo verso l’astrazione” [In 

Italian I’m moving toward abstraction] (161), and in a recent interview she has stated: “I am 

working to free my work from geographic coordinates, and to arrive at a more abstract sense 

of place” (2018b) and identity. Lahiri has not adopted the Italian language in an attempt to 

become more local than global but because through Italian she can, to a certain extent, free 

herself from identity labels that are too specific. Lahiri’s desire for abstraction is evident in Dove 

mi trovo (2018), a postnational and postethnic novel, in which the author somehow 

appropriates Calvino’s understanding of lightness as writing characterised by abstraction 

(2016 [1988], 20). The nameless protagonist lives in a similarly anonymous city, devoid of 

specific features that might help the reader identify it. In addition, the protagonist is not marked 

by her ethnicity. Thus, Lahiri’s new identity as an Italophone Bengali American writer grants 

her identity more fluid boundaries and her readers greater interpretative possibilities as to 

whom her characters might embody. 

Lahiri has therefore developed an alternative way to expand her identity: not by 

multiplying her national links as in transnational practices but through a subtraction of them 

that is not necessarily nihilistic but responds to a quest for ‘lightness’.10 In a world where people 

are increasingly crossing borders, and where it would be myopic to continue to keep literatures 

and languages within closed national compartments, Lahiri endorses a sort of postnationalism 

that releases languages from any essential link to a particular culture or country and vice versa. 

Hence, she has managed to world American, Asian American and Italian literature. 

 

Notes  
1 Yet, as I will discuss, the idea of world literature needs to be revised, if not criticised, for some of its 
assumptions, such as its dependence upon the English language for its circulation (see Arac 2002; 
Spivak 2003; Tsu 2012). 
2 Only Raffaella Malandrino (2018) discusses Lahiri’s positioning within the Anglophone context, mainly 
focusing on the tension between ethnic and aesthetic in Asian American literature. Although we share 
the same argument that Lahiri needed to free herself from literary categorisation, I focus on how this 
need emerges in In altre parole and in Lahiri’s interviews as a quest for ‘lightness’, engaging with the 
‘worlding’ effects of such a quest on American and Asian American studies. 
3 Lahiri more correctly belongs to the “1.75 generation,” a term used to describe individuals whose 
migration occurred during early childhood (ages 0-5) and whose “experience and adaptive outcomes 
are closer to that of the U.S.-born second generation” (Rumbaut 2004, 1167). 
4 ‘Anglo-Indian’ is an especially inaccurate label given that it indicates individuals of mixed Indian and 
white British ancestry, while ABCD is “an acronym coined by Indian nationals to describe culturally 
challenged second-generation Indians raised in the U.S.” (Lahiri 2002). In South Asia, the word ‘desi’ 
indicates an indigenous person or thing; outside South Asia, it denotes a person of South Asian origin 
or descent (“Desi” 2020). 
5 This definition is modelled on Sau-ling Cynthia Wong’s description of mid-20th-century second-
generation Chinese American autobiographies as “guided Chinatown tours […] providing explanations 
on the manners and mores of the Chinese-American community from the vantage point of a ‘native’” 
(1992, 262). It has to be noted, however, that the Indian American sites explored by Lahiri are not exactly 
metropolitan enclaves, but mostly suburban Bengali American households in New England. 
6 Indeed, promoting language diversity is instrumental in countering the hegemony of languages, such 
as English in the United States, that threaten to ‘mute’ other linguistic and cultural models. 
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7 Exophonic writing is produced in a language different from the writer’s mother tongue (see Arndt, 
Naguschewski and Stockhammer 2007; Wright 2008). 
8 In Other Words is also available as an audiobook recorded by Lahiri herself in both English and Italian. 
9 Henceforth, the page numbers without other indication are from In altre parole, and, unless noted 
otherwise, the translated quotations are from In Other Words. 
10 Transnationalism has been defined as “the process by which immigrants forge and sustain 
simultaneous multi-stranded social relations that link together their societies of origin and settlement” 
(Glick Schiller, Basch and Szanton Blanc 1995, 48). 
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Diasporic Ethiopian literature: an introduction 

“I’m really proud of being able to combine the stories of the Ethiopians and the Italians, to force 

questions about both of them,” the Ethiopian American author Maaza Mengiste commented 

on her novel The Shadow King, released in 2019 (Mengiste in Mudge, 2019). The novel revisits 

the Italo-Ethiopian War of 1935-36 and the subsequent guerrilla warfare that raged throughout 

the country during the five years of Italian occupation, until 1941. With this work, Mengiste 

attempts to bring to light the so-called “forgotten Black women” (Mengiste 2019) of the war and 

to highlight the historical link between Italy and Ethiopia that has not received the attention it 

deserves on a national level in either country. In the field of postcolonial Italian studies, 

scholarship has been produced that highlights the absence of a collective national reflection 

on the colonial period (Del Boca 1992 and 2005; Pezzarossa and Rossini 2011; Lombardi-

Diop e Romeo 2014) and Mengiste herself describes Italy’s racism as “embedded” due to a 

lack of “postwar accountability” (Mengiste 2013a). One could argue that in Ethiopia, however, 

this historical period has been given more recognition, since three major national holidays are 

related to conflicts with the Italians: the Battle of Adwa, the Addis Ababa Massacre, and the 
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liberation from Italian occupation (Sandro Triulzi in Carotenuto and Mellino 2021). Despite the 

existence of these collective celebrations, Mengiste is firm in her belief that even in Ethiopia 

this violent past and historical link with Italy have not been fully addressed, due to Emperor 

Hallie Selassie imploring Ethiopians to forgive the Italian soldiers and to attempt to move 

forward (Mengiste 2021a). Historians have authenticated such claims, writing that the Emperor 

closely regulated the way the Italian occupation was narrated (Marzagora 2018, 143). This 

would lead to a repressed national trauma in both countries, where the importance of this 

particular and recent period in history has not been properly investigated or understood. 

Mengiste’s intentions in writing her novel recall an earlier work by the Ethiopian Italian 

author Gabriella Ghermandi, Regina di fiori e di perle, published in 2007 and later translated 

into English as Queen of Flowers and Pearls (Ghermandi 2011 and 2015). Both Mengiste and 

Ghermandi consider Ethiopia to be one of the places where they feel at home, but they have 

also established themselves respectively in the United States and Italy, where they currently 

live and work. While Ghermandi’s novel has been studied in academic circles (Clò 2009; 

Luraschi 2009; Sansalvador 2013; Marzagora 2015; Alessi 2019), it deserves rereading in light 

of the publication of Mengiste’s work. Mengiste’s novel, on the other hand, has received 

enthusiastic reviews and extensive coverage in critical literary circles but, given its recent 

publication, it has not yet been the object of deep critical readings.1 Although on the surface 

the two works present many similarities, twelve years between their respective publications 

separate them, as well as their authors’ countries of settlement, and the two different 

languages in which the texts are written. 

My aim is to read The Shadow King alongside Regina di fiori e di perle via a thematic 

analysis, in order to show how Mengiste’s novel both follows and breaks away from 

Ghermandi’s when approaching certain motifs. I will focus mainly on both authors’ 

representation of violence and of women. I believe that a comparative reading of these two 

novels may offer a clearer view of contemporary literature produced by the Ethiopian diaspora 

and ascertain if the handling of common themes is enough to establish the existence of a 

transnational literary culture between different Ethiopian diasporas: what I refer to as diasporic 

Ethiopian literature. My use of the term ‘diaspora’ refers to the current Ethiopian diaspora that 

was initially created as a result of the migration of over a million Ethiopians worldwide during 

the 1974-1991 military regime (Levine 2006, 215). The use of ‘diasporas’ in the plural is 

intended to indicate more specific Ethiopian diasporas based on location (i.e., the Ethiopian 

diaspora in Italy or in the US) rather than other uses of the term that focus on diasporas through 

temporal categories.2 

To ascertain if these texts signify the existence of a diasporic Ethiopian literature, it is 

essential to first acknowledge each author’s link to Ethiopia as well as to the countries where 

they have established themselves. Both Ghermandi and Mengiste were born and raised 
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(though in Mengiste’s case only for a short time) in Ethiopia. Ghermandi moved to Italy in her 

teens and has lived there ever since. She comes from a mixed Italian and Ethiopian family and 

defines herself as a “product of Italian colonialism” (Clò 2009, 143). Mengiste left Ethiopia at 

the age of four and spent time in Kenya and Nigeria before moving to the US at age seven. 

Her first novel, Beneath the Lion’s Gaze, was published in 2010 and focuses on Ethiopia’s 

military dictatorship during the Red Terror (Mengiste 2011). Both authors are therefore deeply 

linked to Ethiopia and this aspect is obvious in the subject matter of their literary production. 

However, their different countries of settlement must be acknowledged. Mengiste considers 

herself as much an American as she is an Ethiopian, stating that it is impossible for her to 

separate herself from either of these countries (Mengiste 2013b). Ghermandi speaks not only 

Italian but she is fluent in the Bolognese dialect (Clò 2009, 143); however, she is adamant that 

these Italian traits do not cancel out her Ethiopianness (Marzagora 2015, 221), further 

demonstrating that she is Italian as well as Ethiopian. Therefore, it is perhaps best to refer to 

Gabriella Ghermandi as an Ethiopian Italian author and to Maaza Mengiste as an Ethiopian 

American author, since they are the result of a diasporic culture that is both hybrid and 

transatlantic. Both writers insist on recognizing their Ethiopianness, as well as their Italianness 

and Americanness, respectively. Therefore, I aim to ascertain the extent to which the specific 

articulations of their Ethiopian identities impinge on their works, and if the thematic similarities 

of these two novels may point to the existence of a diasporic Ethiopian literature. 

Of course, this brief intervention has its limitations: a comprehensive study would be 

needed in order to take into account other authors from Ethiopian backgrounds dealing with 

the Italo-Ethiopian War. In fact, since the Italian occupation ended in 1941, literary works have 

appeared in both Amharic and English by Ethiopian writers who discuss the colonial conflict. 3 

The following analysis should therefore be considered as pertaining specifically to two recent 

texts about the Italo-Ethiopian War, in Italian and English respectively, and is not intended to 

be all-encompassing. 

Violence and women in the Italo-Ethiopian War 

The theoretical framework offered by Sarah Cole’s 2009 essay on violence in WWI poetry can 

be helpful for my analysis. Cole delineates two juxtaposed modes of representing violence in 

war stories: enchantment refers to “violent death” as having a sort of sublime transformative 

power, whereas disenchantment depicts such violence as having no spiritual significance 

since it only brings destruction (Cole 2009, 1632-33). Ghermandi’s novel, though in my opinion 

less focused on violence than Mengiste’s, does not shy away from violent scenes. In her novel, 

violence always marks a significant moment in the lives of the characters, whether perpetrated 

by Italian soldiers, ascari, or Ethiopian patriots, allowing them to make essential decisions 

about who they are as people and their relationship to their respective homelands. For 
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example, when Yacob recounts the violent murder of his younger sister and her Italian partner, 

the brutality of the violence is striking: “They killed Daniel in the fort […] a shot to the head […] 

they hanged Amarech […] they left her body dangling for the whole day with a sign attached 

to her back: ‘this is how rebels end up’” (Ghermandi 2011, 64). The violence and the 

desecration of dead bodies is supposed to strike the reader, but it also has a transformative 

power because it is only upon the death of his sister that Yacob decides to fully leave his rebel 

life behind and submit to Italian rule in order to care for his infant niece, the newly born daughter 

of the now dead Amarech and Daniel. Therefore, Ghermandi does not report their deaths in 

vain, but uses them as a narrative strategy to allow the main character of this particular story 

to fashion his future out of a quasi-paternal love, and not out of bloodshed. 

The violence of this war, however, takes different forms in each author’s representation, 

as shown by an episode in The Shadow King that recalls the previously mentioned scene in 

Ghermandi’s book. After taunting a captured Ethiopian spy, Tariku, the Italian colonel Fucelli 

orders him hanged. Following Tariku’s death there is this description: “The prisoner’s bloated 

face is slack. The neck strains against the unnatural angle. Blood has dried from the fresh stab 

wounds in his chest” (Mengiste 2020b, 209), and later on: “[t]he prisoner hangs there all 

afternoon” (Mengiste 2020b, 214). This incident offers a more in-depth description of the 

hanging scene, which lasts several chapters when compared to the similar episode in Regina 

di fiori e di perle. Although violent and descriptive, here Mengiste avoids sensationalizing “the 

emotional and physical agonies depicted,” and rather keeps the reader “morally engaged” 

(Gagiano 2018, 132). In this specific instance, the scene also seems to represent a 

combination of enchanted and disenchanted violence. After the death of their son, Tariku’s 

parents do not heed the warning represented by his dead body left hanging – a warning that 

any insurrection will be retaliated against – nor do they collapse into an overwhelming grief 

that prevents them from taking action; rather, they allow Tariku’s death to motivate them to 

attack the Italians. However, until that time comes, they must mourn his dead body, “as they’ve 

had to do with all the other corpses: they will have to bury him without ceremony, in the dark, 

on nondescript land” (Mengiste 2020b, 227). This also shows the uselessness of violent death, 

and how war counteracts religion, leaving dead bodies in unmarked graves, their sacrifice 

almost futile. Mengiste therefore goes beyond Cole’s polarizing description of representations 

of violence in war literature: Tariku’s parents are motivated to fight, but they also grieve the 

loss of their son, showing that enchanted and disenchanted meanings of violence can coexist. 

In doing so, Mengiste calls on her readers to truly engage with the complexity of her work, 

expanding upon what Ghermandi had established twelve years prior. 

Violence is also essential in both novels’ portrayal of women,4 and both authors spent 

months or years doing historical and archival research in order to unearth stories of female 

Ethiopian fighters who contributed to the rebellion against the Italian occupation. In fact, as 
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Moira Luraschi notes, Ghermandi “compiles a true work of historical philology, based on stories 

of Italian colonization provided to her by her own family and others” (Luraschi 2009, 188), and 

the same can be said about Mengiste. Melissa Schindler offers the following insight on Black 

women intellectuals writing from the African diaspora at large, which I believe pertains to the 

two authors in question: “They do not depict women simply as victims needing rescue or as 

saints deserving worship. Rather, the point is to represent women: to insert them into national 

narratives that have largely excised non-idealized quotidian experiences” (Schindler 2014, 75). 

Moreover, Ghermandi and Mengiste concentrate on a particular historical time period, in which 

Ethiopia succeeded in resisting the European invader, highlighting Ethiopia as one of only two 

African countries to have not submitted to colonialism, while still showing the extreme violence 

and subjugation that characterizes colonial enterprises. As both authors single out Ethiopia 

and its historical uniqueness, they also both narrow down their lens even further to concentrate 

on class, gender, and race differences among Ethiopians and Italians as well. 

In Regina di fiori e di perle, references to women’s importance in the rebellion are 

scattered throughout the book, from recovering weapons to defending a village, and finally 

culminate in the “almost mythical” warrior, Kebedech Seyoum (Lombardi-Diop in Ghermandi 

2011, 311). This is the first description Ghermandi gives of Seyoum: 

they say that she’s a better leader than the men. A fighter without equals […] Each one of her army’s 
ambushes ends in victory. […] The Italians are looking for her, they’re looking for her, but they still 
haven’t been able to capture her. […] They say that her husband’s soul and the protector saint of the 
Kassa family are at her army’s side. (Ghermandi 2011, 215-16) 

This description certainly gives weight to the adjective ‘mythical’ used to describe Seyoum, but 

it is even more striking that, while the words are tinged with narrative romance, what they 

recount is historical fact, according to the archives examined by the author in Addis Ababa 

(Lombardi-Diop 2021). Ghermandi, with this description and with an entire chapter dedicated 

to Kebedech Seyoum, therefore succeeds in combining a fictitious story with factual elements, 

in order to raise Seyoum to the level of exemplary representative of the many Ethiopian women 

who fought in this conflict, whom history does not remember. 

Mengiste has stated, in the book’s afterword and in various interviews, that her writing 

was guided by this same objective: that of bringing to light the forgotten Ethiopian women who 

fought in the war. The novel follows Hirut’s journey during the invasion and subsequent 

rebellion, and Mengiste uses Hirut’s decisions and the women she comes across to highlight 

the essential function women played during the war. Mengiste’s novel therefore puts the 

experience of women warriors at the forefront and allows readers to see the complexity of each 

female character. In this way, as Nick Tembo writes in relation to Beneath the Lion’s Gaze, 

Mengiste’s female characters use political violence to claim national agency (Tembo 2020, 3). 

There are two precise moments that depict women as fighters, which leave a lasting 
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impression on the reader. The first is when Aster, the wife of Kidane, for whom Hirut works as 

a maid, goes out on a horseback ride to encourage women to join the war effort as soldiers: 

Aster is a glorious figure astride her horse, Buna. […] Women! she shouts. Sisters, are you listening to 
me? […] Ethiopia’s gifted azmari will sing of this day for years: of how the women drop their baskets 
and their jugs. How they push away their looms and piles of wool. […] The singers will use the women’s 
gasps and exclamations as signs of their growing strength […] that first battle cry was already forming 
in the women’s throats. (Mengiste 2020b, 111) 

The second moment is when Hirut rides into battle against the Italians who had previously 

captured her and Aster: “She feels the spirits of the dead seep into her bones and steady her 

like steel. […H]ere is Hirut: wondrous soldier in the great Ethiopian army” (Mengiste 2020b, 

395). As with Ghermandi’s description of Kebedech Seyoum, both Aster and Hirut have almost 

mythical qualities associated with their soldierliness. References to future songs sung by 

Ethiopian storytellers and to the spirits of the dead move the story into the terrain of myth. As 

in Ghermandi’s description of Kebedech Seyoum, Mengiste also focuses on word of mouth 

and how it inflates the stories of these women, dousing them with a legendary status. Such an 

aspect — the fact that these women’s stories are and will be passed on by word of mouth — 

subtly references their silences in official documents and in the national imagination, as well 

as in the memory of Italian people, who have forgotten their colonial era. By painting pictures 

of fierce women warriors and already imagining their names and stories being passed down 

through generations, both Mengiste and Ghermandi urge Ethiopians and Italians to remember 

their history, to discuss it, and above all, to give space to women’s voices and stories. The 

works of both authors are an attempt at opening an international postcolonial dialogue, using 

the stories of Ethiopian women as a starting point. 

The relationship that these women have with Italian men in these works also merits 

consideration. In Regina di fiori e di perle, the interactions between Ethiopian women and 

Italian men are in some cases hate-filled, but are also shown to be compassionate and even 

romantic. In the above-mentioned case of Daniel and Amarech, both of them attempt to 

convince Yacob that they are in love and that Daniel is a good man. Daniel deserts the colonial 

army and joins the Ethiopian resistance as an act of love for Amarech, before the two are 

caught and executed. In a later chapter, the relationship between the Ethiopian housekeeper, 

Woizero Bekelech, and the old Italian soldier, signor Antonio, begins as a simple meeting 

because both speak Amharic. Bekelech initially distrusts Antonio, but after he proves to be 

reliable, the two develop a friendship whose sincerity brings Antonio to admit his deepest 

secret: his sense of shame about what Italy did to Ethiopia. These two relationships complicate 

the interactions between Italian men and Ethiopian women, because neither can be simply 

categorized by dislike or hatred, and Ghermandi in fact shows that in some cases love can 

bring together the most different people in the most trying times. 
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The Shadow King, like Ghermandi’s novel, presents relationships between Italian men 

and Ethiopian women, although any sign of affection or love is absent between these two 

opposed groups. In fact, the relationship of Italian soldier Ettore Navarra with Hirut is 

characterized by an intense hate. Hirut only interacts with Ettore when she is captured and 

kept as a prisoner and he is tasked with photographing her. During her capture, Hirut grows to 

loathe him not only because he represents the invader, but also because she perceives him 

as a coward who hides behind his camera and torments her. When her compatriots help her 

escape, she even specifically requests that they leave Ettore to her so that she can kill him, 

though she ultimately decides not to. Even in the novel’s final moments – a sort of reconciliation 

between these two characters set forty years after the main events – Hirut is unable to feel any 

sympathy for Ettore, or any desire to close the gap between them. It is Ettore who begs her for 

forgiveness, in a switch of the power dynamic that existed between them during the war. With 

this relationship, Mengiste further humanizes both characters, by showing the inner turmoil 

that destroys Ettore during and after the war and by refusing to allow Hirut to become a ruthless 

killer. Here Mengiste also flips the classic hierarchy of colonial power, going from the 

indigenous Hirut being the invading Italian’s prisoner to Hirut being the only one who can grant 

Ettore forgiveness and therefore freedom from his life of remorse. Mengiste is consistent in 

maintaining her complex characterizations, but the relationship between these two characters 

also remains somewhat static, because they are always separated, always distant, and 

eventually unable to reconcile their differences and overcome the atrocities of the war. I do not 

mean to say that bridging this gap is necessary for the novel to succeed, but I am trying to call 

attention to the fact that this gap exists and seems to be only worsened by time: Italian men 

and Ethiopian women are shown to have a fraught relationship that will always be defined by 

power, guilt, and violence. 

The differences between the two authors’ depictions of these relationships could also be 

influenced by their individual biographies. Mengiste comes from an Ethiopian family who had 

relatives, mostly men, as well as a great-grandmother, who fought in the war against the 

Italians, and these are the stories she grew up with (Mengiste 2020b, 425). Ghermandi, on the 

other hand, like Daniel and Amarech’s baby in her book, is a product of Italian colonialism. 

Since she is Italian, as well as Ethiopian, it seems relevant that she wanted to add nuance to 

the relationships between Italian men and Ethiopian women, in order to show that a simple 

boundary cannot be drawn between good patriots and evil invaders and that not all mixed-race 

children were abandoned or the products of rape. This of course is not to say that either 

author’s representation of these relationships is necessarily more realistic or successful, but 

rather that the authors’ desire to show certain types of interactions between people of different 

genders and races hinges on the kind of story they want to tell and may be influenced by their 

lived experiences. 
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There remains an important aspect to discuss when taking into consideration the 

centrality of women in these works. While in Ghermandi’s novel almost all of the female 

characters, however small, are endowed with agency and are not passive in the face of 

oppression, Mengiste paints a more complex picture of her two main female characters and 

does not allow the reader to be comfortable in a simple appraisal or rejection of their 

complicated actions. For example, readers cannot fully idolize Aster as a great female warrior, 

because she also brutally beats Hirut and later threatens to kill her. This could be attributed to 

how Mengiste wants to overturn Ethiopian (as well as Italian) propaganda regarding the 

conflict, to show that not everyone was a brave warrior and patriot (Mudge 2019). Although 

Aster is in fact a brave soldier, she has complex motivations and inner turmoil, showing that 

most times the reality of these events is multidimensional and defies simple understandings. 

The character of Aster is the reader’s first warning not to trust first impressions and to second-

guess every character’s motives, as Mengiste implores her readers to move away from simple 

equivalencies. This aspect concerns the eventual introduction of the Italian characters, too, 

who initially could be viewed solely as violent invaders, but are soon shown to have their own 

web of rationalizations and intricate relationships regarding their own sense of identity and 

belonging. Furthermore, the relationship between Hirut and Aster also highlights Ethiopia’s 

history of feudalism, of different ethnicities and languages, and even of slavery (see Zewde 

2001 for a historical analysis of these topics), showing the multi-ethnic and far-from-perfect 

reality of the country that the author wants to depict as fierce and patriotic despite, or rather 

because of, its uneven history and multifaceted people. Indeed, despite the multiplicity of 

varying, complex, and interesting characters, it could be said that, similar to Mengiste’s first 

novel, here the central character is “Ethiopia itself” (Balashova 2013, 351), as a historical 

nation and as a sociopolitical entity. 

Conclusion 

Before concluding, it seems necessary to note that The Shadow King has more international 

appeal when compared to Regina di fiori e di perle, despite the latter’s translation into English. 

For example, Mengiste’s text is currently being produced into a movie (Fleming Jr. 2019); was 

short-listed for the Booker Prize in 2020, as stated on the book’s cover; and was translated 

into Italian almost immediately (Mengiste 2021b). The apparent wider attention given to 

Mengiste’s novel hints at the danger of the English language having a hegemonic clutch over 

the postcolonial environment and discourse (Ponzanesi 2014, 51). This is not to diminish the 

importance of Ghermandi’s novel, but rather to highlight the palatability of English language 

books in an international context. However, it must be mentioned that despite writing in 

English, Mengiste herself is part of a literary minority in the United States, as evidenced by a 

recent study done by the New York Times, which found that the vast majority of authors 
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published by major companies are “overwhelmingly white” (So and Wezerk 2020). There is no 

simple solution to the prominence – and possible dominance – of the English language literary 

market in a global setting, but this must be recognized in order to avoid accepting English 

language hegemony. 

Despite their differences in marketable appeal, the comparison between these two 

works, while in no way exhaustive, points to the existence of common literary themes and 

culture amongst Ethiopian authors writing across the diaspora. Ghermandi’s and Mengiste’s 

novels first and foremost concentrate on the historical war between Ethiopia and Italy, and in 

so doing confirm their active engagement in political and cultural processes within the confines 

of both countries’ national borders. Both writers also recognize the twofold importance of 

recovering this past: they revisit it in order to create a link between colonial attitudes and 

current immigration politics in Italy,5 and because the people who lived through this time period 

are dying or have died in recent years. Reviving and recording these histories is hence 

necessary in order to reconfigure an inter-generational collective memory (Sansalvadore 2013, 

64-65). Furthermore, Ghermandi and Mengiste seek to recover and amplify women’s voices, 

specifically those of Black women, and to open up a space for them in a prevalently male 

national dialogue. In fact, as Caterina Romeo has noted, the legacy of the anticolonial struggle 

was based on the systematic cancellation of women’s contributions (Romeo 2021, 13). Both 

authors give a narrative voice to these women, but Mengiste develops more deeply some of 

the themes introduced by Ghermandi, such as the signification of violence and the agency of 

Ethiopian women based on their class status, concentrating to a greater extent on the intimate 

sphere of gender and familial relations as much as on the colonial war, thus allowing the 

‘subaltern’ to take center stage. Despite the authors’ different languages and countries of 

settlement, their Ethiopian focus remains potent and their texts engage in a thematic inter-

diasporic literary dialogue, demonstrating an intense attachment to an Ethiopian past and 

culture amongst diasporan individuals. The works by Ghermandi and Mengiste therefore 

constitute two recent entries in the quickly growing literary subgenre that has emerged from 

the Ethiopian diaspora.6 

 
Notes 
 
1 Some authors have attempted to engage the text prior to its publication (Pili 2014; Bond 2017) due to 
Mengiste’s anticipations about her novel before its eventual release. 
2 In the field of Italian studies, Donna R. Gabaccia has used the term ‘diaspora’ to refer to Italian 
diasporas throughout time (Gabaccia 2003, v-vi). My use of the term differs slightly from Gabaccia’s and 
is indebted to the framework laid out in the field of African studies by Paul Tiyambe Zeleza who writes 
that not all dispersals result in the formation of diasporas and all diasporas do not live forever (Zeleza 
2005, 39). Although diasporas are conceived at both multiple temporal and spatial scales (Zeleza 2005, 
42), and although there have been historic Ethiopian diasporas through time, such as the Ethiopian 
diaspora in India from medieval times to the end of the 18th century (Zeleza 2005, 46), the temporal 
aspect of diaspora is not strictly relevant to my discussion of contemporary diasporic Ethiopian writing. 
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I will rather focus on the ‘location’ of contemporary Ethiopian diasporas, born out of what Zeleza terms 
“the era of structural adjustment” in Ethiopia and other African nation states (Zeleza 2005, 55). 
3 For example, Girmachaw Takla Hawaryat’s 1949 novel Araya in Amharic (Marzagora 2018, 156-57); 
Senedu Gebru’s 1949 play in Amharic, The Grief of the Ethiopian People (Balashova 2013, 350); 
Makonnen Endalkachew’s Amharic play, The Voice of Blood, translated into English in 1955 (Beer 1975, 
49); Daniachew Worku’s 1968 short story in English, Mammite (Beer 1975, 48); and Abe Gubegna’s 
1975 novel in English, Defiance (Azeze 1985, 41). For questions of essay length, difficulty in recovering 
these works, and linguistic incompetence (for those in Amharic), these texts will not be addressed. 
4 Many studies of Italian postcolonial literature have highlighted the role that women writers have in this 
field. Among others, Serena Alessi observes that “the perspective of women writers is particularly 
efficient at analyzing colonialism and its effects,” due to power structures such as racism and sexism 
that especially affect women (Alessi 2019, 366). 
5 The legacy of this historical period is more relevant than ever in the current political climate since it is 
directly connected to the current immigration that Italy is experiencing. Emma Bond writes that Mengiste 
attempts to link Italian colonialism to present-day racist attitudes towards immigrants and Black Italians 
(Bond 2017, 5). Moreover, Italy and its citizens are still paying for the war in Ethiopia to this day through 
the so called accise, which are taxes on gasoline that were first instated in order to pay for the 
extraordinary cost of waging the war on Ethiopia (Milone 2019). When Italy fails to denounce racism 
and acknowledge its colonial past, it actively contributes to the erasure of this past and to the escalation 
of racist, fascist, and pro-colonial attitudes. It is important to note that while the novels and the time 
period under analysis are linked to fascism, colonialism in Italy began almost forty years before 
Mussolini’s coming to power, and it would be incorrect to equate all colonial crimes and rhetoric in an 
Italian context to the fascists. As Vincenza Perilli points out, this false equivalence would allow Italians 
to blame fascism for colonialism, therefore absolving themselves of responsibility and letting them 
believe, erroneously, that because the regime has fallen, colonialism has no effect on racial, political, 
and migratory situations in current day Italy (Perilli 2015, 146). 
6 There are many authors of Ethiopian descent writing from Italy, the US, and around the world, such as 
Rebecca Haile, Carla Macoggi, Dinaw Mengestu, Nega Mezlekia, Nafkote Tamirat, Maria Abbebù 
Viarengo, and others. The new collection of short stories, Addis Ababa Noir (Mengiste 2020a), is a great 
starting point for reading the works of emerging and established Ethiopian authors who write in a variety 
of languages. 
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In the second half of the 20th century, Italian mystery novels – known as gialli1 – were gradually 

reevaluated due to their ability to combine entertainment with elements of social critique. While 

some gialli denounce the disfunctions of the Italian political and social systems and their 

troubling relation with Italy’s historic memory (Milanesi 2009; Pezzotti 2014), others 

problematize the increasing industrialization of Italian cities and the potentialities of its urban 

sprawls to foster crime (Pezzotti 2012; Crovi 2020). As showed by Giuliana Pieri, in the 

postmodern world, “crime fiction has been transformed by Italian writers into a new powerful 

vehicle to express Italy’s discontents,” hence proving the “need to re-engage with the time-

honored tradition of impegno, the social and political commitment that we strongly associate 

with Italian post-war literature and culture” (Pieri 2011, 4). Another trend that has experienced 

increasing popularity within the giallo literary genre is the one that combines elements of 

mystery and historical fiction. Of particular relevance within this subgenre are giallo novels set 

during Italy’s colonial period, which recuperate tropes that are typical of colonial literature – 

such as exotic environments – and turn linguistic and racial differences typical of the colony 

into elements of mystery. In their discussion on the state of Italian contemporary literature, 

Bologna-based writers collective Wu Ming theorized the existence of a new Italian epic. 
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According to Wu Ming, some novels written by authors such as Pino Cacucci, Valerio 

Evangelisti, Roberto Saviano, and Wu Ming themselves, provide the readers with epic 

narratives, since they are centered on 

historical or mythical events, heroic or adventurous facts: wars, anabasis, initiation journeys, fights for 
survival, always within vaster conflicts that decide the fates of [social] classes, peoples, nations, or even 
the whole of humankind, all the while historical crises and catastrophes happen, and social formations 
collapse.2 (Wu Ming 2009, 14) 

Among the texts that Wu Ming references is Carlo Lucarelli’s novel L’ottava vibrazione (The 

Eighth Vibration, 2008). Set in Massawa, Eritrea, the novel focuses on the days that precede 

the Battle of Adwa on 1 March 1896, where the Italian Army, in an attempt to expand their 

domination over East Africa, was defeated by the Ethiopian troops led by their commander 

and negus, Menelik. While Lucarelli’s novel was met with good commercial success upon its 

publication, several scholars pointed out how it offers problematic representations of Southern 

Italian men, as well as Eritrean women (Stefani 2010; Sabelli 2013). Following L’ottava 

vibrazione, Lucarelli published two more novels that are set in a similar colonial setting but 

revolve around different characters: Albergo Italia (Hotel Italy, 2014) and Il tempo delle iene 

(The Time of Hyenas, 2015). In what follows, I aim to offer a novel interpretation of these two 

texts by showing how they subvert the power relations that would traditionally occur between 

Italian colonizers and colonized indigenous subjects, represented by the characters of Piero 

Colaprico and Ogbagabriel Ogbà respectively. In particular, I argue that Lucarelli makes 

strategic use of linguistic elements, interrupting the narration in Italian and alternating it with 

terms and sayings in Tigrinya, to encourage a questioning of the effectiveness of Italy’s power 

over its colonies. To frame my analysis, I begin by offering a brief review of the history of Italy’s 

colonial gialli and the academic debates that emerged after the publication of Lucarelli’s 

L’ottava vibrazione, which ultimately point towards a reading of the novel as Lucarelli’s first 

attempt to problematize Italy’s colonial expedition. 

The Italian Colonial Giallo and the Case of Carlo Lucarelli’s L’ottava vibrazione 

In her discussion of the reception of Italy’s colonial experience in public discourse, postcolonial 

studies scholar Sandra Ponzanesi writes that, even more than fifty years after its end, “the 

Italian presence in Africa is often denied or marginalized, recognized as historically too short 

and spatially limited when compared with the one of other empires. […] As a result, such 

experience leads to the creation of a ‘postcolonial unconscious’” (Ponzanesi 2004, 26). Her 

concept of a postcolonial unconscious – which she defines as the “the discarding, discrediting, 

and generally repressing of the history of colonial expansion” (Ponzanesi 2012, 52) – allows 

us to codify contemporary resistances to the long-lasting effects of the Italian colonial 

experience. As Alessandro Triulzi and Ruth have noted, “[t]he increasing flux of immigrants 
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coming from the former colonies has re-opened Europe’s memory to the idea of ‘colonial 

divisions’” (Iyob and Triulzi 2007, 24), providing multiple frameworks through which today’s so-

called ‘migrant crises’ can be read as a direct continuation and consequence of Europe’s 

colonial experience. It follows that a revision of Italian colonialism and its problematic legacies 

may finally allow Italy to recognize its colonial past as an unresolved “cultural trauma” that 

Italians have not wanted to admit (Jedlowski 2011, 37). 

Even if Italy has been one of the few ex-colonial powers to accept the need for colonial 

reparations,3 the implementation of such measures has generally failed “to engender any 

social memory of the colonial past […] and instead led to systemic violations of human rights 

in the treatment of migrants” (De Cesari 2012, 322; see also Bufalini 2017). Moreover, unlike 

other European nations, Italy’s demography has been only minimally impacted by the 

postcolonial migration of Africans from the country’s former colonies (see Marchetti 2014; 

Morone 2015; Deplano 2017; Colucci 2018, 32). Not having a tangible and widespread 

presence of postcolonial subjects on the Italian territory also meant that Italy’s colonial 

experience was rarely a central subject of its post-World War II literary production. Indeed, the 

few examples that scholars cite – Ennio Flaiano’s Tempo di uccidere (Time to Kill, 1947), Mario 

Tobino’s Il deserto della Libia (Libya’s Desert, 1952), and Giuseppe Berto’s Guerra in camicia 

nera (War in a Black Shirt, 1962) – reveal contrasting interpretations of Italian colonialism, with 

some texts showing elements of nostalgia or even apologetic narratives (see Tommasello 

2004, 200). Following decades of silence, the question of Italy’s colonial experience started to 

re-emerge in the early 1990s, with the literary trend of the so-called letteratura italiana della 

migrazione (Italian migration literature; see Comberiati 2010). However, it was not until the 

early 2000s, thanks to a new wave of African-Italian writers such as Ubah Cristina Ali Farah, 

Gabriella Ghermandi, and Igiaba Scego (see Alessi 2019), that Italy’s colonial experience was 

finally critically assessed. Consequently, giallo novels also started to focus on Italy’s colonial 

period, with authors such as Andrea Camilleri (La presa di Macallè, 2003; Il nipote del Negus, 

2010), Giorgio Ballario (Morire è un attimo, 2008; Una donna di troppo, 2009; Le rose di Axum, 

2012), Luciano Marrocu (Debrà Libanòs, 2002), and many more who contributed to the 

creation of a literary subgenre known as “giallo coloniale” (D’Arcangeli and Lori 2016). 

While giallo novels that are set in Italy during the Fascist regime often emphasize the 

role of police detectives as authorities that have complicated relationships with the hegemonic 

apparatus of the regime, the giallo coloniale subgenre adds a further layer of complexity given 

by geographical, linguistic, and racial elements (Sangiorgi 2004; Somigli 2007).4 Giallo novels 

that are set in Fascist Italy usually portray a reality that is environmentally, linguistically, and 

racially homogeneous, where threats come from perpetrators who look like and speak the 

same language as the authorities. On the contrary, giallo coloniale novels recuperate narrative 

strategies that are typical of colonial literature, such as the use of environmental factors to 
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further exoticize the territories that are subject to colonial rules, or the depiction of indigenous 

peoples in animalistic terms.5 In other words, tropical vegetation and torrid climates that are 

inhabited by beasts are opposed to Europe’s more temperate weather, where calm and 

rationality are the norm. Furthermore, the relationships of power that occur in the colonies 

between military authorities and civilians are often intertwined with discourses of difference – 

either linguistic or racial – which are practically absent in mainland Italy during the Fascist 

regime.6 

In the 1990s, Carlo Lucarelli published five novels that are set between 1925 and 1948,7 

hence covering most of Benito Mussolini’s Fascist dictatorship as well as some of the 

unresolved tensions of the afterwar period. With L’ottavia vibrazione (2008), however, Lucarelli 

moved the plot to pre-Fascist colonial Eritrea, constructing a perfect example of giallo 

coloniale. Interviewed about the upcoming release of the book, Lucarelli motivated this change 

of setting by claiming that Italy’s former colonies could be considered an Italian version of the 

American Far West: a space that allows him to narrate adventurous metaphors (Baricco 2008), 

which would otherwise be impossible to concoct in mainland Italy. L’ottava vibrazione is a 

complex text, full of characters and with multiple and coexisting narrative levels: it is difficult to 

identify a central line in the plot, as well as who the main characters are. As pointed out by Wu 

Ming, Lucarelli’s narrative style contributes to the creation of a sense of estrangement among 

the readers, who struggle to make sense of what is happening in the novel and how it relates 

to real events (Wu Ming 2009, 77). Much has been written on the narrative content of Lucarelli’s 

book as well as the author’s writing style: some have drawn parallels between L’ottava 

vibrazione and Torquato Tasso’s Gerusalemme liberata (Porcelli 2010), while others have 

focused on the tragicomic aspects of Lucarelli’s narrative style (Jurišić 2012), or how the topic 

of nostalgia is discussed in the novel (Santangelo 2018, 86). Certainly, Lucarelli’s novel has 

also received several critical comments. 

Many scholars have criticized the stereotyped and ‘racialized’ manner in which Lucarelli 

portrays both indigenous Eritreans and Italian soldiers from southern Italy.8 For example, Paolo 

Jedlowski writes that Lucarelli’s representation of Italy’s colonial past ends up being 

ambivalent: on the one hand, it “reflects a degree of attention […] but on the other, it adopts 

certain commonplaces. So it reactivates the memory of colonialism, but does not adopt a 

position” (Jedlowski 2011, 38). Similarly, Giulietta Stefani writes that Lucarelli’s novel lacks “an 

additional layer that could have been given by a further problematization of the colonial 

experience lived by Italian characters, as well as a less stereotypical characterization of 

indigenous characters, and a better articulation of the relationships between the two groups, 

colonizers and colonized” (Stefani 2010, 51). On the contrary, Franco Manai believes that 

in his realistic description of the disorganized and corrupted condition of the Italian troops that were 
about to fight in the Battle of Adwa, [Lucarelli] had no intention of contributing to the removal [of the 
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colonial experience] from the collective memory of the Italians. […] On the contrary, the style and content 
of L’ottava vibrazione reveal the author’s clear will of emphasizing the crimes, misdeeds, and 
responsibilities of Italy’s colonial operation in Africa. (2012, 325) 

An additional critical element in Lucarelli’s text emerges when we consider the kind of 

treatment that female characters receive throughout the book. For example, Sonia Sabelli 

argues that Lucarelli’s novel contributes to the representation of indigenous characters as 

animalesque and of inferior status. As Sabelli argues, in Lucarelli’s novel “the affirmation of 

whiteness as a synonym of Italianness is complementary to the devaluation of blackness, 

which is considered as the quintessential form of alterity” (Sabelli 2013, 37). Moreover, such 

alterity is strongly characterized by questions of sexual nature: black women are described as 

sexual objects for white European men, while black men are portrayed as ruthless murderers, 

who aim at capturing and castrating the Italian enemy. As a result, black masculinity represents 

a constant threat for the virility of white Italians, who need to protect themselves from the risk 

of castration, not just a physical but a symbolic disablement: in fact, it undermines Italy’s 

colonial power (Sabelli 2013, 38). 

Two examples of such distorted representations of gender roles emerge in the cases of 

the black female characters Aicha and Sabà. As Giulietta Stefani writes, the former is a 

prostitute of unknown origins who does not speak Italian; therefore, she is solely described 

through the words of her lover-client – Italian colonial functionary Vittorio Cappa – aside from 

the narrator’s own descriptions (Stefani 2010, 53). Aicha is primarily described through her 

body, which is seen through animalistic and hyper-sexualized lenses; her skin color sometimes 

merges with the obscurity of dark spaces, perpetuating orientalist stereotypes that frame her 

as a mysterious and sexually tempting character. In this view, Aicha’s body becomes the target 

of European adventurous endeavors, which aim at ‘conquering’ her just as much as they would 

like to ‘penetrate’ into the exotic territories of the African colonies. The other black female 

character in Lucarelli’s novel – Sabà, the Eritrean concubine of Italian Captain Branciamore – 

is also presented through similar terminologies: her body is celebrated because of its high 

physical compatibility with the one of her lover-client. Because of that, Stefani concludes that 

“it does not seem possible to depict female African characters if not in relation to their 

corporeality and sensuality, and sometimes their animality” (Stefani 2010, 53). 

Narrative strategies that rely on the ‘animalization’ and hyper-sexualization of the black 

bodies of colonized subjects are not new to scholars of postcolonial studies (see Fanon 1967; 

Césaire 1972) and, unfortunately, Lucarelli does not seem to fully resolve them in subsequent 

novels, set in Italy’s colonial era (D’Arcangeli and Lori 2016, 78). Indeed, not only does L’ottava 

vibrazione lack the subversion of colonial stereotypes that would be expected from this kind of 

contemporary literature: it is in fact replete with them. As emphasized by Sabelli, this shows 

how “a postcolonial perspective is not a matter of chronology, but one of critical consciousness” 
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(Sabelli 2013, 35). In concluding the first part of my personal analysis of Carlo Lucarelli’s giallo 

coloniale novels, I find myself agreeing with Giulietta Stefani’s opinion: ultimately, I am not 

concerned with an evaluation of the author’s creative skills, nor am I interested in discussing 

whether or not Lucarelli had considered the repercussions of his narrative choices (Stefani 

2010, 54). What I am more interested in understanding, instead, is the kind of reception that 

Italian readers – who, perhaps, have not extensively studied Italy’s colonial history – may have 

when they are faced with this text. What kind of message is understood by readers who do not 

read this book alongside a series of critical voices? And what is left out? 

I believe that these questions remain pending in relation to L’ottava vibrazione. However, 

subsequent novels that continue Lucarelli’s exploration of giallo coloniale – that is, Albergo 

Italia and Il tempo delle iene – do include elements that address some of the critiques 

discussed so far in relation to L’ottava vibrazione. In the next section, I will focus on the 

relationship that Lucarelli develops between the two protagonists of the novel: Piero Colaprico 

– the Italian commander of the Royal Carabinieri Company in the Eritrean colony – and 

Ogbagabriel Ogbà, an indigenous carabiniere with the role of brigadiere. Moreover, I will 

discuss Lucarelli’s strategic linguistic mix of Italian and Tigrinya. I will argue that these novels 

aim at subverting traditional narratives on the inferiority of indigenous characters and, more 

broadly, that they question the value of Italy’s colonial occupation in East Africa. 

Sherlock Holmes in Abyssinia: power relations in Albergo Italia and Il tempo delle 
iene 

Following the publication of L’ottava vibrazione, in 2008, Carlo Lucarelli met Yodit, an Eritrean-

American woman who, a few years later, became his wife. It is this personal event that – as 

Lucarelli himself revealed during a book presentation in Parma in 2015 – convinced him to 

further explore the theme of Italy’s colonial expansion in Eritrea, leading to the publication of 

two new novels (Arganini and Orlo 2015). Set between 1896 and 1899, the series of homicides 

at the center of Albergo Italia and Il tempo delle iene take place right after the Battle of Adwa 

on 1 March 1896, which was at the center of L’ottava vibrazione. Moreover, one of the two 

protagonists – Carabinieri Captain Piero Colaprico – is not entirely new to Lucarelli’s readers, 

having appeared as a secondary character in L’ottava vibrazione. Such a strategy allows 

Lucarelli to establish a narrative continuum among the three novels, which share temporal and 

geographical settings while having a radically different approach to the characterization of its 

protagonists. 

As mentioned by Luciana D’Arcangeli and Laura Lori, Lucarelli’s decision to set these 

novels in a period that precedes the emergence of Italian Fascism represents a brave move: 

not many Italian readers know that Italy’s first attempt to colonize sectors of Africa took place 

in the late 19th century, and not during Mussolini’s regime (D’Arcangeli and Lori 2016, 83). 
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While Albergo Italia and Il tempo delle iene are set after the Battle of Adwa, such a defeat is 

still extremely significant among the characters of the novels. For example, Captain Colaprico 

remembers having taken part in the battle; however, he does not dare to express a moral 

judgement on this event, nor does he express opinions on the presence of Italian troops in 

Eritrea (Lucarelli 2015, 70). Captain Colaprico, as characterized by Lucarelli, is an upright 

carabiniere who prides himself with his oath of loyalty to both King Umberto I and the Italian 

law system. On the one hand, Colaprico often shows indulgence to the indigenous population, 

acknowledging their customs and traditions and showing some familiarity with East African 

culture. In doing this, I argue, Colaprico indirectly recognizes Eritreans’ status as victims of 

Italian colonialism, even if he does not explicitly show compassion. On the other hand, 

Colaprico’s attitude becomes radically different when he deals with the Italian residents of the 

colony. He is well aware of the widespread corruption in the colony and his judgement is not 

influenced by the social status and political power of those whom he suspects of a crime. 

Indeed, Colaprico aims at having potential criminals judged by due legal process, even if he 

anticipates that Italian courts of law will most likely ignore crimes that have been committed in 

foreign and colonized territories and against individuals who are considered racially inferior by 

the Italian State. 

Next to Captain Colaprico in both novels, readers quickly get to learn about the buluk-

bashi of the zaptiè – that is, the brigadiere of indigenous carabinieri – Ogbagabriel Ogbà. He 

is a former farmer turned carabiniere because of economic needs, after Eritrea was swarmed 

by locusts that caused a deep agricultural crisis. Ogbà does not seem to have the same innate 

passion for justice as Colaprico; however, his character is very likeable because he 

demonstrates an attention for details that would otherwise be ignored by Colaprico and other 

Italian officers. Ogbà’s investigative methodology often relies on cultural factors: thanks to his 

familiarity with Eritrean society, class system, and physical environment, Ogbà can read other 

characters and potential suspects in ways that are different from Colaprico’s. Moreover, as I 

will discuss more in detail later in the essay, Ogbà’s linguistic skills and his frequent code-

switching between Tigrinya and Italian grant him with a privileged position during the course 

of the investigations led by Colaprico. Ogbà’s name is inspired by Lucarelli’s wife’s grandfather, 

who during the Italian occupation of Eritrea worked as an indigenous carabiniere. According 

to Lucarelli, “this character is fundamental because he provides readers with the point of view 

of the indigenous population” (Arganini and Orlo 2015). Aside from Ogbà’s privileged 

understanding of Eritrea’s reality under colonial times, I argue that Ogbà is much more than a 

simple partner to Captain Colaprico – or, as D’Arcangeli and Lori define him, a “sidekick” 

(D’Arcangeli and Lori 2016, 76). Rather, through Ogbà’s character, Lucarelli attempts to 

subvert traditional power relations that occur in colonial contexts and, more importantly, he 

succeeds in demystifying Italy’s colonial experience. 
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Both Albergo Italia and Il tempo delle iene’s narrations are centered around Captain 

Colaprico, whose character occupies most of the two novels. The positive nature of Colaprico’s 

character as well as his nationality allow Italian readers to identify with him. However, Ogbà’s 

key role in Lucarelli’s novels already emerges in Albergo Italia’s initial pages. After Ogbà 

repeatedly contradicts an Italian carabiniere, hence causing his irritation, Colaprico breaks the 

tension saying to the officer: “Please, marshal, when buluk-bashi Ogbà speaks, I always listen 

to him. Do you know what I call him? Abyssinia’s Sherlock Holmes” (Lucarelli 2014, 10).9 

Colaprico’s consideration of Ogbà does not simply originate from his good character, nor does 

it come from Colaprico’s open-minded attitude towards the indigenous populations and their 

customs and traditions. Rather, what Lucarelli suggests, from the very first pages of the novel, 

is a subversion of power relations. Even if Ogbà ignores Arthur Conan Doyle’s body of work, 

Colaprico identifies Ogbà with the metaphorical role of Sherlock Holmes; being much more 

than Holmes’s sidekick, Doctor Watson, Ogbà’s relevance counters pre-established military 

and social hierarchies in the Eritrean colony. As a result, Ogbà stands as a rhetorical challenge 

to the supposedly superior intellect of the Italian colonizers, indirectly showing the limitations 

of Italy’s colonial experience. 

Several other passages in the novel show, sometimes with sarcastic tones, the central 

role that Ogbà gets to play, while gradually assigning to the Italian troops the role of subaltern 

companions at best. For example, it is Ogbà who initiates the criminal investigation in Albergo 

Italia, strategically moving a stool that is on the crime scene and showing the Italian carabinieri 

that what they had initially interpreted as a suicide is instead a homicide. Similarly, in Il tempo 

delle iene, Ogbà is the one who pushes the Italian carabinieri to reconsider their conclusions 

on the case, demonstrating how a dead woman that is found in a hut has not been killed by 

hyenas, but rather by humans. Hesitating on how to intervene in the conversation that the 

Italian carabinieri are having, Ogbà states:  

No,– Ogbà says, and he thinks about it, mbí. Too much in a hurry, and too confident, usually he would 
have started with if I may, captain, or with all due respect, […] Too much in a hurry, however. Captain 
Colaprico may be hawunà, down to earth, and he may be used to his objections, but he is still a superior 
to him, and he is a t’liàn, a cullu ba’llei, a know-it-all, like all Italians. (Lucarelli 2015, 28) 

While Ogbà is aware of military hierarchies and the need to maintain a distanced and formal 

language, his superior intuitive skills are what leads to a change of the initial judgement on the 

crime that was committed. Therefore, Ogbà’s point of view prevails over said hierarchies. 

As these excerpts suggest, Ogbà is the real protagonist of the novels, since his 

knowledge of the language, culture, and geography of the Eritrean colony leads the Italian 

officers to the resolution of criminal cases. Naturally, this does not mean that Captain Colaprico 

and the other Italian carabinieri who are involved in the investigations are entirely hanging off 

Ogbà’s words; indeed, Captain Colaprico and other Italians characters occupy most of the 
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pages in the novels. However, while this may be true quantitatively, Ogbà’s intuitions are what 

ultimately causes the novels to progress. When asked about the nature of the Colaprico-

Ogbagabriel investigative team, Lucarelli stated: 

Initially, there was only Colaprico; then, as ioften happens, there needs to be a narrative motivation, an 
alter ego that makes the plot move. Ogbà grew gradually, page after page, thanks to my wife’s stories 
about her grandfather; I talked to her relatives and, by the end, it is difficult to understand who the real 
protagonist is: Ogbà or Colaprico. (Vincenzi 2015) 

Further proof of Ogbà’s centrality in Lucarelli’s novels comes from the author’s strategic 

alternation of the Italian and Tigrinya languages, as well as the sporadic use of English, 

French, and a series of Italian regional dialects. The use of regional dialects was already a 

characteristic of L’ottava vibrazione, which some scholars found to be slightly pedantic (Stefani 

2010, 50) as well as “indicative of the lack of linguistic and cultural homogeneity in a nation 

[such as Italy] that has just started its process of linguistic and cultural unification” (Sabelli 

2013, 36). In the acknowledgments section that concludes Il tempo delle iene, Lucarelli 

emphasizes the issues that he had in the transliteration between Tigrinya and Italian and, 

maybe sarcastically, also mentions equal difficulties in switching between the Romagnolo 

dialect used by some of the characters in the novel and ‘standard’ Italian (Lucarelli 2015, 197). 

Many of the indigenous characters that populate these novels make use of Tigrinya in two 

strategic ways: it serves the purpose of communicating exclusively among indigenous 

characters – hence limiting comprehension and leaving Italian colonizers out of the 

conversation – or it can be a way for indigenous people to express themselves in more specific 

and precise ways while simultaneously refusing the language imposed by the colonizers. In 

the latter sense, Ogbà often becomes a linguistic mediator: taking advantage of Colaprico’s 

own elementary knowledge of Tigrinya, Ogbà switches back and forth between the two 

languages, verifying his understanding of what is said in Italian while also enriching his own 

knowledge of Italian language and culture. Indeed, just like Ogbà familiarizes himself with new 

terms in Italian by repeating and attempting to use them in everyday conversations, the readers 

also start to familiarize themselves with basic words in Tigrinya because of their frequent 

repetition during the novel. 

After some time, readers become familiar with words such as berghèz (obvious), ferengi 

(foreigner), t’liàn (Italian), hawunà (down to earth), cullu ba'llèi (know-it-all), as well as the 

aforementioned buluk-basci and zaptiè that identify Ogbà’s military hierarchy. The frequent 

alternation of Italian and Tigrinya provides the readers with an idea of how, under Italy’s 

colonial domination, Eritrea was forced to accept the use of Italian. Moreover, it also reveals 

how knowledge of Tigrinya may still be a fundamental tool that allows for the creation of 

privileged positions of power. For example, Ogbà is certainly useful to Captain Colaprico as a 

translator during the investigations, but his role as mediator goes beyond the question of 
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language. Ogbà’s knowledge of the Tigrinya language and his awareness of cultural 

mechanisms within the Eritrean colony make him a more reliable figure for those indigenous 

subjects who do not trust Italian colonial authorities and, instead, prefer to address Ogbà using 

their native language. At the same time, Ogbà also makes a strategic use of the Italian 

language with his Italian interlocutors, either leaving them astonished because of his high level 

of proficiency or pretending not to speak it at all when it is more convenient. While this lack of 

knowledge of the Italian language favors the perpetuation of racial stereotypes that several 

carabinieri have of Ogbà and the indigenous population, it also allows Ogbà not to waste time 

dealing with t’liàn cullu ba’llèi (know-it-all Italians). As a result, Ogbà’s multilingual skills further 

cement his role as the protagonist of the novels, while simultaneously exposing the refusal of 

the locals to succumb to the use of the Italian language despite Italy’s colonial domination. 

Lastly, Lucarelli’s decision to use several languages within the two novels allows him to 

draw further connections between Ogbà and his more famous counterpart, Sherlock Holmes. 

In Albergo Italia, Ogbà once states: “What seems impossible, when there is no other 

explanation, must be true” (Lucarelli 2014, 66), which Colaprico immediately recognizes as 

almost identical to one of Sherlock Holmes’s mottos. In this passage, Ogbà expresses himself 

directly in Italian, while Colaprico is familiar with that phrase because he has read Conan 

Doyle’s novels in the original English version. The same sentence is reprised in Albergo Italia’s 

final lines, and the comparison between Ogbà and Sherlock Holmes continues in the following 

novel. In the initial pages of Il tempo delle iene, while reflecting on the crime that just happened, 

before he falls asleep, Ogbà thinks in a mix of Tigrinya and Italian: “kem fulut neghèr 

zeybahriawí yelèn. There’s nothing more unnatural than what is obvious” (Lucarelli 2015, 17). 

The sentence – which first appeared in Conan Doyle’s 1891 short story “The Boscombe Valley 

Mystery,” published in The Strand Magazine – is repeated by Ogbà at the end of the novel, 

leaving Captain Colaprico once again amazed by such similarities (Lucarelli 2015, 196). 

Even if Il tempo delle iene’s final pages reaffirm Ogbà’s ignorance of Conan Doyle’s 

character – to the point that Ogbà genuinely asks Captain Colaprico: “who the hell is this 

Sherlock Holmes you talk about?” (Lucarelli 2015, 196) – the overall idea that emerges from 

Lucarelli’s narration is that investigative genius (and the more general intellectual skills that 

come with it) should neither be limited to the famous detectives of well-established literary 

traditions, nor to Italian colonial authorities only. In other words, by drawing a comparison 

between Ogbà’s and Sherlock Holmes’s intelligence, Lucarelli gives value to a victim of Italy’s 

colonial experience. He does not merely put Ogbà on the same level as Captain Colaprico; 

rather, he emphasizes Ogbà’s relevance for the solution of multiple criminal cases and 

highlights his intellectual independence and worth. By doing this, Lucarelli revises traditional 

power relations occurring in colonial contexts, thus demystifying Italy’s colonial experience. 
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Conclusion: ‘Giallo coloniale’ as a Subversive Narrative Strategy 

Carlo Lucarelli’s Albergo Italia and Il tempo delle iene share similar geographical and temporal 

features to his 2008 novel L’ottava vibrazione, while also providing readers with a radically 

different characterization of the main protagonists. In Albergo Italia and Il tempo delle iene, the 

events that revolve around colonial authorities such as Captain Piero Colaprico and other 

Italian officers occupy most of the book. And yet, the intuitions of indigenous police officer 

Ogbagabriel Ogbà are what lead to the start and solution of multiple criminal investigations. 

Ogbà’s attention to detail, as well as his knowledge of the Italian language and awareness of 

cultural norms within Eritrean society ultimately grant him a position of power that is uncommon 

among other indigenous characters in giallo coloniale novels. While Ogbà’s status in the 

Eritrean colony is still subjected to the norms of official military and racial hierarchies, the 

respect that he earns from Captain Colaprico disrupts traditional narratives of the inferiority of 

indigenous characters and, more broadly, pushes readers to question the value of Italy’s 

colonial occupation in East Africa. Far from simply perpetuating exotic tropes that are typical 

of colonial literature, Lucarelli’s own version of the ‘giallo coloniale’ destabilizes the 

stereotypical power relations between European colonizers and colonized subjects. 

 
Notes 
1 The word giallo is Italian for ‘yellow’. The term comes from a series of popular mystery and crime 
novels with distinctive yellow covers that were published in the 1930s by Mondadori in Milan (see Pieri 
2011). 
2  All translations from Italian are mine. 
3 As stated by Chiara De Cesari: “Before the Italy–Libya Treaty, no formal apology or compensation had 
been offered by the government of a former colonial power” (De Cesari 2012, 319). 
4 As Minne G. De Boer notes, what complicates the relationship between police detectives in Fascist 
times and the hegemonic apparatus of the regime is the representations of the latter by authors who, 
like Lucarelli, were born after the end of the regime (De Boer 2010, 263). De Boer asks: should authors 
represent the regime as it was at the time, or as modern mass media represents it today? American 
novelist Thomas Mullen attempted to tackle similar questions —albeit with different examples — in his 
discussion of what he calls totalitarian noir (see Mullen 2021). 
5 Naturally, I do not mean to dismiss how similar techniques of animalization were also used under the 
Fascist regime. For example, Mia Fuller has analyzed Fascism’s strategic use of archaeology and 
architecture to establish and reinforce the social and racial hierarchies that separated the Italian 
‘civilizers’ from the African ‘barbarians’ (Fuller 2007). 
6 Indeed, even when racial and linguistic differences are present in Italy, they are routinely suppressed 
and hegemonically homogenized by the regime. An example of that can be seen in novels such as Wu 
Ming 2 and Antar Mohamed’s Timira: Romanzo meticcio. In the book, Isabella and Giorgio are the dark-
skinned daughter and son of Fascist soldier Giuseppe Marincola and Somali woman Ashkiro Hassan, 
with whom Marincola establishes a relationship based on the practice of madamato. After he is 
dismissed from the army, Marincola manages to bring Isabella and Giorgio to Italy, where a discussion 
of his children’s racial difference is perpetually avoided, hence contributing to their gradual racial 
homogenization. The literature on madamato is quite vast; for some examples see Campassi 1987; 
Iyob, 2005; Poidimani 2006; Stefani 2007. 
7 Those are Indagine non autorizzata (Unauthorized Investigation, 1993), L’isola dell’angelo caduto (The 
Island of the Fallen Angel, 1999), as well as the first three books of the police commissioner De Luca 
series: Carta bianca (Carte Blanche, 1990), L’estate torbida (Turbid Summer, 1991), and Via delle Oche 
(Goose Street, 1996). Since 2017, Lucarelli has published three new novels that continue this series. 
8 On the use of the term ‘razzializzante’ (deriving from ‘racializing’ and ‘racialized’) in the Italian context, 
Teresa De Lauretis writes that these are “important neologisms because they communicate the idea 
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that race is neither a genetic fact nor a natural property of the body, but rather a cultural construction 
imposed by the West” (De Lauretis 1999, 113; see also Mellino 2012). 
9 The same comparison is repeated in Lucarelli’s Il tempo delle iene, where Colaprico grants a few days 
of leave to Ogbà because “[Colaprico] knew his buluk-basci [Ogbà] enough to know that he had 
something in mind. And since Ogbagabriel Ogbà was his Abyssinian Sherlock Holmes, he granted the 
leave immediately” (Lucarelli 2015, 137). 
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ABSTRACT 

Storytelling and hostile environment: new geographies of engagement and hope features two 
life stories by refugees seeking asylum. The witnesses/narrators, AMA and HH, experienced migration 
and detention in Italy. AMA’s story, The teenager’s tale, is retold by Maurizio Veglio, the lawyer who 
collected it, while HH’s tale, Fortunes and misfortunes of Mr. HH, is narrated by himself. These narratives 
are part of a project of storytelling that invites the creation of a new geography of movement, listening 
and solidarity by challenging the hostile environments that marginalise and silence stories. This 
storytelling animates a struggle and project of engagement for a future of welcoming and hope. 

Keywords 
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Introduzione 

From the European South 5 (Fall 2019) include uno special focus su “Mobility, Immobility and 

Encounters along the South-North European Route,” che offre una riflessione sul binomio 

mobilità e immobilità migrante, lungo un percorso che incrocia il progetto Refugee Tales, come 

illustrato dai saggi di David Herd e Lidia De Michelis. Avviato nel 2015 per contrastare la 

indefinite detention dei migranti nel Regno Unito, il progetto ha ampliato il proprio obiettivo, 

acquisendo una prospettiva internazionale di contrasto alla immigration detention. Refugee 

Tales propone una varietà di azioni di politicizzazione dello spazio e acquisizione di visibilità, 

in particolare attraverso Refugee Walks: walking in solidarity with people who have 

experienced detention, A walking inquiry into immigration detention e la raccolta, lettura 

pubblica e diffusione di storie raccontate da persone che hanno subìto l’esperienza della 

detenzione amministrativa. Camminare e raccontare: con il racconto delle storie nello spazio 

pubblico, la voce del richiedente asilo acquista corpo e si rende visibile e riconoscibile in un 

ambito originariamente negato, confinato ed esclusivo. Nel corso di questi cinque anni, e 

nonostante la pandemia, la potenza narrativa dello storytelling ha conferito autorevolezza alle 
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voci contenute nei primi volumi dei Refugee Tales. I protagonisti hanno parlato direttamente 

al pubblico o, nel caso in cui non potessero rivelare la propria identità, ad ascoltatori/coautori, 

responsabili della redazione scritta nella forma “as told to.” Scrittrici e scrittori hanno ricambiato 

il dono della storia raccontandola con la loro parola creativa. 

L’ultima iniziativa, in ordine di tempo, è il progetto Hostile Environments: Policies, 

Stories, Responses che, con il sostegno della British Academy, ha promosso la collaborazione 

tra accademici, ricercatori, operatori culturali e sociali, esperti di settore e associazioni di 

volontariato nel Regno Unito, in Italia, negli Stati Uniti e in Canada. Nell’intreccio dei due 

progetti, Refugee Tales e Hostile Environments, il racconto delle storie dei rifugiati e dei 

richiedenti asilo resta il nucleo centrale, così come la creazione degli spazi di ascolto negli 

interstizi di istituzioni spesso emarginanti, sorde e resistenti. Il gruppo di lavoro italiano di 

Hostile Environments include due studiose letterate, culturaliste e postcolonialiste (Lidia De 

Michelis e Claudia Gualtieri) e un avvocato specialista in diritto dell’immigrazione (Maurizio 

Veglio), che hanno indirizzato l’attenzione sulla complessità e sui condizionamenti imposti alle 

narrazioni e alle modalità di storytelling dai sistemi giuridici: il giudizio di credibilità, il tema 

dell’onere probatorio, la sfida ai pregiudizi e alle aspettative. Sono molte le domande cui è 

necessario rispondere per chiarire chi possa parlare, in quale forma, attraverso quali canali, in 

quali lingue, con quale autorità; e ancora, come affrontare l’ascolto, gestire gli stereotipi e la 

sovrapposizione tra asilo e illegalità, accogliere i vuoti, i silenzi e i rifiuti. Anche i racconti dei 

migranti e dei richiedenti asilo sono parte di un bene ‘comune’ – aggettivo alla cui radice stanno 

comunanza e comunità – oltre che tassello di una narrazione collettiva e fattore di 

cambiamento. 

Con tali interrogativi e su un terreno tanto provvisorio, incerto e scivoloso, sono state 

raccolte due storie, primo contributo di esperienze vissute in Italia, per il volume Refugee Tales 

IV (2021): Il racconto del teenager e Fortune e sfortune del signor HH. La metodologia di lavoro 

ha tratto vantaggio dalla presenza di un avvocato al quale vengono regolarmente affidate 

storie di vita da sottoporre ad autorità amministrative e giudiziarie per la loro valutazione 

‘tecnico-giuridica’. Si tratta, in realtà, di una finzione, perché le decisioni in materia di 

protezione internazionale – pur orientate da criteri normativi e astrattamente obiettivi – 

compongono una giurisprudenza dei sentimenti, che fa i conti con il fondato timore del 

richiedente asilo ma anche con le emozioni dei decisori. I due protagonisti delle storie raccolte 

sono uomini, giovani ma già vissuti, costretti a cambiare più volte orizzonte e a riscrivere 

continuamente il proprio futuro. Un rifugiato è anche una persona che ha sempre una parte di 

sé esposta, estroversa, visibile e ingombrante. Per questo, alcuni dettagli delle vicende sono 
stati omessi, allo scopo di garantirne la non riconoscibilità.1 

Con Il racconto del teenager si è seguito il modello consolidato dei Refugee Tales: il 

passaggio della voce e della parola del protagonista all’avvocato che scrive, diventando 
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coautore. Il racconto si muove lungo piani intersecati e interrotti, in un tempo sospeso, offrendo 

alcune tessere di una biografia eccezionale e contraddittoria. Fortune e sfortune del signor HH 

offre invece una vicenda picaresca narrata in prima persona, accompagnata da estratti della 

vicenda legale e delle sentenze dei giudici dell’asilo. Tra le tante lingue che padroneggia 

(arabo, wolof, francese, italiano), il protagonista decide di utilizzare l’inglese, raccontandosi – 

e scoprendosi – attraverso parole inedite. Le versioni originali di The teenager’s tale raccontato 

a Maurizio Veglio e The Delivery Person’s Tale narrato da HH sono state tradotte dall’inglese 

all’italiano da una giovane studentessa, Andrea B. Farabegoli, a esclusione degli estratti legali 

già prodotti in questa lingua. L’intrecciarsi delle lingue e delle traduzioni è parte integrante del 

passaggio delle parole e delle storie con il carico incompleto, complesso e ambivalente delle 

esperienze che si consegnano a chi ascolta. Donare una storia, la propria, è gesto nobile e 

costoso: porta con sé la sofferenza di ogni esperienza di disorientamento e delle 

trasformazioni che ne seguono. Ma è soprattutto un atto di speranza nell’interlocutore, a cui il 

richiedente asilo affida il privilegio e la complicità dell’ascolto.

Note 
1 Per i nomi dei narratori delle storie sono stati usati due acronimi: HH e AMA. 
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Il racconto del teenager 
narrato da AMA1 e scritto da Maurizio Veglio2 

Un inizio 

Mi piace guidare. Mi è sempre piaciuto, fin da bambino. A 13 anni ho rubato le chiavi dell’auto 

di mio padre a Riyadh. In Arabia Saudita tutti i ragazzi guidano prima dei 15 anni. Era la mia 

prima volta, non sapevo nemmeno rallentare per curvare. Ho fatto un casino, ma sono 

comunque riuscito a guidare per una decina di minuti. Poi sono tornato a casa e ho provato a 

parcheggiare nello stesso posto. Ho colpito un muro con la fiancata dell’auto. Mio padre mi ha 

urlato contro, furioso, ma alcuni giorni dopo mi ha lasciato guidare di nuovo, per imparare. Non 

era troppo difficile, in effetti. Ci sono strade molto larghe a Riyadh, perfette per automobili 

grandi e lunghe. In Italia, invece, le strade sono piccole, e anche le auto. Ci vuole davvero 

tanto per abituarsi ed evitare errori. E il processo, lo so per esperienza, può essere doloroso. 

Un centro 

Cosa ci faccio in questo Centro di espulsione? 

Ci sono recinzioni alte quattro metri, un cortile vuoto in ogni area, cinque prefabbricati 

bassi e identici, in ognuno sette persone. I muri sono graffiati e coperti di scritte, alcuni 

prefabbricati sono bruciati. I gabinetti sono dentro le stanze, ma senza porta. Siamo tutti 

stranieri qui. Ci chiamano clandestini. Sans papiers. Undocumented migrants. 

Quando sono arrivato un uomo dello staff che parlava arabo mi ha guardato e ha detto: 

“Se sei somalo non possono deportarti, ma dovrai stare qui per qualche mese”. Il Centro è 

pieno di nordafricani. Ne ho visti davvero pochi in giro per l’Europa, sembra che si siano 

radunati tutti qui. Anche i nigeriani. La lingua più parlata nel Centro è l’arabo. Adesso li capisco 

tutti e so dire da quale paese vengono. L’arabo è la lingua franca. 

Ci sono guardie dappertutto. Se hai bisogno del medico, se l’avvocato viene a farti visita, 

se ti chiamano dall’Ufficio Immigrazione, un gruppo di poliziotti viene per accompagnarti. Non 

sei mai da solo nel Centro, ma vivi isolato. E non c’è niente da fare qui dentro. Il tempo è 

pesante e duro da sopportare. L’attesa fa crescere la pressione, ma io sono capace di gestirla, 

ho imparato a essere paziente. 
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A volte scoppia un incendio: la polizia arriva correndo e spinge tutti come se fossimo 

criminali, ci costringono in un’altra area o nella mensa dove mangiamo. Alcuni trattenuti 

devono dormire lì sul pavimento. A proposito, il cibo è terribile. E se la mensa non funziona 

mangiamo nei prefabbricati, sullo stesso letto in cui dormiamo. Ma almeno non mangi da solo. 

So varie cose su questo posto. È la mia terza volta qui e ho 26 anni. 

Una casa 

Cosa ci faccio in questa casa? 

A 14 anni dovrei andare in giro con gli amici, giocare a calcio e guidare l’auto di mio 

padre. Invece sono bloccato in questo appartamento a Mogadishu, pericoloso e scomodo. 

Anche la mia famiglia è preoccupata per me. Alcune settimane fa, dopo la preghiera alla 

moschea, sono stato avvicinato da un vecchio Sheikh. Mi ha fatto un sacco di domande sulle 

mie origini, la mia famiglia, il mio accento strano. E mi ha interrogato su religione e politica: 

cosa pensavo di quei “soldati etiopi”, che stavano attaccando il grande Stato somalo? Cosa 

pensavo dei combattenti che stavano difendendo la nazione dagli stranieri? Mi ha presentato 

alcuni ragazzi di 20-25 anni, ha detto che erano pronti a sacrificare le loro vite per difendere 

la Somalia, loro erano dei buoni esempi. Io non sapevo cosa pensare. 

Alcuni giorni dopo ho incontrato uno di quei ragazzi nel mio quartiere. Mi ha detto che il 

gruppo mi stava tenendo d’occhio e che dovevo decidere se unirmi a loro o lasciare il paese. 

Ha aggiunto che se avessero mai scoperto che passavo informazioni ad altre persone mi 

avrebbero ucciso. L’incontro successivo fu anche l’ultimo: un altro ragazzo dello stesso gruppo 

– immagino appartengano tutti ad Al Shabaab – mi ha chiamato spia pubblicamente, qualcuno 

che era venuto in Somalia a raccogliere informazioni da riferire altrove. Mi hanno attaccato, 

ferito al ginocchio destro e minacciato di morte. 

Per questo sto vivendo come un prigioniero in isolamento. I miei familiari non vogliono 

che io esca per nessun motivo. Ad ogni modo, sono nuovo del posto. Sono nato e cresciuto a 

Riyadh e ci ho vissuto fino a pochi mesi fa. I miei amici sono tutti lì. Mi piaceva di più di 

Mogadishu. Qui tutto sembra pericoloso: posti di blocco, armi, uniformi. Sto aspettando la 

chiamata di mio zio per partire per l’Ucraina. Spero davvero che non ci voglia troppo. 

Un’auto privata 

Cosa ci faccio in questa auto? 

Siamo in quattro, una è una ragazza. È un lungo viaggio, stiamo attraversando un paese. 

Abbiamo passato gli ultimi due giorni a camminare dietro a due uomini in tenuta militare. 

Stavamo sconfinando lungo il confine tra Ucraina e Slovacchia. I trafficanti avevano preparato 

delle macchine per Bratislava e Vienna. Io ho 15 anni. A Vienna vediamo una donna con 

l’hijab. Parla arabo, è egiziana. “Oggi è venerdì, vi porto alla moschea. Lì troverete altri somali”. 
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Dopo la preghiera incontriamo la nostra comunità. Trovi sempre delle brave persone: sanno 

cosa stiamo passando e alcuni di loro ci trovano una sistemazione. Ci portano in una casa 

vuota e ci fanno accomodare: “Pagate se potete, se non potete pagherete dopo”. Rimaniamo 

a Vienna per due settimane, poi io vado in Germania. 

Sono diretto in Norvegia, dove vive mio cugino. Non l’ho mai incontrato ma ci siamo 

parlati al telefono e sa che ci sto andando. La comunità somala è come un GPS. La maggior 

parte ha attraversato le stesse difficoltà ed è anche per questo che ci si aiuta a vicenda, 

capiscono la situazione. Prendo un autobus per Amburgo, cambio a Copenaghen e a Malmö, 

poi arrivo ad Oslo, dove mio cugino mi sta aspettando. Stando a casa sua incontro molti somali 

nei negozi, al parco, nei luoghi pubblici. Ci facciamo visita e mangiamo insieme. Ho anche 

amici egiziani e sudanesi perché parlo bene l’arabo. Mi hanno aiutato fare la domanda di asilo 

ma la mia richiesta viene rifiutata. Ho ancora 15 anni. 

Una prigione 

Cosa ci faccio da solo in questa cella? 

Quando sono entrato nella prigione tutti hanno puntato occhi e dita verso di me. Mi 

avevano visto in TV a quanto pare. Non me lo aspettavo. Se non hai fatto niente non te lo 

aspetti. Loro non sapevano niente di me eppure … “lui è il più pericoloso, lui è il più pericoloso,” 

giorno e notte li sentivo sussurrare. Mi hanno tenuto in isolamento per due mesi in una cella 

spoglia senza TV. Poi mi hanno spostato in un’altra cella, questa volta con la TV. È così che 

ho imparato l’italiano. Capisco meglio di come parlo perché ascolto di più di quanto dico. E qui 

nessuno parla inglese. Non sono un tipo socievole, perciò quando mi hanno messo in una 

cella con qualcun altro mi sono rifiutato: preferisco stare da solo. Potevo comunque vedere e 

parlare con altri detenuti del settore di massima sicurezza. C’era un altro somalo nella cella di 

fianco alla mia con il quale scherzavo spesso e anche un macedone. Adesso siamo circa 

trenta persone ma non ci troviamo mai tutti insieme. E non si può uscire dal settore a meno 

che qualcuno venga a farti visita – molto raramente per quanto mi riguarda. 

La routine giornaliera è come un circolo: colazione da soli nella cella, un’ora nell’area 

sport, un’ora a giocare a carte o a ping-pong nella hall, pranzo in cella, sempre da soli. Poi 

due ore nella hall e cena, ancora da soli. Sono passati due anni da quando sono entrato nella 

prigione di massima sicurezza. Quasi tutti qui sono stranieri. La metà di loro si dichiarano 

innocenti, alcuni vengono assolti e liberati dopo anni di prigionia, la maggior parte prima o poi 

viene deportata. Di tanto in tanto faccio dei lavoretti tipo distribuire il cibo o pulire. Ho anche 

dei libri, in buon numero. 

A volte guardo indietro a quello che è successo, quando ancora ero nel Campo di 

Accoglienza per richiedenti asilo. Avevano nascosto una telecamera nella mia stanza e dopo 

mi hanno fatto vedere i video. Non avevo fatto niente di male, non ho mai posseduto armi né 
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ho mai attaccato qualcuno, ma loro affermano che incitavo le persone alla jihad. Al processo 

molte testimonianze erano in mio favore, ma il Pubblico Ministero e il Giudice non le hanno 

ascoltate. Hanno persino trasformato alcune battute che facevamo tra noi in minacce. Mi 

avevano già condannato in TV, come potevano cambiare idea? 

Un’auto della polizia 

Cosa ci faccio in un’auto della polizia? 

Un ragazzo pakistano e io siamo stati visti e fermati da poliziotti austriaci e ci stanno 

portando da qualche parte di nuovo. Stavo camminando con Google Maps sul cellulare e stavo 

tenendo il cellulare in mano. Alcuni minuti dopo la stessa mano è appoggiata su uno scanner: 

alla stazione di polizia ci prendono le impronte digitali e ci trattengono. Siamo richiedenti asilo 

rifiutati. 

Circa venti migranti, me compreso, vengono portati all’aeroporto. Voliamo verso Milano, 

l’Italia è il “mio” paese secondo la Convenzione di Dublino. Una volta atterrati è di nuovo 

polizia, impronte digitali, ordine di deportazione, detenzione, all’infinito. A 22 anni sto 

veramente cominciando a stancarmi di tutto questo. Ho imparato a essere paziente, ve l’ho 

detto, ma si sta trasformando in un incubo. 

Un’ambasciata 

Cosa ci faccio in questa stanza così elegante? 

Un gruppo di poliziotti mi circonda, c’è una strana atmosfera. Un somalo distinto e 

sorridente mi dà dei colpetti sulla spalla: “Comportati bene ragazzo mio, comportati bene” dice, 

prima di consegnare a un poliziotto un foglio con l’intestazione dell’Ambasciata somala. Mi 

avevano detto che questo era un posto di miseria, frode e corruzione. Sembra che le cose 

siano cambiate, almeno all’apparenza. In un attimo i poliziotti e io siamo di nuovo dentro l’auto. 

Mi ammanettano fino all’aeroporto di Roma e sull’aereo i miei polsi vengono liberati. 

Affermare che volevo tornare in Somalia era semplicemente una strategia. Non ne 

potevo più di detenzione e isolamento. Non ha funzionato, comunque. Non potevo immaginare 

che avrebbero davvero organizzato così velocemente la mia deportazione verso un paese 

dilaniato dalle guerre. Ho chiamato l’Ombudsman, l’avvocato dell’UNHCR. La procedura di 

rientro è stata sospesa, ma io sono ancora bloccato nel Centro. E ora è appena successa una 

cosa strana: due guardie sono passate di qui, una parlava all’altra ad alta voce e mi fissava. 

Voleva che sentissi. Stava ripetendo cose che avevo detto nelle mie telefonate private fatte 

da qui. Come faceva a saperle? Vuole dirmi che loro sanno. Questa è una trappola per topi. 

Un finale 

Cosa ci faccio in questo paese? 
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Ho mai considerato di andare da un’altra parte? Certo che sì. Ma so che un paese 

diverso – la Francia ad esempio – potrebbe facilmente rifiutarmi e rispedirmi qui. E andarsene 

vorrebbe anche dire ricominciare da capo, un’altra volta. Dopo una condanna dicono che sei 

sempre controllato, per i cinque anni successivi almeno. L’ho sentito in TV e da altri in prigione. 

In una condizione simile sarebbe difficile costruire qualcosa, le persone potrebbero aver paura 

di frequentare uno come me. Non è facile vivere così. 

Finalmente la mia ultima richiesta di asilo è stata accolta. Posso muovermi in questo 

paese come un uomo libero. Ho sentimenti contrastanti verso l’Italia però. Le persone qui sono 

molto diverse da quelle del Nord Europa, parlano tanto e sono più socievoli. Io no, ma ho 

comunque degli amici. L’Italia mi ha fatto qualcosa di ingiusto, il Giudice lo sa, ma le sto dando 

una possibilità. Al momento sto studiando per la patente e presto imparerò come si guida in 

strade così piccole e contorte.

 

Note 
1 AMA è l’acronimo del nome del narratore della storia che non può essere reso pubblico per motivi di 
riservatezza e di sicurezza. 
2 La storia di AMA è stata raccolta dal suo avvocato, Maurizio Veglio. Traduzione dall’inglese di Andrea 
B. Farabegoli. 
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Fortune e sfortune del Signor HH 
narrate e scritte da lui stesso1 

Sono nato alla fine degli anni Ottanta a Dakar in Senegal. I miei genitori sono originari del 

Libano, ma mia mamma è nata in Senegal come me. Perché il Senegal? Non lo so con preci-

sione, ma posso parlarvi del Libano. Il Libano è un paese piccolo fondato sulle minoranze 

etniche fin dalla sua nascita. Per mantenere l’equilibrio e il controllo, la sua costituzione è stata 

pensata per dividere la popolazione, non per unirla. Ogni minoranza deve avere un capo e la 

gente lo segue come pecore. Un musulmano, un cristiano, un druso deve vivere nella zona 

della città in cui risiede la maggior parte dei suoi correligionari, può votare solamente per il 

proprio leader o per i pochi che rappresentano la sua religione. In Libano ci sono state molte 

guerre con ciascuno dei paesi confinanti e una ancora in corso con Israele a seguito dell’inva-

sione. Poi il paese è sprofondato in quindici anni di terribile guerra civile, una guerra che ha 

diviso la gente più di prima e ha lasciato tutti pieni di odio e cicatrici. 

Decisamente non discuto la scelta dei miei nonni di andare da un’altra parte. Il Senegal 

è il paese in cui la mia famiglia ha vissuto per tre generazioni. Le famiglie di mio padre e mia 

madre si sono integrate in fretta ed essendo bravi negli affari in pochi anni sono diventati 

benestanti. In quanto a me, essere nato in Senegal era stato già un regalo della vita, una cosa 

di cui non mi ero reso conto prima di viaggiare per il mondo e comprendere la vita. I miei fratelli 

e io siamo cresciuti all’africana, allevati dalle nostre tate. Sì, tata, l’ho detto bene, no? Ad alcuni 

può sembrare una cosa d’élite e li capisco, ma avere una tata in Senegal è molto comune. 

Anche altri senegalesi ce l’hanno, pressoché chiunque può permettersi una governante per 

aiutare a pulire la casa, lavare e, in alcuni casi come nel nostro, aiutare i genitori a crescere i 

figli piccoli. Entrambi i miei genitori erano sempre al lavoro e noi venivamo lasciati con due 

ragazze del posto piene di amore e devozione, Rama e Maimouna. Ho trascorso i primi due 

anni di vita legato alla schiena di Rama con un grande pezzo di stoffa mentre lei faceva i lavori 

di casa, lavava i piatti, puliva i pavimenti, lavava i panni fino a sera. 

Quando siamo cresciuti, i miei genitori hanno deciso di iscriverci a una scuola francese. 

Essere nato musulmano e vivendo in un paese a maggioranza musulmana non mi ha impedito 

di frequentare scuole cristiane. Al contrario, fin dalla nascita sono stato educato al rispetto 

degli altri, ad accettarli senza considerare l’apparenza né il credo: siamo tutti umani e nati 
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uguali. Il francese è diventata la mia lingua madre, perché la lingua ufficiale del Senegal è il 

francese. L’arabo era la mia seconda lingua. Poi il wolof naturalmente, la lingua della capitale 

in cui sono cresciuto, la lingua di Rama e Maimouna. Negli anni Novanta la comunità libanese 

era piuttosto numerosa a Dakar: 25000 libanesi avevano attività lavorative là, proprio come 

noi. 

Il sig. HH, cittadino libanese e senegalese, nasceva a Dakar da genitori libanesi emigrati in Senegal per 
motivi di lavoro. Prima della nascita del ricorrente, in particolare, il padre aveva avviato con 2 fratelli una 
società denominata SM, attiva nel settore dell’alluminio, del vetro e della produzione di serramenti, ar-
rivata ad impiegare tra i 60 e i 70 dipendenti. Il sig. HH – di religione musulmano-sciita come i familiari, 
sebbene non praticante – frequentava la scuola fino al 2006, allorché, terminata la guerra in Libano, 
l’intero nucleo familiare rientrava nel Paese di origine dove vivevano i nonni, anziani e bisognosi di 
assistenza.2 

Improvvisamente ci siamo trovati a vivere in Libano. Per ragioni di famiglia mio padre ha por-

tato tutto là. Il Libano, per noi, è stato davvero una sfida. Sì, è il nostro Paese, ma allo stesso 

tempo non lo è! Non siamo riusciti a integrarci facilmente. Per il fatto che non parlavamo bene 

l’arabo e la nostra lingua madre era il francese, eravamo come stranieri. Diversamente da noi, 

la gente del Libano ha vissuto quasi quarant’anni di guerre. Sono cresciuti nella guerra e nella 

separazione. È triste: sono divisi geograficamente, politicamente e nella religione. La nostra 

educazione, invece, era molto diversa. Il nostro modo di vivere non era per niente simile. Non 

riuscivamo a capire perché il Paese fosse in quelle condizioni e abbiamo affrontato momenti 

difficili ed episodi di razzismo. Eravamo considerati stranieri nella nostra terra. Ad ogni modo, 

la mia permanenza in Libano è stata piuttosto breve. 

Dopo alcuni mesi, durante i quali il padre del ricorrente acquistava un immobile a Beirut, quest’ultimo 
riceveva un’importante offerta di lavoro finalizzata all'acquisto di una quota della società P – compagnia 
alimentare fondata da cittadini libanesi con sede in Australia – che avrebbe a breve aperto una sede ad 
Alessandria d'Egitto. 

Nell’estate del 2006, mio padre ha deciso di investire in una società australiano-libanese con 

sede in Egitto. Io stavo quasi per concludere gli studi alla scuola superiore, quando ho scelto 

di seguire mio padre e la sua decisione di andare a vivere in Egitto. Sapendo quanto era 

importante il suo investimento, non potevo ignorarla! 

Tutto era nuovo per me, non conoscevo il Paese e neppure le persone che mi circonda-

vano, ma ho subito legato con la maggior parte di loro! Non lo nego e non era un segreto, 

semplicemente erano come noi. Cosa voglio dire? Erano cresciuti in Senegal come noi. Par-

lavano wolof, francese e arabo, naturalmente. L’unica differenza era che avevano vissuto in 

Australia per circa quindici anni. Questa famiglia australiano-libanese era piuttosto grande, e 

siccome avevano l’antica mentalità araba, prendevano le decisioni in comunità: tutti ubbidi-

vano al fratello più anziano. Con il passare del tempo, poiché ero sempre circondato da questa 
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nuova grande famiglia, mi sono avvicinato alla sorella più giovane, che aveva la mia età. L’at-

trazione era reciproca, ci capivamo con uno sguardo. Ci siamo innamorati. 

Amore? Destino? 

Il padre del ricorrente, che aveva ottenuto la liquidazione della propria parte della SM, per la quale aveva 
lavorato circa 25 anni, investiva nella P circa 1 milione e 100mila dollari, corrispondente al 30% del 
valore della compagnia. Trasferitisi quindi in Egitto, il sig. HH frequentava una scuola francese ad Ales-
sandria e qui conosceva una ragazza di 19 anni di nome N, familiare dei soci del padre, anch’essi 
libanesi, con la quale avviava una relazione sentimentale. 

Fin dall’inizio abbiamo deciso di tenere il nostro amore segreto. Effettivamente me l’ha chiesto 

lei conoscendo la mentalità della sua famiglia, specialmente quella del fratello più grande. 

Come ho detto prima, la maggior parte dei libanesi dà troppa importanza alle differenze etni-

che. Cosa aveva a che fare questo con noi due? Tutto: una famiglia è sciita e l’altra è sunnita. 

Entrambe sono musulmane, normalmente non dovrebbero esserci problemi religiosi. 

Nell’Islam, anche sposare un cristiano o un ebreo è permesso in alcuni casi. Ma quando la 

mia relazione, o amore segreto, con la più giovane è stata scoperta, hanno deciso di proibire 

i nostri incontri dopo una riunione con il fratello maggiore, il capo della famiglia. Hanno anche 

requisito il suo cellulare. L’amore non era ammesso. In modo estremo e radicale, la sua fami-

glia ha preso una posizione in base alla differenza etnica: l’unione tra sunniti e sciiti non era 

accettata. Ho trovato il modo di farle avere un piccolo cellulare, così potevamo almeno parlare 

e stare in contatto, ma i nostri momenti belli stavano per finire. Avendo vissuto con la famiglia 

per quasi sei mesi e alla luce degli eventi recenti, i miei genitori avevano capito più di me con 

che razza di persone avevano a che fare. Io ero così innamorato che non riuscivo a vedere 

quello che vedevano loro, né capire. 

Mio padre aveva quasi concluso le pratiche dei documenti, le procedure egiziane erano 

molto lente. Nel frattempo, il denaro era scomparso dai conti dell’azienda. L'avevano dirottato 

altrove senza informarlo. Avevano trovato una scappatoia tenendo mio padre distratto con 

mansioni amministrative e legali. Inoltre, c'era la pressione della mia storia con la ragazza. Alla 

fine, mio padre non è stato più in grado di rintracciare il suo investimento. In realtà la fabbrica 

non è mai stata costruita, la compagnia possedeva solamente un pezzo di terra con nulla 

sopra. Il fratello più anziano aveva sempre cercato di nascondere la frode trovando ragioni di 

tipo legale per giustificare il ritardo nella costruzione della fabbrica. Facendo delle ricerche per 

conto proprio, mio padre aveva scoperto che questo fratello era fuggito dall’Australia a causa 

di un alto numero di frodi simili. Così, durante una riunione, mio padre aveva denunciato la 

loro vera identità. La tensione era salita alle stelle. A questo punto le due famiglie erano in 

guerra. Mancava solo una scintilla. 

Ed ecco che entro in scena io con la mossa più inaspettata. Onestamente non è stata 

una mia idea, ma di lei. Io ero più concentrato sugli eventi che riguardavano l’azienda, ma non 
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potevo non ascoltare il mio cuore. Come avrei potuto? Ero così giovane e così innamorato. 

Abbiamo deciso di scappare in Tailandia, una manovra molto spavalda per entrambi. 

Dopo qualche mese la famiglia della ragazza, fedele alla corrente musulmano-sunnita, veniva a cono-
scenza della circostanza e poneva un veto alla prosecuzione del rapporto, sia per la giovane età dei 
ragazzi sia per la differente appartenenza religiosa. Per tale motivo nel 2007 i 2 giovani decidevano di 
trasferirsi in Tailandia, dove abitava un amico del sig. HH: dopo avere pagato circa 100 dollari il ricor-
rente otteneva un visto turistico, valido per 1 mese, dall’ambasciata tailandese con sede al Cairo, mentre 
la ragazza non incontrava difficoltà burocratiche, avendo la cittadinanza francese. 

Avevamo scelto la Tailandia perché era una meta economica e io avevo un contatto, così 

avevamo qualcuno per farci un po’ da guida al nostro arrivo e che stava dalla nostra parte. Mi 

ci sono volute due settimane per avere il visto prima di atterrare a Bangkok. Avevamo deciso 

di voltare pagina e dimenticare i momenti difficili in Egitto. Eravamo da soli insieme, in un 

nuovo Paese, con un nuovo inizio. Pensavamo che l’amore conquistasse tutto. La Tailandia 

era straordinaria da molti punti di vista e un bellissimo paese. Poco dopo il nostro arrivo, tra-

mite il mio contatto abbiamo trovato una casa a Phitsanulok, nel nord del paese. Poi, per me, 

sono arrivate le procedure burocratiche per i documenti se volevo continuare a vivere in Tai-

landia: un’altra sfida. Per lei è stato facile perché era cittadina francese. Per due volte ho 

rinnovato il visto turistico per rimanere in Tailandia. Avevamo una vita meravigliosa e non ci 

interessava cosa stava succedendo in Egitto. Per quanto mi ricordo, abbiamo vissuto circa 

otto mesi di serenità, come il paradiso in terra. Per continuare a stare in Tailandia dovevo 

ottenere un permesso di soggiorno. Una delle condizioni era bloccare la cifra di 60.000 dollari 

per circa tre mesi nella banca nazionale tailandese. 

Quanto alle famiglie, la nostra fuga aveva acuito il conflitto. Per essere precisi, appena 

pochi giorni dopo che avevamo lasciato l’Egitto, il fratello maggiore aveva aggredito i miei 

famigliari. Alla fine, tutto era confuso: lavoro, religione, amore. Loro ci stavano ricattando: la 

ragazza in cambio del denaro! Ma noi sapevamo che il denaro non sarebbe mai tornato indie-

tro e, nel caso, sarebbe stato solo tramite le autorità. Dopo avere avviato una richiesta ufficiale 

di restituzione del denaro, la mia famiglia ha deciso di ritornare in Libano definitivamente. 

Appreso della partenza, la famiglia della ragazza attuava una serie di ritorsioni a danno dei familiari del 
sig. HH, che – oltre a minacce e ad aggressioni fisiche al padre e al fratello del ricorrente – culminava 
nella riduzione delle quote di società destinata al padre di quest’ultimo fino all’8%. Il padre del ricorrente 
non sottoscriveva il contratto imposto, richiedendo inutilmente la restituzione del denaro investito e ri-
volgendosi in seguito alle autorità giudiziarie egiziane ad Alessandria, sino ad oggi senza però ottenere 
giustizia. 

Mio padre aveva accettato di prestarmi i soldi che servivano per i tre anni del permesso di 

lavoro. Mi mancavano alcuni documenti per aprire un conto in una banca locale e, a causa 

delle spese ingenti per il cambio della moneta, mio padre aveva deciso di venire personal-

mente a portarmi il denaro. Siccome abitavamo a 9 ore di viaggio dalla capitale, ero partito il 
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giorno precedente il suo arrivo per accoglierlo all’aeroporto. Era venerdì pomeriggio quando 

siamo arrivati a casa, mio padre era rimasto a Phitsanulok per tre giorni e il lunedì dovevamo 

andare al consolato libanese nella capitale e alla banca nazionale per aprire il conto. Il lunedì 

mattina alle 5 ci siamo messi in strada per tornare a Bangkok. Forse ci sarebbero volute 48 

ore per tutti i documenti, così abbiamo pensato di stare nella capitale 72 ore. 

Naturalmente avevo messo il denaro in un posto sicuro a casa prima di andare a Bang-

kok in hotel. In un giorno abbiamo finito tutto al consolato, ma eravamo stanchi e così abbiamo 

deciso di rientrare a Phitsanulok il mattino seguente. Abbiamo dormito bene, non avevamo 

fretta e ci siamo messi in strada dopo colazione, verso le 11. Mentre stavamo parcheggiando 

l’auto proprio di fronte a casa, mio padre mi ha chiesto come mai era tutto spento, non c'era 

neanche una luce accesa. Erano circa le 9 di sera e lei sapeva che stavamo arrivando, non 

era possibile che stesse dormendo! Ma quella sera era diversa dalle altre. Mentre entravo in 

casa mi è venuto uno strano presentimento. All’inizio temevo che le fosse accaduto qualcosa, 

ma appena ho acceso la luce il mio battito cardiaco è aumentato e ho cominciato a compren-

dere cosa stava succedendo, non ne ero sicuro e pregavo di sbagliarmi, mi sentivo che aveva 

trovato il denaro, l’aveva preso ed era sparita. Sì, il mio peggior incubo si stava materializ-

zando. 

Nel frattempo il sig. HH rinnovava per 2 volte il visto turistico mensile (limite massimo consentito dalla 
legislazione locale) presso gli uffici della polizia tailandese di frontiera con la Cambogia e il Laos, ed 
alla richiesta di un permesso di soggiorno gli veniva domandato un deposito bancario di 60mila dollari 
vincolato per 3 mesi. Ottenuto il denaro dal padre, che si recava a visitarlo, il ricorrente custodiva i soldi 
presso l’abitazione che affittava con la fidanzata. Rientrato a casa dopo avere accompagnato il padre a 
Bangkok, il sig. HH constatava la sparizione della ragazza e del denaro e dopo una decina di giorni era 
costretto a fare ritorno in Libano. 

Sapeva che mio padre portava il denaro e sapeva che io l’avevo nascosto in casa. Avevo 

cercato di essere furbo per una volta, l’avevo diviso in due parti e ne avevo messa una in un 

posto che lei non conosceva, mentre le avevo detto dove avevo nascosto l’altra parte. Ma 36 

ore erano state abbastanza per lei per rivoltare la casa e trovare il denaro. Aveva preso tutto, 

i 60.000 dollari di mio padre: il mio unico accesso al permesso di lavoro e soprattutto i nostri 

risparmi. Non riesco a trovare le parole per descrivere i miei sentimenti di quel momento. Ero 

stato tradito in tutti i modi possibili. Non sapevo neppure da dove cominciare a pensare. Tutto 

quello che sapevo era che ero l’unico da biasimare. Ero sotto shock. Mio padre era veramente 

preoccupato per me, cercava in tutti i modi di consolarmi, ma era impossibile rimanere, quindi 

abbiamo lasciato la Tailandia per sempre. 

Informati del rientro, i familiari dei soci del padre del ricorrente – che punivano con ferocia la fuga di N, 
picchiando la ragazza – chiedevano alla famiglia di quest’ultimo un incontro. Benché il sig. HH fosse 
contrario, temendo di subire violenze, il padre del ricorrente accettava l’invito, nella speranza di recupe-
rare almeno parte del denaro investito. Per quanto iniziata in un clima di apparente tranquillità, la riu-
nione degenerava progressivamente, fino a risolversi in un’autentica aggressione fisica ai danni del sig. 
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HH – che veniva successivamente ricoverato per alcuni giorni per le ferite riportate – e del padre, che 
denunciavano inutilmente l’accaduto alle autorità. 

Per quasi un anno è andato tutto abbastanza liscio, eccetto qualche volta, quando ricevevamo 

delle telefonate dai membri della famiglia di lei in Egitto che ci minacciavano e ricattavano. La 

storia non era per niente finita, anche se lei era tornata dalla sua famiglia con un sacco di soldi. 

Per quanto riguarda me, io avevo una nuova vita in Libano e stavo abbastanza bene. Un 

giovedì sera, appena dopo il tramonto, stavo andando dal fornaio come quasi ogni giorno o 

sera. Ma questa volta era diverso. Il succedersi degli eventi è stato così veloce che non riuscito 

a cogliere il quadro. Era molto buio e poco prima di arrivare a destinazione ho visto due per-

sone che camminano verso di me, come qualsiasi altro pedone. In un istante ero circondato e 

non riuscivo a capire cosa stesse accadendo. Poche ore dopo mi sono svegliato in ospedale 

con molte ammaccature. Tutto quello che ricordavo era che il tizio alla mia sinistra stava par-

lando e aveva detto il nome della ragazza prima di colpirmi in faccia con qualcosa. Poi sono 

svenuto, tutto è successo così in fretta. Io e la mia famiglia abbiamo capito che non potevamo 

sottovalutare la rabbia degli anziani della famiglia in Egitto. 

Ripresi gli studi e conseguita la maturità, il sig. HH era vittima di un nuovo agguato a Beirut ad opera di 
2 sconosciuti, che una sera lo raggiungevano a bordo di una motocicletta mentre il ricorrente stava 
parcheggiando l’auto. Intimidito da una serie di affermazioni riferite alla relazione con la ragazza, il sig. 
HH veniva colpito alla testa con il calcio di un’arma, svenendo in seguito ai colpi ricevuti. 

Alcuni giorni dopo abbiamo ricevuto una telefonata dal fratello maggiore che confermava l’ag-

gressione contro di me quella notte. Erano così orgogliosi di quello che avevano fatto. Dovevo 

programmare una vita più sicura, lontano da tutti quei problemi e persone insensate. Ancora 

una volta dovevo ricominciare: una nuova vita, una nuova casa. Per una volta, scappare era 

una buona soluzione. Così ho deciso di tornare in Senegal dove mi sentivo a casa e al sicuro. 

Senegal! Il mio paese! La mia casa! 

Ristabilitosi dopo un periodo di degenza, il ricorrente decideva di trasferirsi in Senegal, dove lavorava 
dapprima presso la società di un lontano parente, situata a circa 15 chilometri dal centro di Dakar, quindi 
presso un hotel della capitale ed infine presso la Total Senegal, avendo assunto la gestione di una 
stazione di rifornimento. 

In meno di una settimana mi ero già sistemato e lavoravo in una fabbrica di pesce. Pochi mesi 

dopo ho avuto un’offerta molto buona in una fabbrica di plastica fuori dalla capitale. Ho colto 

l’opportunità immediatamente, lavoravo felice e finalmente con un po’ di pace e serenità. Tor-

nare in Senegal era stata di gran lunga la miglior decisione che avevo preso in molti anni. Il 

Paese stesso era risanatore, mi ero riunito agli amici, ero indipendente, cosa potevo chiedere 

di più alla vita? Dopo circa un anno e mezzo che lavoravo nella fabbrica di plastica, si è pre-
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sentata una nuova opportunità. Questa volta parliamo davvero del paradiso sulla terra!! Sa-

pete, molte persone lavoravano negli hotel, ma veramente pochi, forse nessuno, potevano 

avere il lavoro che avevo io. Vivevo in una camera dell’hotel sulla spiaggia di Ngor a Dakar, 

avevo accesso a tutti i servizi di un hotel a quattro stelle: servizio in camera, piscina, palestra, 

mare, gite in barca e molto altro, tutto gratis. Anche il cibo! Aaah, il cibo era delizioso! Mangiavo 

ogni giorno al ristorante, persino al buffet o alla pizzeria degli hotel. Accesso illimitato alla 

cucina. Dovevo lavorare solamente 9 ore al giorno per 5 giorni alla settimana. Tutto qui. Il 

lavoro non era pesante, mi piaceva e apprezzavo ogni momento nell’hotel. Alcuni mesi dopo 

mi hanno dato anche un’auto per lavoro e uso personale. Due miei amici avevano un lavoro 

simile al mio nello stesso hotel e vivevano lì anche loro. Uno di loro, Bilal, era sempre dispo-

nibile per me. La vita era stata davvero buona con me questa volta. 

Soprattutto, avevo il privilegio di vivere un momento sublime la maggior parte delle mat-

tine: guardare il sole che sorge da sotto l’orizzonte. I riflessi del cielo color arancio sulle onde, 

i piedi nudi sulla sabbia asciutta dorata circondato dalle palme. Sentire in ogni respiro la brezza 

fresca del mattino, il suono delle onde mescolato al canto mattutino degli uccelli. Assaporavo 

l’estasi in ogni sorso del mio caffè espresso. Erano passati 5 anni dal problema della Tailandia. 

L’avevo quasi dimenticato. Era tutto passato, la ragazza, il denaro, tutto. 

In Senegal mi piaceva andare a pescare, di solito una volta alla settimana. Il 2014 stava 

per finire, seduto sul ponte del molo con i piedi nell’acqua, il volto verso l’orizzonte, potevo 

godermi in pace il mio passatempo. Improvvisamente mi sono svegliato in ospedale e non 

ricordavo nulla. Il dottore mi stava dando dei punti alla testa, mi sono svegliato per il dolore ed 

ero ancora sotto shock. 

Anche in Senegal il sig. HH temeva ulteriori ritorsioni per la presenza di familiari della ragazza: ed infatti 
nel 2014, mentre si trovava in spiaggia a pescare verso l’ora del tramonto, il ricorrente rimaneva tra-
mortito dall’aggressione di sconosciuti e sveniva, risvegliandosi quindi insanguinato senza che gli fosse 
stato sottratto alcun bene (portafoglio, telefono cellulare, effetti personali). 

La mattina seguente, la mia famiglia in Libano ha ricevuto una telefonata da un componente 

dell’altra famiglia in Egitto. Si dichiaravano soddisfatti della loro vendetta. Non dimenticate che 

erano cresciuti in Senegal come me e hanno vissuto a Dakar per molti anni, potevano trovarmi 

anche qui se volevano, era chiaro. Di fatto volevano che io tornassi in Egitto, chiedessi per-

dono e sposassi la loro sorella con il rito religioso: questa era la condizione. Per loro questa 

era l’unica soluzione per riparare l’orgoglio e la dignità, dopo si poteva parlare della truffa. 

Altrimenti non avrei avuto pace per il resto della mia vita. Capite la loro mentalità ora? Lascio 

a voi giudicare. 

Ero di nuovo nella condizione di dovermi nascondere, quindi sono tornato ad abitare 

vicino alla fabbrica nella zona industriale, a casa di un amico. Per la mia incolumità dovevo 
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rimanere nascosto. Ho vissuto come un fantasma per molti mesi. Aspettavo il momento op-

portuno, non sapevo quale sarebbe stato e non potevo prendere alcuna decisione, ero solo 

paziente, molto paziente, finché il momento giusto è arrivato. Questa era la mia occasione! 

L’unica e la sola! Avevo scoperto un modo per arrivare in Europa, un modo illegale anche se 

avevo due passaporti, libanese e senegalese. Ho colto l’opportunità del flusso dei migranti 

siriani per arrivare in Italia. Ma come? 

Contattata la famiglia, ed in particolare la madre – che lo esortava a non fare rientro in Libano per 
tutelare la propria incolumità – dopo alcuni mesi trascorsi segretamente presso un amico nella zona 
industriale di Dakar, il 25 settembre 2015 il sig. HH lasciava il Senegal, spostandosi in aereo in Libano 
e quindi in Turchia. Entrato in Grecia su di un barcone, verso la metà del mese di ottobre del 2015 il 
ricorrente riusciva infine a giungere in Italia via mare a bordo di un battello turistico, versando comples-
sivamente 6mila euro per il viaggio. 

Prendere un biglietto aereo per il Libano è stato come comprare un biglietto del treno, non 

c’era bisogno di formalità. Dal Libano alla Turchia è stato lo stesso, ho potuto semplicemente 

comprare il biglietto e andare. I trafficanti in Turchia usano il Mare Mediterraneo per arrivare 

in Europa. E qui c’è un altro aspetto della vita. Mettere la vita in pericolo solamente per attra-

versare un confine non è una cosa facile. Per prima cosa dovevamo avere a che fare con i 

trafficanti, gente molto pericolosa. Potevano ucciderti per qualsiasi ragione, non significhi 

niente per loro se non i due o tremila euro che prenderanno. La seconda cosa era attraversare 

il mare. Attraversare il mare è difficile soprattutto se è notte e l’equipaggiamento, inclusa la 

barca, non è adatto all’uso. È stato estremamente pericoloso per alcuni. A questo punto do-

vevo perfino dimenticare il mio nome. Tutto era organizzato, dovevo arrivare in Italia dopo 72 

ore dalla partenza. L’Italia era la mia destinazione solo perché avevo un amico che studiava 

lì. Avevo pagato circa tre volte quello che pagano gli altri per attraversare il mare. Loro erano 

come dei pacchi per i trafficanti, io invece avevo preso il viaggio più costoso che significava 

una barca privata, maggiore sicurezza, comodità e segretezza. Quelli sono dei professionisti. 

Dopo una notte di transito in Grecia, con un po’ di ritardo sono finalmente arrivato sulle coste 

italiane della Puglia. Sono arrivato sano e salvo e non mi hanno intercettato. Ho raggiunto il 

mio primo obiettivo! 

A dire la verità non sapevo cosa mi aspettasse, ma mi ero fatto comunque le mie idee. 

È ovvio, se decidi di lasciarti tutto alle spalle e cominciare una nuova vita, dovresti avere una 

base da cui partire. Molti stranieri hanno diverse aspettative sull’Europa prima di arrivare: al-

cuni vogliono diventare ricchi in un anno, altri vogliono sposarsi in un mese e così via. La mia 

idea era un’altra, avevo semplicemente bisogno di cominciare una nuova vita in pace. Avevo 

un diploma di scuola superiore e parlavo bene quattro lingue; questo mi dava una certa fiducia. 

Non ero qui per dipendere da un sistema o da un fallimento del sistema. Ho chiesto asilo 

politico. Era la fine del 2015. 
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La mia situazione come richiedente asilo era un po’ diversa da quella degli altri. Vivevo 

da subito con un amico e dopo mi sono pagato un letto in una stanza doppia con degli studenti. 

Non stavo in un campo di accoglienza e finora non ho mai ricevuto aiuti dal governo, nemmeno 

un biglietto per l’autobus. Avevo il supporto finanziario della mia famiglia e il mio amico per 

farmi da guida. La mia integrazione è stata abbastanza facile. Avendo come madrelingua una 

lingua neolatina, l’italiano non è stato strano né difficile, al contrario, è stato facile e mi piaceva. 

Cinque mesi dopo il mio arrivo lavoravo come tutor di francese volontario per un’organizza-

zione Erasmus. La mia prima audizione per la richiesta di asilo ha avuto luogo circa un anno 

e mezzo dopo che avevo fatto la domanda. A quel punto la Commissione territoriale esamina 

due aspetti: la tua storia e la tua integrazione nel Paese. 

Il 23 gennaio 2017 il ricorrente veniva ascoltato dalla Commissione territoriale per il riconoscimento 
della protezione internazionale di Torino, che – con provvedimento adottato il 9 giugno 2017 e notificato 
l’11 luglio 2017 – decideva di non riconoscere l’invocato status (docc. 1 e 2). 

Non si individua un agente persecutore in Senegal, paese di nascita del richiedente, che possa integrare 
quanto previsto dalla Convenzione di Ginevra del 1951 per il riconoscimento dello status di rifugiato.3 

Per qualche ragione la mia storia non era stata convincente. Sulla mia integrazione ero piut-

tosto sicuro che avrebbe avuto un giudizio positivo, perché ero istruito, integrato e parlavo 

quattro lingue. Non ero mai stato così in errore in vita mia! Dipendere finanziariamente dalla 

mia famiglia era stato un grave errore secondo la Commissione. Vedete, secondo loro io non 

avevo cercato di integrarmi perché non avevo cercato un lavoro. Il mio caso è stato respinto. 

L’unica soluzione, ora, era prendere un avvocato e fare appello, e la cosa più importante di 

tutte era trovare un lavoro. La ricerca di un lavoro mi ha aiutato a capire la verità sui problemi 

che un richiedente asilo deve affrontare. Non sto parlando solo dell’Italia, ma della maggior 

parte del mondo, e io ho viaggiato tanto! Se sei senza documenti, purtroppo, nella maggior 

parte dei casi sei giudicato meno che umano. 

Non puoi lavorare in modo adeguato (e ci tornerò sopra dopo), non puoi prendere in 

affitto una casa, non puoi avere una macchina e neppure guidare. Ho dovuto accettare molti 

compromessi per trovare un lavoro e non ci sono comunque riuscito. Senza il permesso di 

soggiorno non sei credibile. Di solito le persone hanno bisogno di qualche garanzia e sono 

quasi sempre sospettose verso i richiedenti asilo. Alcuni pensano che essere un richiedente 

asilo significhi aver fatto qualcosa di molto brutto, tipo uccidere qualcuno, e dover scappare. 

Ho sentito tante storie e ricevuto accuse crudeli. È triste sapere che in Europa alcuni la pen-

sano ancora in questo modo. L’unico lavoro che sono riuscito a trovare è stato con l’aiuto del 

mio compagno di stanza. Era uno studente che lavorava part-time in un ristorante. Lui ha 

garantito il mio lavoro presso il principale e così ho ottenuto il posto. 
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Era quasi il momento della mia seconda udienza, quando ho ricevuto un messaggio 

dall’avvocato che mi diceva che era stata rinviata di sei mesi per alcuni cambiamenti nella 

Corte. E il mio lavoro? Lavoravo 12 ore al giorno per sei giorni alla settimana e prendevo circa 

900 €, a volte meno. Il padrone dichiarava solo il 30% del mio lavoro e io dovevo lavorare 

come da contratto pieno. In sostanza, il mio salario corrispondeva a 20 ore la settimana e io 

ne lavoravo almeno 60. È stata molto dura, il mio capo non era terribile ma approfittava della 

mia posizione e della situazione dei miei documenti, sapeva che avevo bisogno di quel con-

tratto a tutti i costi per avere il permesso di soggiorno. Ci vorrebbe un intero capitolo per spie-

gare il disgusto di cosa significhi essere sfruttati in questo modo, ma questo lavoro era il mio 

unico biglietto per un futuro migliore. 

Dopo tre anni, la seconda udienza stava per arrivare. Questa volta avevo un contratto di 

lavoro e un livello di lingua B2 che avevo preso nella scuola pubblica. Invece, il giudice non 

ha dato neppure un’occhiata alla mia integrazione né al lavoro. Si è concentrato solo sulla mia 

storia, ma questa volta avevo portato delle prove: l’azione legale contro i familiari che avevano 

truffato mio padre in Egitto, la prova dell’investimento fatto da mio padre attraverso la banca e 

un documento ufficiale che attestava che i membri anziani della famiglia di lei erano ricercati 

per frode in Australia. Eppure niente, proprio niente, il giudice non vedeva alcun collegamento 

tra la mia storia e quella degli investimenti di mio padre. 

Lo scrivente conviene con il giudizio lapidario espresso dalla C.T.: ‘non si individua un agente persecu-
tore in Senegal, paese di nascita del richiedente, che possa integrare quanto previsto dalla Convenzione 
di Ginevra del 1951 per il riconoscimento dello status di rifugiato’. [...] In definitiva, anche a ammettere 
che gli aggressori siano effettivamente i familiari della ex fidanzata, non si può affermare che i respon-
sabili dello Stato senegalese rifiutino o siano incapaci di dare protezione effettiva contro atti di aggres-
sione tra maschi adulti. La circostanza è assorbente ed esime dal considerare lo stato della protezione 
interna in Libano.4 

Abbiamo perso il ricorso e dovevamo rivolgerci alla Corte d’Appello. Non riuscivo a capire se 

c’era una maledizione su di me o se quello era proprio il mio destino. Ancora un anno intero 

prima di arrivare alla Corte d’Appello e ovviamente dovevo tenere il mio lavoro da schiavo, 

perché avevo bisogno di quel contratto. Ecco un’altra opportunità per il mio principale di sfrut-

tarmi sempre di più sapendo della mia situazione. Alla fine, nel mese di aprile del 2020, ci 

sarebbe stata la mia ultima udienza, mancava poco. All’inizio dell’anno un nuovo evento terri-

bile è apparso nel mondo, chiamato Covid-19. A causa del lockdown nazionale l’udienza è 

stata rinviata di sei mesi. In tempo di pandemia, per tenere il mio lavoro ho dovuto fare sempre 

più sacrifici. Dal bar sono finito a lavorare in cucina a pulire gamberetti, lavare i piatti e friggere 

il cibo. Durante lo stesso turno di lavoro dovevo anche fare le consegne con la mia bicicletta 

sotto la pioggia e infine pulire il ristorante. Tutto con il sorriso sulle labbra. Diventava sempre 

più dura e io non ne potevo più. 
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In settembre 2020, davanti alla Corte d’Appello, ho parlato italiano con il giudice, con tre 

anni di stipendio in mano, speravo che questa volta mi concedessero il permesso di soggiorno. 

Pochi giorni dopo quella che credevo essere la mia ultima udienza ero senza lavoro, non ce 

la facevo proprio più e non c’erano più ragioni per tutti quei sacrifici, così ho deciso di lasciare 

il lavoro. Un’altra decisione sbagliata, credo. Il mondo intero annegava nella seconda ondata 

dell’epidemia di Covid-19 nel novembre dello stesso anno e io ero libero dai sacrifici, ma anche 

senza lavoro. È impossibile per una persona normale trovare lavoro in queste condizioni, figu-

riamoci per uno senza permesso di soggiorno. Nel mio caso, mi è stato negato qualsiasi aiuto 

finanziario per il Covid-19 per ragioni legate al mio ultimo lavoro, così per sopravvivere e pa-

gare l’affitto ho dovuto fare alcune consegne in città con la mia bicicletta. La consegna del cibo 

a domicilio è abbastanza diffusa in Europa, ci sono anche molte app. Ma le consegne non 

bastavano e allora mia sorella ha deciso di pagarmi la casa. Lei viene a farmi visita in Italia 

quasi tutti gli anni e mi sostiene molto, psicologicamente e finanziariamente. La sua presenza 

è stata vitale per farmi andare avanti. 

L’Italia. Questo paese mi ha fatto passare alcuni momenti davvero difficili, ma è stata 

anche un’esperienza unica! Vivo in una città piena di richiedenti asilo e di stranieri dell’Europa 

orientale, arabi, africani, asiatici e altri. Posso comunicare con la maggior parte di loro e per 

me è come avere un superpotere. A volte la polizia mi ha fermato perché stavo seduto a 

chiacchierare con alcuni amici senegalesi nel parco d’estate e la prima domanda è sempre 

stata: “Come mai li capisci?.” La maggior parte delle volte l’intervento della polizia era per 

curiosità. Era molto divertente vedere la reazione delle persone a causa della lingua che par-

lavo che era incoerente con il gruppo etnico a cui pensavano appartenessi o con il colore della 

pelle, se così posso dire. 

Ricordo una volta con mia sorella a Milano in piazza Duomo, facevamo un po’ di shop-

ping e ci siamo fermati al negozio di Armani per comprare qualcosa. Mia sorella stava com-

prando un regalo per il suo fidanzato, così stavamo chiacchierando e scambiando pareri. La 

commessa era vicino a noi, era una donna giovane. Mia sorella e io parlavamo francese, ogni 

tanto veniva fuori qualche parola di arabo, ma con la ragazza parlavamo italiano e inglese. 

L’abbiamo completamente scioccata, come ci ha detto, e dopo ci ha chiesto da dove venivamo 

e come facevamo a parlare tante lingue così bene. Che orgoglio! Se solo avesse saputo che 

io non avevo il permesso di soggiorno e che non avrei potuto nemmeno avere un lavoro sem-

plice da commesso come il suo, anche se ho del talento! 

Ora, quello che è successo in Tailandia è solo un ricordo triste, senza sole, e spero che 

rimanga così. Sono concentrato e guardo dritto davanti a me, spero davvero di vedere la luce 

fuori da questo tunnel buio, di cominciare un nuovo viaggio verso una vita migliore. 
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Il richiedente dal momento del suo arrivo in Italia (ottobre 2015) si è impegnato nell’apprendimento della 
lingua (che, al momento della comparizione dinanzi alla Corte, ha dimostrato di padroneggiare perfet-
tamente) ed ha intrapreso attività lavorativa che, allo stato, in una positiva progressione di inserimento, 
risulta essere a tempo indeterminato e che gli consente una oggettiva autonomia economica con la 
possibilità di una specifica autonomia abitativa […]. La riconosciuta attendibilità delle vicende personali 
come complessivamente esposte, seppure estranee a tutte le fattispecie della protezione internazio-
nale, sono però, ad avviso della Corte, idonee a ricostruire, quantomeno in vie previsionale ed ipotetica, 
che il signor HH, se rimpatriato, non avrebbe soggettive ed oggettive prospettive di vita dignitosa perché, 
intanto, quasi del tutto privo di riferimenti familiari o affettivi, quindi per avere interrotto definitivamente 
ogni relazione con i Paesi di origine da diversi anni a fronte, invece, di una situazione attuale nella quale 
risulta essere parte attiva ed utilmente inserita nella realtà che lo aveva accolto.5

Note 

1 La traduzione italiana di “The Delivery Person’s Tale” è di Andrea B. Farabegoli, a esclusione degli 
estratti degli atti legali forniti in italiano. L’acronimo HH indica il nome dell’autore che non può essere 
reso pubblico per motivi di riservatezza e di sicurezza. 
2 Le parti in corsivo, ove non diversamente indicato, sono estratti dei ricorsi redatti dall’avvocato di HH 
nella procedura di riconoscimento della protezione internazionale. 
3 Commissione territoriale per il riconoscimento della protezione internazionale, Decreto del 9 giugno 
2017, notificato l’11 luglio 2017. 
4 Ordinanza del tribunale del 18 giugno 2019, pubblicata il 28 giugno 2019. 
5 Sentenza della Corte d’appello del 22 dicembre 2020, pubblicata il 3 marzo 2021. 
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ABSTRACT 

“Scuola 725” (the 725 School) was established in 1968 by Italian educator Roberto Sardelli, among the 
‘shacks’ of the “Acquedotto Felice” in Rome, where hundreds of internal migrants from Central and 
Southern Italy at that time lived in poor conditions. The aim of Sardelli was to emancipate the children 
of the migrants living in the shacks, raising their awareness of their own rights. This contribution focuses 
on two recently published books, which cast a new light on the educational and cultural experience of 
“Scuola 725” and highlight that Sardelli’s emancipatory approach can still be relevant within current 
research in postcolonial and intercultural pedagogy. 
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Se provassimo a tracciare una mappa delle esperienze educative (e delle riflessioni pedago-

giche ad esse connesse) che nel panorama italiano possono dialogare a buon titolo con una 

prospettiva critica di tipo postcoloniale – anche quando, magari, non hanno fatto ricorso espli-

citamente a temi e parole chiave di quella stessa prospettiva – una posizione non marginale 

potrebbe probabilmente essere occupata dalla figura di don Roberto Sardelli (1935-2019) e 

dall’esperienza educativa, pedagogica e politico-culturale che – tra fine anni Sessanta e inizio 

anni Settanta – egli ha animato a partire dalla borgata dell’Acquedotto Felice di Roma, tra le 

baracche dove abitavano centinaia di migranti provenienti dal Centro-Sud dell’Italia. E in par-

ticolare dalla Scuola 725, alla quale lo stesso don Sardelli diede vita tra il 1968 e il 1973 e che 

aveva così chiamato dal numero della baracca entro cui si tenevano le lezioni. 

Una tale rilevanza è legata, da un lato, a un dato storico, ovvero al fatto che l’azione 

educativa di don Sardelli, in primis l’esperienza della Scuola 725, si è sviluppata in quegli anni 

in uno dei punti di intersezione tra due contesti/gruppi sociali – i migranti del Centro-Sud d’Italia 

e le grandi periferie urbane – che, come ci ha mostrato recentemente David Forgacs nel suo 

Margini d’Italia. L’esclusione sociale dall’Unità a oggi (Laterza, 2014), costituiscono significativi 

esempi di contesti a lungo (e forse ancora oggi) identificati/costruiti come “marginali” nella 
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storia dell’Italia contemporanea (al pari, sebbene con i necessari distinguo, di altri contesti 

esaminati da Forgacs, come ad esempio le colonie di ieri, o i campi nomadi di oggi). 

Dall’altro lato, la rilevanza dell’esperienza di don Sardelli è legata anche a un elemento 

di carattere forse più teorico-pedagogico, ovvero il fatto che, proprio nel dare vita alla straordi-

naria esperienza della Scuola 725, don Sardelli non cessa mai di interrogare se stesso, i suoi 

allievi, le loro famiglie, il mondo culturale, sociale, politico a lui coevo, sui presupposti pedago-

gici – ma proprio per questo anche culturali e politici – su cui quegli stessi processi di margi-

nalizzazione si fondavano e dei quali poi – in una sorta di circolo vizioso tanto difficile da ren-

dere visibile ed interrompere – continuavano e continuano forse ancor oggi ad alimentarsi. 

Questa doppia dimensione del pensiero, dell’opera pedagogica e della vita stessa di don 

Sardelli emerge oggi con chiarezza – e viene soprattutto rilanciata e ricontestualizzata nello 

scenario non solo pedagogico odierno – grazie alla pubblicazione quasi concomitante nell’au-

tunno del 2020 di due volumi che all’esperienza della Scuola 725 e del suo fondatore sono 

interamente dedicati.  

Il primo di essi, pubblicato da Donzelli, si intitola Dalla parte degli ultimi, porta la firma 

dello stesso Sardelli e di Massimiliano Fiorucci (fra i più autorevoli studiosi italiani odierni di 

pedagogia interculturale, docente all’Università degli Studi di Roma Tre, dove è anche Diret-

tore del Dipartimento di Scienze della Formazione), e raccoglie cinque lunghi colloqui tra i due 

autori, svoltisi negli ultimi anni di vita di Sardelli. A questi colloqui il volume poi aggiunge alcuni 

preziosi materiali fotografici connessi all’esperienza della Scuola 725, nonché una lezione 

dello stesso Sardelli intervistato da Alessandro Portelli (che firma anche la prefazione al libro). 

Il secondo volume è invece la significativa riedizione di un’opera del 1971, intitolata Non 

tacere, che costituiva una sorta di ‘contro’ libro di testo redatto dagli stessi ragazzi della Scuola 

725 sotto la guida di don Sardelli. Ripubblicato oggi dalla Libreria Editrice Fiorentina con inter-

venti dello stesso Fiorucci e di Massimo Sestili, Non tacere ci offre l’opportunità di entrare dal 

vivo all’interno di una scuola che, come scrive Fiorucci nell’“Introduzione” al volume Donzelli, 

“rappresenta una delle più straordinarie iniziative di pedagogia popolare realizzate in Italia nel 

secondo dopoguerra” (3). 

I colloqui raccolti in Dalla parte degli ultimi permettono al lettore di approfondire il conte-

sto, le ragioni, le modalità dell’esperienza della Scuola 725 e, a un tempo, suggeriscono col-

legamenti, riletture, attualità di quell’esperienza nel panorama di oggi. Così, ad esempio, in 

apertura di volume, già il primo colloquio ci invita a riflettere sulle differenze e le analogie fra 

le risposte di allora – nei confronti dei migranti “interni” che dal Centro-Sud Italia affluivano 

nelle periferie della capitale – e le risposte di oggi nei confronti delle migrazioni che dai diversi 

Sud del mondo approdano nel nostro Paese.  

Si coglie con chiarezza sia la filosofia che le metodologie che animavano la scuola aperta 

da don Sardelli fra le baracche dell’Acquedotto Felice: ovvero che si trattava allora di superare 
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un approccio – magari anche ben organizzato e comunque prezioso – di tipo però solo assi-

stenziale, per puntare invece “sull’istruzione come leva, come strumento di emancipazione” 

che inizi “riattivando le risorse del contesto, rendendo gli ultimi soggetti attivi e protagonisti del 

proprio riscatto” (23). Si tratta di un approccio che emerge trasversalmente in tutti i dialoghi 

contenuti in Dalla parte degli ultimi, e che ritroviamo nelle pratiche di ‘alfabetizzazione’ eman-

cipatrice (per dirla con Freire, un riferimento che ricorre più volte nei dialoghi del volume Don-

zelli) documentate nelle pagine di Non tacere.  

È una prospettiva sulla cui attualità pedagogica don Sardelli e Fiorucci ci invitano a ri-

flettere, e che pare del resto particolarmente in sintonia con una rilettura anche postcoloniale 

delle questioni emergenti nei contesti educativi contemporanei: essa infatti muove non solo da 

una specifica attenzione alle circostanze storiche e sociali in cui maturano i processi di esclu-

sione anche scolastica, ma anche dalla consapevolezza che è necessario decostruire i pre-

supposti teorico-pedagogici su cui tali processi si basano e porsi in un atteggiamento critico 

nei loro confronti, a cominciare proprio dai banchi di scuola.  

Nell’esperienza di Sardelli appare in questo senso forte e decisivo il riferimento alla figura 

e all’opera di don Lorenzo Milani – sebbene originalmente ricontestualizzato nell’ambito delle 

periferie urbane e delle loro scuole. Ma accanto a esso, come evidenzia Fiorucci nel già richia-

mato saggio introduttivo al volume Donzelli, emerge anche significativa una consonanza con 

le posizioni freireane, in particolare in riferimento al ruolo centrale della “parola” come via “per 

prendere coscienza e possesso della realtà” (15). È anche in questo senso che possono es-

sere lette le esperienze di scrittura collettiva documentate in Non tacere, e in particolare la 

celebre “Lettera” che i ragazzi della Scuola di don Sardelli avevano indirizzato nel 1969 al 

sindaco di Roma. 

Come spiega lo stesso Sardelli: “la scuola per me era questo, far capire ai ragazzi stessi 

che avevano interiorizzato il linguaggio di coloro che li escludevano” (Dalla parte degli ultimi, 

62). Non è un caso che Fiorucci evochi a questo proposito la colonizzazione dell’immaginario 

di cui parlava Frantz Fanon nei Dannati della terra. Si trattava – sono ancora parole di don 

Sardelli – di lavorare allora perché questi ragazzi potessero passare “da portatori di bisogni” a 

“portatori di diritti” (16). Forse, a mezzo secolo di distanza da quell’esperienza fra le baracche 

dell’Acquedotto Felice, potrebbe essere anche in questa direzione che può emergere uno degli 

elementi di profonda attualità della pedagogia di don Sardelli: ovvero, nel ricordarci che la 

scuola – se vuole davvero essere scuola inclusiva ed equa per tutti gli allievi e le allieve, e per 

tutte le loro famiglie – è chiamata a svolgere ancor oggi un ruolo centrale nel mai concluso 

percorso di ‘decolonizzazione’ del nostro immaginario e di quello dei nostri allievi e allieve: nel 

tentativo – oggi come ieri – “di restituire ai ragazzi il sapere, la dignità e la capacità di leggere 

la realtà, ma soprattutto la determinazione nella lotta per i diritti” (15). 
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ABSTRACT 

Written by a clinical faculty member at the International University College (IUC) of Turin and a lawyer 
specialized in immigration law who is also a civil and human rights activist, Maurizio Veglio’s La 
malapena. Sulla crisi della giustizia al tempo dei centri di trattenimento degli stranieri provides appalling 
and much needed insight into the workings of the Italian administrative approach to unwanted 
immigration and, in particular, into the everyday temporalities, spatialities and practices of the CPR 
“Brunelleschi” in Turin (a near equivalent of the British IRC, for the identification and removal of non-
citizens). Its findings help to realize the extent to which the politics of building a “hostile environment” go 
well beyond the British context and are a defining characteristic of a global war on the right to human 
mobility. 
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“Quella che segue è una testimonianza; parziale, rischiosa, controvertibile come tutte. Ma è l’unica che 
mi è possibile. Non è scritta, né potrebbe esserlo, in nome di alcuno. Più che giudizi, contiene materiale 
istruttorio. E domande, più che risposte. Nulla è stato deliberatamente modificato, tranne i nomi dei 
protagonisti.” (Veglio 2020, 11) 

Con queste poche righe, di snodo tra la prefazione di Emma Bonino e l’inizio vero e proprio 

del racconto, Maurizio Veglio indica la chiave di lettura per penetrare senza ambiguità né 

retorica l’intenzionalità dell’opera. Sono parole inequivocabili, prima fra tutte ‘testimonianza’ ─ 

che indica un genere e un posizionamento politico e affettivo ben precisi, subito marcati di 

agentività attraverso la qualificazione fornita da “materiale istruttorio,” segnale della prima fase 

di un percorso che reclama l’attenzione e l’ascolto della società civile e non intende arrestarsi 

dinanzi all’incuria e alle pastoie della macchina legislativa. Seguono, con grande onestà, 

l’esplicitazione della subject position da cui Veglio parla, della volontà di rispettare e 

proteggere l’anonimato dei trattenuti di cui si riportano le storie, e la piena consapevolezza, di 
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ispirazione postcoloniale, di non poter parlare per il subalterno, ma solamente di e con i 

soggetti stranieri inghiottiti negli spazi di “differenza e indifferenza” (Van Houtum e Van 

Naerssen 2002, 129) del sistema immigratorio italiano (ma anche europeo e globale). Si tratta 

di un percorso, come anticipa Emma Bonino, che conduce impietosamente il lettore “in una 

sorta di girone dantesco che è un frutto avvelenato della nostra società” e, soprattutto, “porta 

a galla verità nascoste alla stragrande maggioranza e dà luce al buio delle nostre coscienze” 

(Veglio 2020, 5). 

È forse quest’ultimo aspetto – il portare a galla verità se non del tutto nascoste almeno 

efficacemente oscurate – che ha inchiodato chi scrive, per vocazione accademica abituata a 

studiare l’“ambiente ostile” dei sistemi immigratori britannico e australiano, a quest’opera 

concisa ma potente che fa capire come, al di là dell’impegno diffuso e appassionato di gruppi 

di avvocati e magistrati e della società civile, di enti di volontariato laico e religioso e dei piccoli 

gesti di gentilezza individuali di tanti cittadini, de te fabula narratur. In maniera solo in parte 

dissimile dalla politica (complice) di amnesia collettiva che ha eliso per decenni il 

coinvolgimento del nostro paese negli orrori delle pratiche coloniali, la vulgata che ora invoca 

indulgenza per l’abuso dei diritti umani durante le varie fasi dell’identificazione e del 

trattenimento degli stranieri illegalizzati in Italia – attribuendolo soprattutto a inefficienza e caos 

amministrativi – si rivela, dopo aver letto le pagine di Veglio, poco più di una foglia di fico dietro 

la quale si riconosce chiaramente la piena implicazione del paese nelle politiche di esclusione 

e di contenimento della mobilità su base etnica e di censo omologate nella prassi 

internazionale al fine di formare un’impassabile reticolo. 

Se il libro è, quindi, prima di tutto testimonianza, lo è in una forma personalissima e 

plurale, in cui si alternano, perfettamente orchestrati, enunciazione di principi e informazione 

che si fa naturalmente denuncia, storie di vita individuali e cronache della insensata fatica del 

vivere da trattenuti – avvolti in una temporalità lentissima e senza forma – di persone 

irriducibilmente estranee l’una all’altra e sfiancate dall’inattività, dall’isolamento fisico e 

linguistico, dall’angoscia. A ciò si aggiunge una molteplicità di registri e punti di vista narrativi, 

che variano dall’obiettività dell’enunciato informativo alla citazione di rapporti, estratti di leggi 

e sentenze, alle testimonianze dei detenuti (brevi stralci quelle citate in prima persona, inserite 

a individuare il racconto delle molte altre storie di vita che l’autore riporta per conoscenza 

diretta). Il tutto è magistralmente connesso e mediato dalla voce di Maurizio Veglio, che si 

mette in gioco non solo nel suo ruolo professionale di avvocato specializzato nel campo del 

diritto dell’immigrazione, ma anche quale attivista per i diritti civili e soggetto che avverte la 

necessità, e onora la responsabilità di esprimere, oltre alle evidenze disattese, solidarietà e 

convinzioni. Senza mai perdere di vista l’obiettivo di “istruire una causa” per l’abolizione di 

quella “crepa istituzionale” (47) che è la detenzione amministrativa degli stranieri, Veglio 
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mostra in quale misura, in questo ambito, il re del discorso politico e della giurisprudenza sia 

nudo. 

Veglio, che è anche membro dell’Asgi (Associazione per gli Studi Giuridici 

sull’Immigrazione), insegna presso l’International University College (Iuc) di Torino e collabora 

da oltre un decennio con la Human Rights and Migration Law Clinic (HmRLC), un “programma 

di clinica legale in materia di immigrazione e diritti fondamentali”1 realizzato dallo Iuc assieme 

all’Università di Torino e all’Università del Piemonte Orientale. Tra le sue pubblicazioni, sempre 

nell’ambito del diritto degli stranieri, si segnalano il saggio “Uomini tradotti. Prove di dialogo 

con i richiedenti asilo” (2017), il lucido volume di denuncia L’attualità del male. La Libia dei 

Lager è verità processuale (2018) e – incentrati, come La Malapena, sul centro di permanenza 

per i rimpatri (CPR) “Brunelleschi” di Torino in cui Veglio presta la sua assistenza sul campo – 

l’indagine collaborativa Betwixt and Between: Turin’s CIE: A Human Rights Investigation Into 

Turin’s Immigration Detention Centre (2012) e Il Libro Nero del CPR di Torino, di cui Veglio è 

stato co-estensore e co-curatore (il volume è stato presentato il 4 giugno 2021 in occasione 

della manifestazione per il suicidio avvenuto in quel centro di Moussa Balde, giovane della 

Guinea rinchiuso nel CPR di Torino dopo aver subito un pestaggio a Imperia, la cui vicenda 

ha attratto di recente l’attenzione della società civile e della stampa). 

La malapena è, in questo trittico, l’opera che a mio avviso più si configura – almeno a 

livello formale e di organizzazione del testo, e di potenza e forza evocativa della parola – come 

racconto/testimonianza rivolto a un pubblico non necessariamente specialistico, e non 

(ancora) ‘militante’: un’opera incisiva e onesta nel desiderio di parlare alle coscienze della 

‘gente comune’, di spezzare in chi legge le difese dell’‘indifferenza’ dinanzi a situazioni ed 

eventi della cui veridicità e ‘normalità’ quotidiana l’autore si fa direttamente testimone e 

garante. Il libro, tanto per cominciare, è insieme globale e nazionale nella sua applicazione, e 

fortemente radicato in una tradizione e in un contesto locali di cui l’autore va giustamente fiero, 

quello dell’alto insegnamento intellettuale ed etico di un grande torinese come Primo Levi, che 

ha saputo parlare all’umanità intera. Il suo monito “non siamo ancora bestie, non lo saremo 

finché cercheremo di resistere” (Levi 2007)  viene evocato pressoché all’inizio de La malapena 

(Veglio 2020, 21), quasi a indicare la bussola morale che guiderà il lettore attraverso le pagine 

che seguiranno. Al tempo stesso, l’ombra di Levi serve a sostanziare l’accostamento 

(sottolineate le doverose differenze) del discorso sui centri di trattenimento odierni – di cui 

Veglio, attingendo a Michel Agier (2014, 19-20), sottolinea il carattere “extraterritoriale, 

eccezionale ed esclusivo,” perfetto palcoscenico per la messa in scena della capacità dello 

stato di “detenere per isolare, purgare, espellere” (Veglio 2020, 15) – al dispositivo 

novecentesco del ‘campo’, indicizzato all’allontanamento e all’obliterazione di “persone 

giudicate superflue, eccedenti, subalterne” (15). 
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Superflue, eccedenti, subalterne, da isolare ed espellere, sono le ombre che il percorso 

de La malapena interpella e illumina restituendo loro a tratti almeno la dignità dell’avere una 

storia, conducendo per mano il lettore, prima, in un viaggio agli inferi per infine restituirlo alla 

‘ragionevolezza’ di una domanda e di una speranza per il futuro: La domanda “come è 

possibile cambiare” dovrebbe essere sostituita da quella “come è possibile continuare con la 

detenzione?” (98). E non è certo un caso che l’opera si apra proprio su alcune di queste figure 

e sulle loro famiglie, protagonisti di un dramma silenziato e di un’epopea di resilienza, due 

donne marocchine che “ondeggiano, umiliate e ostinate, come piante nel cemento” (13). 

Il libro si presenta articolato in sei sezioni (da nessuna parte compare la dicitura ‘capitolo’ 

o ‘paragrafo’, quasi a sottolineare il carattere intersezionale di questa “malapena”), precedute 

da titoletti. Il primo è “Ciabatte e manganelli”, incentrato sul momento dell’arrivo nel CPR – 

che, assieme allo Hotspot, rappresenta delle “autentiche voci mute del diritto” (16) – e sulle 

disumane condizioni abitative e relazionali al suo interno: “Bed and breakfast nelle gabbie, 

vista sbarre e garitte, residenza esclusiva di alieni, miserabili, reietti” (16), la cui cancellazione 

dalle storie e dalla Storia ha inizio attraverso l’imposizione ai trattenuti di distruggere la 

fotocamera dei loro cellulari. Seguono “I giudici di guerra,” in cui Veglio discute, tra l’altro, 

l’obbrobrio dell’aver demandato alla figura del Giudice di pace (un “modello debole” [39] di 

giustizia, privo dell’autorità di comminare pene), e non a giudici togati, il compito di valutare e 

prorogare il trattenimento di persone colpevoli unicamente della violazione amministrativa di 

essere nel paese senza permesso. Egli denuncia anche la “direttiva [europea] della vergogna” 

che, “pur di agevolare l’espulsione degli stranieri ne legittima il trattenimento in assenza di 

reato fino a 18 mesi” (38), spesso sulla base di udienze cui il trattenuto non partecipa e la cui 

durata media è di “300 secondi” (42). Addirittura un solo minuto dura l’udienza di proroga del 

trattenimento del giovane sudanese protagonista di “La sete di Abdo” (51), un assistito di 

Veglio la cui vicenda, sfociata nello sciopero della fame, è riportata in tutta l’assurdità e gratuità 

di tanto spreco di vita e dolore, una rara storia (forse) a lieto fine, congelata in un messaggio 

che accenna a un permesso di soggiorno di 5 anni in un paese del nordeuropa. È poi la volta 

di “Lo Stato d’ansia”: qui l’autore fa leva sulla nozione, anticipata all’inizio dell’opera, che “il 

legislatore non è che l’interprete elettivo del sentire comune, l’istituzione che traduce in atti 

formali le pulsioni, le credenze, i timori della comunità che lo esprime,” così che la legge 

sull’immigrazione si configura come “una forma giuridica dell’inquietudine” (15). In senso più 

concreto, il titolo si riferisce all’ansia somatizzata e al grave disagio psichico e mentale 

determinati nei trattenuti, al di là dei traumi di cui sono già portatori, dalla detenzione e dalle 

condizioni in cui questa si svolge, a cui si aggiunge l’assistenza del tutto inadeguata fornita 

dall’istituzione, che è alla base di manifestazioni continue e talora estreme di autolesionismo. 

La quinta sezione si intitola “Come acqua nella sabbia”, ci conduce nel CARA di Isola di Capo 

Rizzuto per affrontare i temi della costante minaccia di infiltrazione mafiosa nella gestione dei 
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CPR e degli strumenti spesso impari con cui si è tentato di contrastarla, per continuare 

prendendo in esame le dinamiche tossiche delle politiche e pratiche di rimpatrio, nonché le 

scelte impervie e irrispettose dei diritti umani imposte dalla Convenzione di Dublino. Il volume 

termina con una sezione conclusiva che di nuovo reclama l’attenzione del lettore introducendo, 

in luogo di uno scontato “conclusioni,” un militante e assai più incisivo “Concrezioni.” Qui le 

colpe, le intenzionalità malevole, l’insensatezza e la disfunzionalità del sistema descritto si 

concretizzano e diventano leggibili come “l’impronta di un ambiente ostile” (93), l’espressione 

di un contesto normativo che “assomiglia a una giustizia di transizione senza una guerra alle 

spalle, a meno di considerare tale la lotta alla mobilità umana dichiarata unilateralmente 

dall’Occidente” (98). Né Veglio risparmia, in altri luoghi de La malapena, l’aspra denuncia e 

condanna dei famigerati trattati bilaterali con alcuni paesi d’origine dei richiedenti asilo. Le sei 

cornici tematiche appena elencate sono ulteriormente scandite, al loro interno, da altri “titoletti,” 

che aiutano a suggerire gli argomenti trattati, spesso attraverso la scelta di privilegiare 

l’evocatività, un invito a desiderare di conoscere e a riflettere, rispetto all’immediatezza 

connotativa. Mi limito a citarne solo alcuni, quali: “La dittatura della sicurezza” – che ragiona 

sulla natura propagandistica e velleitaria del tema della sicurezza del cittadino rispetto alla 

spendibilità dello straniero non voluto –, “Nel regno del ‘dopo’”, “La strategia del disinteresse”, 

“La dea bendata”, “Esseri umani ed esseri animali”, “Sprofondo”, “La comunità senza 

desiderio”. 

Particolarmente significativa, a mio avviso – e in rapporto alle testimonianze di altre 

detenzioni, in altri paesi – è la sezione “Nel regno del dopo” (24-25), incentrata sui temi della 

coda, della dilazione, dell’attesa, ben noti elementi strutturali del meccanismo ‘punitivo’ del 

campo/centro per l’immobilizzazione e spettralizzazione di chi cerca rifugio senza essere 

voluto. Nel descrivere le modalità ‘mangiavita’ dell’attesa e della coda all’interno del CPR 

“Brunelleschi”, in cui i ritmi sono ulteriormente dilatati e resi casuali dall’esternalizzazione di 

molte funzioni a privati, Veglio fa riferimento alla testimonianza dello scrittore e attivista curdo-

iraniano Behrouz Boochani – imprigionato per sei anni nel Manus Island Regional Offshore 

Processing Centre (Papua Nuova Guinea) gestito dalle autorità australiane –, contenuta 

nell’ormai celebre racconto autobiografico No Friend but the Mountains (Boochani 2018). 

“Stare in coda,” riporta Veglio, “induce la sensazione che la morte sia dietro l’angolo” (Boochani 

2019 in Veglio 2020, 24). Come Primo Levi all’inizio de La malapena, anche Boochani è 

invocato più volte, per la forza ed esemplarità della sua voce, ma anche per meglio collegare 

l’esperienza italiana a un sistema mondiale di “lotta alla mobilità umana dichiarata 

unilateralmente dall’Occidente” (98). 

Ciò ci riporta a un'altra serie di elementi che rendono il volume di Veglio originale e 

immersivo rispetto ad altri scritti di testimonianza e di advocacy nel campo dell’asilo e delle 

migrazioni. Da un lato, il continuo rimando a un quadro vergognoso e avvolgente di apartheid 
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globale che tuttora si perpetua, e vede nei centri per i rimpatri i “laboratori della chimica della 

segregazione” (Veglio 2020, 73), in rapporto di continuità con altri meccanismi e pratiche 

novecentesche di “esternalizzazione della violenza nelle colonie” (15). Dall’altro lato, un’acuta 

consapevolezza del potere della parola, e in particolare della narratività della legge, ma anche 

dello storytelling, quello della testimonianza di Veglio e quello, diverso come è giusto che sia, 

delle altre voci cui egli offre, in senso arendtiano, uno spazio dell’apparenza. Estremamente 

significativo, in questa chiave, il brano in cui l’autore, nel trattare delle udienze per la convalida 

della detenzione, introduce una vera e propria “narratologia” del trattenimento amministrativo 

degli stranieri. Esso “è il frutto di un rito di separazione su base etnica – un atto di apartheid – 

il cui protocollo normativo prevede un officiante, l’autorità giudiziaria, una funzione, la 

celebrazione dell’udienza, e i testimoni al tavolo del giudice: la pubblica amministrazione, 

l’interprete e l’avvocato difensore. Al centro siede il trattenuto, l’agnello sacrificale, il “pezzo di 

carne”, come si definisce Boochani” (39; corsivo mio). Altrettanto importante è il richiamo a 

George Steiner (1984, 209-212) sia nel condannare il potere offuscante dell’eufemismo e della 

parola non connotativa, sia nel ricordare come “[t]erreno elettivo per misurare la forza dell’atto 

linguistico” sia “il mondo del diritto, così profondamente avvinto al linguaggio” (Veglio 2020, 

74), un ambito in cui la parola dichiarata genera realtà nell’indirizzo e nella prassi. Il lavoro 

dell’avvocato che giorno per giorno cerca di raccontare – per salvarle, come Shéhérazade – 

storie di vite intrappolate nella “macchina tritadestini” dei CPR (Beneduce, nota privata, in 

Veglio 2020, 29) pur nel rispetto delle convenzioni narratologiche e formali della memoria o 

dell’atto legale, si compenetra con raro e innovativo equilibrio, in questa breve opera che tutti 

dovrebbero leggere, con la sensibilità e le pratiche dello storytelling solidale e di testimonianza. 

Di quest’ultimo condivide l’apertura a note di speranza, a conclusione del racconto, circa la 

possibilità, anche se irta di ostacoli e realisticamente ancora assai remota, di porsi di fronte al 

problem space dell’immigrazione e del diritto umano alla mobilità globale grazie alla 

produzione di immaginari alternativi. 

Come nella migliore tradizione degli Studi culturali, il libro si chiude su una serie di 

domande “migliori”: 

“La volontà di esclusione di una parte della società ipoteca il futuro di tutti: quale convivenza è possibile 
dopo il campo? Le vittime potranno perdonare l’offesa? Quale comunità può nascere dall’incontro 
forzato di due rifiuti: chi non vuole restare, chi non vuole accogliere? Quella dei CPR è una vicenda 
costellata di Perché che attendono una risposta” (Veglio 2020, 98-99). 

La risposta, per ora, è: “Invano” (99). Ma proprio raccontando, e leggendo, e riraccontando 

queste ‘storie’ qualcosa forse potrà cambiare. 

Note 
1 See http://www.iuctorino.it/studies/clinical-education/legal-clinics/#1455815004182-f7c06345-6b2b. 
Accessed 28 October 2021. 
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ABSTRACT 

La ragazza che parlava zulu e altri racconti is a collection of short stories that translates for the Italian 

reading public South African writer Elleke Boehmer’s Sharmilla, and Other Portraits, published by 

Jacana (Johannesburg) in 2010. The stories frame moments of daily life, everyday details, family and 

amicable relationships on the backdrop of apartheid and post-apartheid South Africa. The history of the 

nation and the diverse perspectives from which it may be told and interiorised by people are central to 

the narrative. However, they remain in the background, being filtered through the life stories of the 

characters: children, ordinary people, and historical giants such as Nelson Mandela and Robert 

Sobukwe, who appear in the short story “Robben Island.” 

Keywords 
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Quando mi fu chiesto di presentare il libro di Elleke Boehmer, La ragazza che parlava zulu e 

altri racconti, pensai di organizzare la presentazione accorpando i racconti per temi, secondo 

un’operazione sicuramente consentita da un punto di vista letterario e legittimata dalla struttura 

stessa del libro. Il volume presenta in effetti alcuni temi ricorrenti, quali i rapporti fra persone 

di colore di diverse lingue e culture, fra neri e bianchi, e rapporti difficili all’interno delle famiglie 

dei sudafricani bianchi; l’orgoglio e la dignità di essere neri, il dramma dell’adattamento ai nuovi 

luoghi, genti e realtà, gli scontri generazionali di un Sudafrica in trasformazione, il problema 

dei coloured. Tutto questo, in un Sudafrica coinvolto in una storia complicata, in bilico fra un 

passato di apartheid duro e la conquista di una democrazia a lungo agognata, ma ancora 

troppo giovane per essere solida. 

Mi è parso più rispettoso della volontà e del lavoro della scrittrice scegliere alcuni dei 

racconti come i più emblematici, soffermandomi sui particolari di taluni personaggi protagonisti, 

per lasciare al lettore il piacere e la curiosità di scoprire e apprezzare la straordinaria abilità 

narrativa di Elleke Boehmer nella ricostruzione delle dinamiche psicologiche e storiche. 

Sarebbe interessante, dopo una prima lettura, procedere a una seconda, operando una sorta 

di studio specifico di ciascuno dei personaggi dei vari racconti, ponendoli a confronto l’uno con 
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l’altro. Soltanto in questo modo, forse, si riuscirebbe a comprendere come la scrittrice abbia 

composto un mosaico, un affresco universale di una umanità che, pur rappresentata in tutte le 

sue diversità – lingua, colore della pelle, stato sociale, genere – si riconosce simile nel dolore, 

nella gioia, nelle manifestazioni affettive ed emotive, nelle espressioni di debolezza e fragilità. 

Il titolo del libro è ripreso da uno dei racconti in cui la protagonista si salva da una 

situazione difficile e di pericolo, sorprendendo i malfattori che la derubano perché, 

inaspettatamente, capisce quello che dicono in lingua zulu. “[L]ingua maggioritaria parlata dai 

neri di Durban” lo zulu, si legge nel racconto, è 

considerato ‘difficile’ […] era la lingua parlata dai servi, dal boy in giardino e dalla girl in casa, che noi, 

da immigrati ‘progressisti’ olandesi, iperconsapevoli del nostro status separato, non usavamo […]. Lo 

zulu parlato dei servi degli altri bianchi che nei caldi pomeriggi chiacchieravano in capannelli sui bordi 

erbosi formava […] ‘un rumore bianco’ facile da dimenticare. (Boehmer 2019, 237-8) 

Ciò nonostante, la protagonista ha voluto impararla e custodirla, conservarla come un 

patrimonio genetico da non disperdere, poiché le consentiva di continuare a essere sé stessa, 

pur in una condizione di necessario superamento del passato. 

Ma chi è Elleke Boehmer? Nata a Durban, città sudafricana affacciata sull’Oceano 

indiano, da genitori olandesi o nederlandesi, Elleke comincia a parlare in lingua olandese. 

All’età di quattro anni sente il padre affermare “adesso in questa casa si parla inglese!” (240). 

L’inglese per lui non è la lingua di Shakespeare, ma la lingua di Churchill. È la lingua che Elleke 

deve parlare perché l’Inghilterra significa legalità, giustizia, correttezza. L’Inghilterra e l’inglese, 

durante la Seconda guerra mondiale, rappresentano gli alleati e l’impero. Ma Elleke è 

quotidianamente a contatto con la lingua afrikaans, “lingua bastarda di classe inferiore” (237), 

lingua che a lei non è consentito parlare mai. È la lingua dei poveri, della rozza “gentaglia 

bianca” (237) che va in giro scalza. Ma in quel coacervo di espressioni linguistiche, si trova 

anche la lingua maggioritaria zulu. 

“Scrittrice non inglese che scrive in lingua inglese” (234) si definisce Elleke nell’epilogo, 

a cui pure dà un titolo “Né qui/né là: scrivere al di fuori della lingua madre.” Per una buona e 

consapevole lettura di un libro all’apparenza semplice, ma in realtà coinvolgente e complesso, 

invito a partire proprio dall’epilogo, da cui si raccolgono stimoli preziosi per una lettura attenta 

e pronta ad apprezzarne la ricchezza e la complessità. Fondamentale è saper cogliere e 

distinguere la parola nelle sue più ampie sfumature e connotazioni, soprattutto in quanto essa 

rappresenta la figura di un pensiero, il racconto di una storia, il tassello di una cultura. Lo stretto 

legame fra lingua ed esistenza, lingua e cultura, lingua e identità personale è rispettato 

giustamente dal nuovo governo democratico, che riconosce nel Sudafrica undici lingue ufficiali. 

La scrittrice colloca i suoi racconti in uno spazio temporale di circa vent’anni, che vanno 

dal tempo dell’apartheid alla democratizzazione del Sudafrica. Ma si tratta di un paese molto 

diverso da quello che abbiamo conosciuto attraverso altre rappresentazioni e narrazioni 
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durante l’apartheid. È un paese ‘normale’, dove l’apartheid è rappresentato come un’istituzione 

lontana, sullo sfondo, che compare e scompare attraverso i riferimenti a dettagli, brevi 

flashback, insinuazioni, ma mai drammatico. Ogni racconto è une tranche de vie, come direbbe 

Hippolyte Taine, ma è anche un quadro, una rappresentazione pittorica, un affresco in cui 

ambiente, natura e personaggi costruiscono un’armonica storia fatta di colori, suoni, profumi, 

immagini perfettamente orchestrate. Ne emerge una sorta di rappresentazione universale 

dell’umanità, in una contaminazione riuscita di identità culturali indigene e altre provenienti da 

tante parti della terra. Colori, linguaggi, sensibilità e pensieri si intrecciano e si integrano, fino 

a dar vita a un popolo unico, che però mantiene vive e custodisce gelosamente le tante 

diversità. 

Fra i vari racconti della raccolta si possono scegliere alcuni esempi con l’obiettivo 

precipuo di stimolare la curiosità del lettore, nella certezza che non sarà deluso. Mi riferisco a 

un racconto brevissimo che apre il volume, “La stanza della domestica.” La padroncina 

bianca/il padroncino bianco che racconta non deve avere frequentazione con Eileen, la 

domestica di colore. Ma il mondo di Eileen è stimolante e interessante, è un mistero tutto da 

scoprire: la stanza buia e umida dagli odori stuzzicanti, la sottoveste bordata di pizzo. Il corpo 

di Eileen è tutto da scoprire, non bello come quello della madre, ma pieno di vita, come i grossi 

seni invitanti e accoglienti. In così poche ma dense parole è rappresentato tutto un mondo che 

abbiamo tante volte visto rappresentato nella cinematografia, ricostruito con il linguaggio 

polisemico che immortala le storie dei bambini bianchi cresciuti, amati, curati dalle loro tate 

nere. 

Nel racconto “La corsa coi sacchi di fagioli,” Aggie è “figlia unica” e “ragazza intelligente” 

(77), che cammina a testa alta nella scuola di bianchi, come le insegna la madre di colore. 

Lavendar Samuels lavora sodo per mantenerla in una scuola di bianchi. “Tutti su un piede di 

parità” è il suo monito. Così quando partecipa alla corsa con il sacco di fagioli sulla testa, unica 

nera in mezzo alle madri bianche, e arriva seconda, è orgogliosa perché sa che ha vinto lei la 

gara, perché con l’altra, la bianca vincitrice, non erano su un piede di parità. La bianca vincitrice 

bisbiglia che la partenza non era alla pari, perché “Le non bianche portano vasi sulla testa 

dalla nascita, imparano per questo come tenerli in equilibrio […]. Hanno le teste piatte […] e 

grasse” (87). Per questo aveva fermato con una forcina nascosta il sacco di fagioli. Forse ha 

ragione la giovane Aggie, ci vuol dire la scrittrice: la conquista della parità è difficile da 

raggiungere e non basterà probabilmente una generazione. 

La traduzione dall’inglese all’italiano è di un gruppo di traduttori – Andrea B. Farabegoli, 

Alma Imolesi, Roberto Pedretti e Renata Sguotti – che, a esclusione di Giuseppina Rizzi, non 

sono specialisti pur avendo competenze linguistiche, culturali e storiche sul Sudafrica ed 

esperienza didattica, perché il testo è stato anche proposto sperimentalmente per la lettura 

nel triennio di alcuni licei. La sfida traduttologica collaborativa, a mio parere certamente 
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riuscita, è completata dall’Introduzione di Claudia Gualtieri “Né qui / né là, qui e là: scrivere (e 

leggere di tanti mondi)” (5-41) e dal Glossario (247-252) che offrono strumenti utili e importanti 

per la lettura. 

Ines Briganti è un’insegnante e una studiosa e, da insegnante e studiosa, i libri ama leggerli 

e raccontarli. Per anni ha avvicinato alla letteratura e alla storia i suoi studenti delle scuole 

superiori e ora racconta le vicende complesse e tragiche del Novecento come Presidente 

dell’Istituto Storico della Resistenza e dell’Età Contemporanea di Forlì-Cesena. Impegnata 

nella vita politica e amministrativa della propria città, è stata Assessora alla Cultura e 

Presidente del Consiglio Comunale di Cesena. Tra i pionieri del radicamento dell’Università di 

Bologna nel territorio romagnolo, Ines è stata vicepresidente di SerInAr, la società cesenate 

per il diritto allo studio. Email: ines.briganti@libero.it 


